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FOREWORD 

_ Abortion in South Australia is restricted by legislation. One of the requirements is that two 
medical practitioners recommend that a woman should have an abortion if they consider that her 
physical or mental or social health is at ris~. 

This study grew out of the public debate surrounding a private member's bill introduced in to 
the Legislative Council in South Australia in February 1988. That bill sought to further restrict 
access to abortion in several ways, including a requirement that a psychiatrist assess the woman if 
abortion was required on the grounds of mental health. That bill was narrowly defeated on 31 
March 1988. 

Debate surrounding the bill revealed the determination of anti-abortionists to restrict and 
eventually prohibit abortion in South Australia, based upon a campaign of misinformation. First, 
they claimed that the numbers of abortion had been climbing since 1980 when in fact the numbers 
had stabilised at about 4000 per year, a level comparable to the estimated number of abortions 
prior to legislative reform in 1970. Secondly, they claimed that many women suffered 
post-abortion trauma when studies all around the world (including one in South Australia) had 
found that traumatic post-abortion grief is extremely rare, especially when compared to the trauma 
of unwanted pregnancy and child-bearing, or indeed the trauma of illegal abortion. Thirdly, they 
argued that abortions were too readily available when a government enquiry (the Furler Report of 
1986) had found that abortion services were inadequate in both quantity and quality. 

Since July 1988 there have been no public mid-trimester abortion services in South Australia, 
and women are now bussed interstate at Health Commission expense to have abortions in private 
clinics. Rather than an outbreak of abortion, there has been a significant decline in the provision 
of service. 

It was in this context that we decided to apply for a Section 16 Health Commission grant to 
undertake a study of women's experience of abortion in South Australia before the legislation of 
1970. The women, health workers and police who have told their stories for this study have 
revealed the deceit, uncertainty, anguish and fears that existed at this time. Their stories also stand 
as proxy for the voices of the women who cannot speak, those who lost their lives through illegal 
abortion. It is vital that these experiences are understood, so that future policy decisions and 
community standards about abortion can be based on truth and compassion. 

The activists who seek to prohibit abortion claim to be motivated by compassion for the 
aborted foetus. Yet they ignore or actively oppose contraception, the only effective means of 
preventing unwanted pregnancy, and their compassion for the foetus is strictly limited with no 
apparent concern for life after birth. They claim to be concerned to protect women from the 
alleged emotional consequences of abortion, in spite of the overwhelming evidence that abortion is 
not traumatic unless it is illegal, or not the woman's own decision. Neither would their solution 
protect women's morals, as there is no moral virtue where there is no room for decision. 

As this study goes to press another private member's bill is before the House of Assembly, 
aimed at stopping the establishment of a separate clinic under the auspices of a hospital. The 
proposed clinic will circumvent the problems experienced in hospital departments of obstetrics 
and gynaecology, where anti-abortionists have been successful in destabilising services from 
within. The proposer justifies the bill on the grounds that clinics are not as safe as hospitals, in 
spite of the fact that most abortions in Australia are performed in clinics, with safety records which 
compare favourably with hospital care. This justification is doubly cynical while South 
Australians are still forced to travel interstate to get mid-trimester abortions in clinics. 
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Abortion is one of the simplest and most common surgical procedures in modem medicine, 
and has been practised in different forms around the world throughout history. While prohibition 
of abortion has very little effect on abortion rates, it does result in disastrous increases in 
abortion-related death and injury, and it is estimated by the World Health Organisation that a half 
a million women die every year from illegal abortion. 

Women who have abortions, like women who don't, are spread across every age, race, culture, 
class, creed, and country. They are the mothers, the nurturers, the workers, the doctors, the 
politicians, the artists, the famous and the unknown, the survivors of rape and the plain unlucky. 
Their partners likewise are everywhere. They all require safety, compassion and respect in the life 
crisis of unwanted pregnancy, and the availability of safe and effective ways of preventing its 
recurrence. Health care agencies and staff have an obligation to provide quality of care in this as 
in every other health service. 

The politicians who believe that their personal moral views on abortion are more important 
than the consequences of unwanted pregnancy ignore the realities of women's everyday lives. Yet 
they claim to be protecting women. 

We hope this study will serve as a reminder to politicians and opponents of abortion that any 
restrictions to the existing legislation will see a return to those anguished years before 1970. 

Lyndall Ryan Judith Dwyer 
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PREFACE 

The research project from which this publication is the outcome was funded by the Section 16 
Grants Committee of the South Australian Health Commission. The funding was received in May 
1989 and the research was carried out during late 1989 and 1990. During the course of the project 
the JD Somerville Oral History Collection of the Mortlock Library of South Australiana and the 
Flinders University Board of Research provided additional financial assistance. 

The aims of the research were: 
1. To compare the social, emotional and economic effects of abortion on women in South Australia 
before 1970, with the effects since 1970, for which there is considerable statistical information and 
documentation. 
2. (a) To achieve a better understanding of the problems of emotional, social and economic 

disruption to women's health in South Australia caused by abortions prior to 1969. 
(b) To focus on the effects of these disruptions. 
(c) To achieve a better understanding of the health care conditions in which these abortions 
were performed. 

The research has been conducted by a literature search of the period to 1970 by focussing on 
medical and social science journals, government reports, newspapers, parliamentary debates, 
academic theses, published works and relevant works of fiction, and by a series of interviews with 
a range of people involved in abortion in South Australia prior to 1970. 

The research has been carried out by Barbara Baird, with the guidance of the Chief 
Investigator Dr Lyndall Ryan and with the support of a steering committee, comprising Judith 
Dwyer, formerly of the Family Planning Association of South Australia, Margaret Allen, historian, 
South Australian College of Advanced Education, Barbara Buttfield, social worker, Family 
Planning Association of South Australia, Anne McKenna, medical practitioner and Claire Byrt, 
lawyer. 
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... if all the women who've had abortions stood up and said 
they've had abortions, I think that there'd be a lot less 
anti-abortion talk than what there is now. It's more or less 
something that people still keep fairly private. Well if all the 
old girls, for instance, like me, canie out and said it used to 
happen and in unsanitary conditions and in furtive 
conditions and that if they start prosecuting people again 
this is just what it'll descend into --- I think it's important 
that people speak up and tell the truth and not gloss over it 
and hide it under a facade of respectability 

(Shirley Smith: born 1923; three abortions - 1940, 1942, 1946, p. 10). 
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INTRODUCTION 

The year 1970 was a significant one for women in South Australia. In 1969 changes to the law 
regarding abortion had passed through Parliament; the new law came into effect in January 1970. 

Although it was a few years before South Australian women wanting abortions took full 
advantage of the new situation, which made legal abortions available to most women who sought 
them, 1970 marked the end of an era. The period before 1970 was a time when most women who 
wanted an abortion had to break the law to get one. It was a time of self-induced abortions, 
backyard abortions, and trips interstate for medically performed abortions. Although these 
phenomena did not disappear immediately on the proclamation of the law - one woman died in 
1972 after being refused an abortion in South Australia and travelling to Melbourne where she had 
an illegal abortion (The Advertiser March 1973, p. 3) - by the late 1970s most abortions were 
being performed medically in South Australian hospitals. 

Before 1970 the legal situation regarding abortion in South Australia relied on a precedent set 
in British courts in 1938, the Bourne case. In practice, abortion was allowed if continuation of a 
pregnancy was life-threatening to the woman, or if she were severely psychiatrically ill. In the 
1960s abortions were also performed legally if it was suspected that the foetus was severely 
deformed. The British law was changed in 1967 and in 1968 the South Australian Attorney 
General, Robin Millhouse, introduced a Bill to Parliament to change the SA law. A Select 
Committee of the House of Assembly was established in late 1968 to consider the proposed 
changes, and the Bill was debated in Parliament and in the community in 1969. The Bill was 
eventually passed through both houses of Parliament in December 1969. 

Under the new law it was no longer unlawful to have an abortion, or to perform one, if two 
legally qualified medical practitioners agreed that continuation of a pregnancy would involve 
greater risk to a woman's life, or to her physical or mental health than termination of the 
pregnancy, or if the child was likely to be suffering serious physical or mental handicap. The new 
law allowed that "account may be taken of the pregnant woman's actual or reasonably foreseeable 
environment." In 1988 97% of all notified abortions in SA were performed in view of specified 
psychiatric disorders, that is, to preserve the woman's mental health. 

Despite the wording of the 1988 Cox Committee Report, where the Chairman L.W. Cox 
describes abortion as "legalised" in South Australia, abortion is still only available to women who 
~meet certain criteria. Abortion is not available to a woman simply because she requests it. The 
categorisation of the great majority of women who have abortions in SA as suffering from a 
specified psychiatric disorder is an unnecessary "psychiatrisation" of a situation in which most of 
these women are only wanting to control their fertility and their lives. 

In 1990, the time when this research was undertaken, abortion services in SA are far from 
adequate and abortion continues to be a controversial political issue. There is yet again legislation 
before the State Parliament to limit access to abortion services. Government moves to ensure the 
availability of abortion services have met with community opposition. This is the context in 
which this research has been devised and undertaken. 

The research project was devised with the aim of filling a perceived gap in the current debate 
about abortion and abortion services. Its task has been to put on record the experiences of women 
who had illegal abortions before 1970. The research has endeavoured to find out what were the 
emotional social and economic disruptions to women's health in SA pre 1970 caused by abortions, 
and what were the conditions in which these abortions were performed. It has allowed a 
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comparison to be made between the consequences for women of the abortion services provided 
before 1970, with those provided since. 

There is a paucity of literature available on the subject. Consequently this research has been 
primarily an oral history project. Oral history gives women who had illegal abortions an 
opportunity to place their experience on the public historical record. 

Oral history has been defined as "a process of collecting, usually by means of a tape-recorded 
interview, reminiscences, accounts and interpretations of events from the recent past which are of 
historical significance" (Hoffman 1984, p. 68). Hoffman goes on to claim that "one might say that 
oral history is simply one among several primary resources" (p. 72). Another writer has defined 
oral history as "the creation of a new 'document' through the tape-recorded interview" (Gluck 
1984, p. 223). 

Several writers have commented on the particular appropriateness of oral history as a 
methodology in writing "women's history". In an article titled "What's so special about women? 
Women's oral history" Shema Gluck (1984) writes: 

Refusing to be rendered historically voiceless any longer, women are creating a new 
history - using our own voices and experiences. We are challenging the traditional 
concepts of history, of what is "historically important", and we are affirming that our 
everyday lives are history. Using an oral tradition, as old as human memory, we are 
reconstructing our own past (p. 222). 

Oral history is particularly appropriate as a way of documenting the private sphere of life, and 
many women's oral history projects have focused on topics such as relationships between women 
and between women and men, sexuality, childbirth, domestic life, birth control and the 
relationship between the private world and the public. 

As well as being placed within this relatively recent school of women's oral history ( oral 
history as an established discipline began only 50 years ago and has received recognition only 
within the last 30) this research project has been informed by British sociologist Ann Oakley's 
observations about interviewing women. She challenges the notion that a good interviewer 
"extracts" objective data from interviewees who are seen as objects of study or sources of data 
(Oakley 1981, pp. 3840). She argues for the necessity of personal involvement between 
interviewer and interviewee as a precondition for a non-exploitative interview (pp. 51-55). 

This research project has been a qualitative study based centrally on the stories of nine South 
Australian women who had illegal abortions before 1970. It does not draw statistical conclusions 
about the general and overall situation of illegal abortions before 1970 but it offers detailed and 
specific information about the subjective experience of nine women. It also offers factual 
information: why these women wanted abortions, the conditions under which they were able to 
get them and the consequences on their lives of illegal abortion. The published material and the 
interviews also provide information that challenges some popularly held myths about abortion -
for example, the myth that abortion is a modern, post "legalisation" phenomenon. 

In an article that poses major feminist questions to the mainstream discipline of history, Judith 
Allen wrote, "the historical sources available for the study of prostitution are uneven and often 
unhelpful" (Allen 1986, p. 187). She could easily have written the same of historical sources on 
abortion. In her critique of mainstream history's disregard for the private sphere, and the study of 
sex roles and sexual power, she wrote "it seems clear that to ignore the history of abortion is 
effectively to ignore the agency of women in momentous demographic changes that concerned 
their bodies and material circumstances" (p. 183). 
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Because of the infonnation generated by the Parliamentary Select Committee in 1968-69 and 
because six of the nine women whose stories are included in this report had illegal abortions 
during the 1960s, this period is the one most clearly documented. The first abortion told of in the 
report took place in 1940 and other interviewees recount memories of the 1940s and 1950s as well 
as the 1960s. In order to include these accounts as well as a significant document authored by a 
South Australian public health official in 1937 about illegal abortion, the notional period of study 
for this project has been set as 1935-70. 

No Aboriginal women or organisations speaking on their behalf contributed to this project. It 
cannot be assumed that the stories told here and any commonalities among them, can be extended 
to include Aboriginal women. Their issues around their fertility and the size of their families were 
different to those of non-Aboriginal women (Sykes 1984, pp. 64-65). 

This project is divided into two parts. The first is a summary of the literature, a summary of 
the infonnation gained from interviews about abortion pre 1970, and a comparison of abortion and 
its impact on women's lives before and after 1970. Part One can be read as a discrete unit. Part 
Two comprises the detailed accounts of the nine women interviewees who had illegal abortions, 
and those of one (untrained) abortionist, three doctors, two policemen and one nurse. It introduces 
the interviewees and explains the interview process, then goes on to discuss the reasons why 
women wanted abortions, how women found out where to get illegal abortion, and what their 
abortion was like. Finally, it recounts the medical, economic, legal and emotional consequences 
of illegal abortions. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are not many published sources that relate specifically to abortion in South Australia 
before 1970, and only a few more about the topic which relate to other states, or that have a 
general Australian focus. 

In an article in the Journal of the Historical Society of South Australia in 1985, Patricia 
Sumerling presented four stories of abortion that ended in either death or serious illness and 
consequently came to the attention of police and the courts or the coroner between 1870 and 1910. 
She drew her evidence from public records and from newspaper reports. These women had paid 
abortionists. One had gone to a woman, and the other three died at the hands of two men. Two of 
the women were single, two were married. One was described as poor, and one described as in 
comfortable circumstances. The other two women's socioeconomic circumstances were not 
explicitly referred to. Only one of the police investigations of these four cases resulted in the 
conviction of an abortionist. 

Sumerling referred to the work of Judith Allen, who has written about abortions and other 
reproduction-related crimes in NSW. Allen has observed a change in policies about abortion 
around the turn of the century, with indictments for infanticide and concealment of birth declining 
and indictments for abortion rising. Sumerling observed that this trend was mirrored in SA, but 
that the rise in abortion convictions began as early as 1890 (Sumerling 1985, p. 112). The 
numbers of indictments were however small, and the situation was further confused by the 
possibility that abortionists may have been charged with manslaughter in some cases, thus 
obscuring the specific nature of their crime. The same difficulty existed in attempting to 
detennine the number of deaths from abortion, particularly in the earlier period. Sumerling cited 
several deaths from coroner's records in 1879 where cause of death was listed as internal 
haemorrhage, or abdominal pains, but where no specific mention was made of abortion (p. 112). 

In contrast to the situation in NSW, there were no doctors in SA charged with abortion during 
the period 1870-1910. Sumerling noted the opening of a gynaecological department at the Royal 
Adelaide Hospital (RAH) in 1890. Records of this department show that women were treated for 
abortion from its inception. Sumerling does not suggest that doctors were perfonning abortions 
there but that "it is possible that as a result of abortions outside the hospital, doctors within the 
confines of a hospital were using improved techniques to make good the work of incompetent 
abortionists" (p. 117). 

Sumerling summarises that in the period 1870-1910: 

It is clear that there was a ring of abortionists existing in Adelaide which the police 
knew of and which provided some with a good living ... some women who felt the need 
for abortions knew where to go and were prepared to run the risks, both physical and 
legal (p. 117). 

Judith Allen has further noted the decline in average family size in NSW between 1870 and 
1920, and the high incidence of reproduction-related crimes (Allen 1982, p. 111). She goes on to 
point out that by the years between the world wars abortion was established as a primary means of 
birth control and that in NSW prosecutions of abortionists increased during this period; the 
increase in prosecutions did not involve doctors but midwives and housewives (p. 119-122). She 
claims that "the abortion trade was becoming increasingly medicable" (p. 122). 

Historian Lyn Finch and sociologist Jon Stratton have written of the class differences in 
women's experiences of abortion during the period 1880-1939. They claim that working class 
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women had abortions more frequently than middle class women. Working class women at the 
turn of the century relied on "traditional female abortionists" while middle class women were 
increasingly turning to the medical profession (Finch and Stratton 1988, p. 52-53). 

They note two changes during their period of interest. The first was a changeover from the 
reliance on information passed through neighbourhood networks, to advertising in the press. 
(Margaret Barbalet has noted that advertisements for abortifacients were common in South 
Australia in the early 1900s, and that women knew how to make their own quinine pessaries and 
vaginal sponges (Barbalet 1983, p. 95).) 

The second change is one also observed by Allen. While many working class women 
abortionists had had a male doctor to call on if necessary, "male intervention from [the turn of the 
century] was to increase dramatically and by the 1930s working class women abortionists had 
been marginalised into the non-respectable category ofbackyarders" (Finch and Stratton 1988, p. 
59). Finch and Stratton place this change in the context of the movement of doctors into all fields 
of human health and their campaigns against "quacks" and midwives, and "the increasing inroads 
of the state into the regulation of working class life" (p. 61-62). This change meant working class 
women who used doctors were paying more for abortions, and caused confusion and less 
accessibility to abortion for women who didn't know which doctors would perform abortions (p. 
62). 

Wendy Lowenstein' s Weevils in the flour also records information about abortion in Australia 
during the Depression. Two of the women interviewed for the book recall their experiences of 
abortion; a Prahran doctor who performed numerous abortions is recalled by his sister and his son. 

In 1937, the National Health and Medical Research Council instituted serious discussions on 
abortion in response to a letter from the Premier of New South Wales requesting a committee to 
look into the relationship between economic conditions and the declining birth rate, with particular 
regard to the frequency of abortion. 

A.R. Southwood, then Permanent Head of the Department of Public Health and Chairman-of 
the Central Board of Health in South Australia wrote "Notes on the prevalence and reasons for 
illegal abortion" which was included as an appendix to the Report of the NHMRC, second session, 
June 1937. He had corresponded with several SA doctors (men and women), some of whom were 
gynaecologists, and with the principal of the Women Police, and included their comments in his 
article. His correspondents noted an increase in the number of women who had had abortions, and 
a change in women's attitudes, namely an increasing desire to control family size and an 
increasing belief in their right to abortion. 

One gynaecologist thought that most abortions were self-induced by married women, and in 
his experience women countered medical warnings against abortion with their own popular 
knowledge of successful abortions. Opinion varied on the importance of economic factors in the 
high rate of abortion. 

Other considerations suggested by Southwood's informants were moral and spiritual factors, 
women's reluctance to give up their freedom, and women's desire for material possessions over 
children. Their solutions also varied and included financial support to women, and other ways of 
making motherhood desirable, birth control clinics, legislation to remove widespread advertising 
of abortion and more stringent police investigation and more prosecutions. 

A similar submission was made by R.G. Worcester, of the Women's Hospital in Melbourne. 
He also noted an increase in the number of abortions during the preceding 10 to 12 years. He was 
more definite in attributing women's desire for abortion to economic distress, as well as changes in 
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social outlook, and consequently saw that the way to control criminal abortion was to relieve 
economic distress, and to educate women in the dangers of illegal abortion. He also mentioned 
poor use of contraception (although not poor contraception) as a cause of unwanted pregnancy. 

The NHMRC resolved that a Royal Commission should be appointed to deal with the matter 
(Resolution No. 10). 

Other contemporary sources refer to illegal abortions in the period before 1945, although they 
are based mainly on the situation in NSW. E. Sydney Morris published an article in the Medical 
Journal of Australia in 1928 detailing maternal mortality figures as a result of abortion, and noted 
an increase in abortion-related cases treated at the Coast Hospital 1919-1926 of approximately 12 
times, much greater than the increase in total number of patients. He quoted the superintendent of 
that hospital complaining that the hospital acted as "an accessary, or cover to the abortionist by 
admitting and curing any of his victims who show signs of going wrong after the abortion" (Morris 
1928, p. 748). 

Norman Haire, a Sydney doctor, published an article on abortion in The Journal of Sex 
Education in 1950 and wrote a chapter on abortion in his book Birth control methods published in 
1945. He wrote of his experience in Sydney hospitals during the period 1915-19 treating women 
who were suffering the consequences of illegal abortions. He also wrote about women deceiving 
hospital doctors into performing abortions by claiming they had had an incomplete miscarriage 
and required a curettage. Some of these women brought with them evidence of a miscarriage that 
they would have borrowed from another woman (Haire 1950, p. 172). (A letter from a nurse 
contributing to this research project recalled this practice during her training in 1958-62.) 

Haire wrote of his experience in private practice in Sydney during 1940-46. It included 
discussion of doctors who did and did not perform abortions, the methods women used to abort 
themselves and the involvement of other bodies in policing the situation. He thought that 
abortions were prevalent in Sydney and Melbourne but less so in smaller cities and towns where it 
was "more difficult ... for an abortionist to hide his activities from public knowledge" (Haire 1950, 
p. 175). He argued for better contraception and abortion law reform (Ibid, p. 175) and believed 
that a determined woman would always find some way of ending her pregnancy (Haire 1945, p. 
180). 

A Special Medical Committee Investigating Maternal Mortality in New South Wales reported 
on deaths from abortion during 1957-1960 in the Medical Journal of Australia in 1965. In this 
period there were 57 deaths from abortion comprising 22% of total maternal mortality (SMCIMM 
NSW 1965, p. 508). They reported three main causes of such deaths: air embolism from uterine 
douching with a Higginson' s Syringe, sepsis and quinine poisoning, but saw "this group of deaths 
[as] more of a social problem than a medical one" (p. 509), with socioeconomic considerations the 
main factor. 

Kelvin Churches, a doctor at the Royal Women's Hospital in Melbourne during the period 
1948-74 provided anecdotal information about abortion in Melbourne over that period. He 
referred to doctors performing abortions, some for profit and some out of compassion. He also 
referred to the protection by organised crime and the police enjoyed by some of the abortionists, 
several of whom advertised freely. He gave details about the cost of an abortion in Melbourne: 50 
guineas in 1936, about 15 weeks of the basic wage at that time, and 20 guineas for an unqualified 
person (Churches 1976, p. 3). He cited the introduction of sulfanomides in 1938, and the 
availability of penicillin and blood transfusion after the war as significant factors in reducing the 
mortality rate from abortion (p. 8). 
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Bertram Wainer's book/t isn't nice is another first hand account of the abortion "industry" in 
Melbourne. He also described police involvement in protecting abortionists and his own 
campaign in Victoria and NSW for abortion law reform. 

More specific information about Victorian women who had had illegal abortions can be found 
in a report of a survey carried out by the Almoner's Department at the Royal Women's Hospital in 
1956. Over 200 women were interviewed and the report records summaries of their responses to a 
variety of questions about their pregnancy, their socioeconomic circumstances, their domestic 
happiness and their abortion. The majority of women in the study were from lower socioeconomic 
groups, determined by the fact that they were public hospital patients. The report details many of 
their circumstances but cannot make generalisations about the kinds of women they were because: 
"Here certainly was a group of women who laboured under various stresses; some very real, others 
were subjective in character. But such difficulties were not peculiar to them" (Gruber 1956, p. 
29). Further, the report noted that "if birth control failed and there were strong enough reasons for 
them to regret their fertility, it seemed that a great number of women were prepared to procure an 
abortion" (p. 30). 

The annual reports of the Royal Adelaide Hospital provide information about women treated 
there for abortion. Information from this source varies. For the years 1935-39 statistics were 
published about the number of women admitted with threatened, inevitable, incomplete or septic 
abortions, and for the numbers of these women who died. Statistics were also published about the 
number of dilatations, curettages and other gynaecological operations. During the war years the 
published report was shortened and these statistics did not appear. The report resumed its normal 
form in 1945-46 and included the above statistics until 1950-51 when the report adopted a new 
format that no longer included medical statistics. In the 1956-57 report, statistics on operations 
were reintroduced and from the 1958-59 report these were divided into categories, and operations 
performed in the gynaecological theatres were recorded separately. 

For the years when statistics about patients treated for abortions were included in the annual 
report, it is difficult to draw out information about induced abortions distinct from spontaneous 
abortions (miscarriages). The number of deaths from abortions dropped significantly after 1937. 
Other sources (Churches 1976) would indicate that this was due to the introduction of sulfanomide 
drugs, which radically improved the chance of recovery of septicaemia. Thirteen women died at 
the RAH in 1935 from abortion, twelve in 1936 and six in 1937, most after being admitted with a 
septic abortion. In 1938 the number dropped to two, and three in 1939. After the war the 
mortality rate was similar- two deaths in the years 1945-46 and 1946-47, five in 1947-48, one in 
1948-49, two in 1949-50 and none in 1950-51. It is likely that the majority of deaths followed 
induced abortions. Before 1939 most deaths from abortion were women admitted with septic 
abortion, but for the period after the war until statistics were no longer published in 1950-51 the 
deaths occurred for the most part in women admitted with incomplete abortion, another indication 
that septicaemia was being dealt with more effectively. Of the four categories of abortion 
(incomplete abortion was between 70% and 80% of the total in the year for which statistics are 
available) it can be assumed that the great majority of septic abortions were a result of induced 
abortions. Many incomplete abortions would also have been induced, however it is not possible to 
know how many. The number of septic abortions at the RAH for the years that statistics appear in 
annual reports vary significantly from year to year but with no overall pattern of increase or 
decrease during the period 1935-51. 

Abortions performed at the RAH are not distinct among the curettages recorded during 
1935-51, nor in the gynaecological operations performed during 1958-1970. 
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The NSW Humanist Society published a Report on termination of pregnancy in 1962, notable 
mainly for its attempt to estimate the numbers of abortions performed in Australia each year. It 
referred to the US Kinsey Report which had found an abortion rate of three abortions for one birth 
among unmarried women, and one abortion for three births in married women. Transposing those 
ratios to Australia, the report estimated 50 000 to 100 000 abortions per year. It put forward the 
view that women who could afford it would have preferred a doctor to perform abortion: because 
Australia had a high standard of living the writers of the report therefore believed that the majority 
of abortions were performed by doctors. 

In a book about to become available titled Populate and perish Stefania Siedlecky and Diane 
Wyndham will give a general history of abortion in Australia since white settlement 

The most detailed sources on illegal abortion in South Australia were generated by the Select 
Committee of the House of Assembly that was formed to hear evidence and report on the Bill put 
to the House in 1968 that proposed changes to the abortion law. The Abortion Law Reform 
Association of South Australia (ALRASA) produced a submission that was made available as a 
separate document. Members of the association also appeared before the committee and gave 
verbal evidence, as did numerous other individuals and groups of people. Much of the evidence 
referred to arguments for and against the law reform, but there was also information about how 
abortions were being provided, legally and illegally, about community attitudes to abortion and 
related matters, and especially about the attitudes of the medical profession. 

ALRASA began its submission "from the fact that abortion is already a widespread practice in 
this and other communities" (ALRASA 1969, p. 1). This is the only document that attempts to 
systematically estimate the numbers of abortions performed in SA per year (presumably specific to 
the late 1960s). The conclusion was a conservative estimate of 5100 abortions per year. 

These were divided into 800 backyard abortions (confirmed by Inspector Paul Turner of the 
Homicide Squad who estimated between 500 and 1000 in his evidence to the Select Committee, p. 
17); 1300 medically induced abortions performed in the state; and 3000 SA women travelling 
interstate for abortions (ALRASA 1969, p. 5). Professor Lloyd Cox in his evidence to the Select 
Committee estimated 4000 abortions per year (South Australian Parliament 1968-69, p. 22). The 
Chairman of the State Maternal Mortality Committee reported on average one death per year from 
abortion (Ibid, p. 35). 

In the chapter on abortion in his 1971 book The sexual dilemma Paul Wilson wrote about the 
provision of abortion services across Australia. He pointed out that the meaning of abortion was 
different for working class women and middle class women (p. 38). He stated that middle class 
women were more likely to pay large sums of money to go to a doctor, while working class 
women were more likely to use backyard abortionists recommended by their friends (p. 22). 

Sources referring to abortion in SA since 1970 are relatively more numerous and because of 
the legal requirements to keep records, are able to draw on detailed statistics such as the numbers 
of abortions that have been performed, characteristics of the women patients and the rate of 
complications. The most thorough and detailed study is the Report of the Working Party to 
Examine the Adequacy of Existing Services for the Termination of Pregnancy in South Australia, 
published by the South Australian Health Commission (SAHC) in 1986. The working party heard 
submissions from interested parties and brought together statistical and other written information. 
The report provides an excellent account of services since 1970 (although focuses on the early 
1980s) with which to compare the pre 1970 situation. Pregnancy outcome in South Australia 
1988, published by the SAHC provides more recent statistics about abortions. There are also the 
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annual reports of the Committee Appointed to Examine and Report on Abortions Notified in South 
Australia, up to 1988, known as the Cox Committee Reports. 

The Women's Health In A Changing Society conference held in Adelaide in 1985 was a focus 
for the presentation and discussion of information about abortion services in SA at that time. 
Marilyn Rolls of the Right To Choose Coalition presented findings of a survey conducted by the 
coalition and the Womens Information Switchboard in 1984. The survey questioned 98 women 
about their experiences of abortion and their assessment of the adequacy of the service. Wendy 
Willow of the Adelaide Family Planning Association presented a paper based on her experiences 
counselling women contemplating abortion. Both papers are reproduced in the conference papers 
and with resolutions passed, offer information about SA women's experience of abortion since 
1970. They portray a situation improved since the change of legislation with improved 
community support for women who choose abortion, but also draw attention to a continuing 
inadequacy of services and negative community attitudes. 

In 1973 Frank Weston published "Psychiatric sequelae to legal abortion in South Australia" in 
The Medical Journal of Australia. In that study of 154 women he found that the overwhelming 
majority of women had no psychiatric disturbance post-abortion. In a review of the scientific 
literature on the psychological sequelae of induced abortion published in 1989, Sarah 
Romans-Clarkson summarises that all the studies reviewed conclude that induced abortion did not 
cause any adverse psychological state (p. 559). Generally, women who were refused abortions 
suffered worse effects (p. 561). She notes that "disappointingly little is known about the 
psychiatric sequelae of illegal abortion" (p. 562) and quotes one of the studies which notes with 
irony that "criminal abortion has never been indicted as a possible cause of female neurosis or 
guilt" (p. 561). 

The three studies most comparable to this research from a methodological point of view are 
from the USA. Nancy Howell Lee published The search for an abortionist in 1969. She 
interviewed 114 women between 1965 and 1967 about their experience of seeking an illegal 
abortion in the USA. Twenty-five of these were interviewed personally and the rest completed a 
questionnaire. Her interviewees were predominantly middle class and upper class women. Her 
focus was the process of finding an abortionist; however she also made observations about all 
other aspects of women's experience from confirmation of pregnancy to recovery. She concludes: 

Competent doctors make their services discreetly available to their middle class 
patients, and the informal networks circulate this information among people similar in 
background, while poor women find only non physicians or self-induced methods 
available to them. Even two wealthy women of identical backgrounds with identical 
reasons for seeking abortion may find that while one is only temporarily 
inconvenienced by the unwanted pregnancy, the other must endure a difficult and 
humiliating search.fear, and despair in being forced to deal with unknown, 
inconsiderate abortionists, severe pain, and the risk of serious injury or even death (pp. 
167-8). 

She argues for a situation where women alone decide whether they want an abortion and from 
whom; when this is the case incompetent abortionists disappear (p. 168). 

The other US text is Back rooms an oral history of the illegal abortion era, a collection of oral 
history interviews with women who had illegal abortions in the USA prior to 1973, with the 
doctors who performed them, activists who fought to have the law changed and others involved in 
abortions before the 1973 Roe vs Wade Supreme Court decision. The interviews are presented as 
discrete narratives, without commentary or analysis. The women who have contributed their 
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stories vary across socioeconomic backgrounds, ethnicity, geographical location, marital status 
and age. The kinds of abortions they received also varied. Some travelled out of the USA for 
abortions. The book was published in 1988, with an introduction by novelist Marge Piercy. Its 
purpose is clearly polemical. In their introduction the editors write: 

Through the testimony offered here, we hope to fortify and strengthen those who believe 
that freedom for women is essential to us all. The men and women we interviewed 
entrusted us with information they hoped we could use to help those who come after. 
They fear that what happened in the past could happen again and they want to prevent 
it. In one woman's words, "it was a very desperate time. I think people forget ... When 
I see everything that's happening today, and the threat of losing our rights, I remember 
what the options were and just find that unthinkable, like going back to witch burning" 
(Messer and May 1988, p. xvii). 

In an article yet to be published, Carole Joffe writes about doctors who provided abortions in 
the USA before Roe vs Wade. She interviewed 44 physicians about the illegal activities of doctors 
who chose to provide abortions, their motivations and mode of operating. She concludes: 

Recall that only two of the physicians discussed in this paper chose to offer abortions to 
all who sought them. The rest of the group performed abortions on afar more selective 
basis, typically to those they knew well. Indeed, abortion practice before Rae. strikingly 
resembles abortion practice after Rae.; even after legalisation, researchers have found 
that physicians are most likely to provide abortions to those with whom they have a 
personal relationship or socially resemble (pp. 17-18). 

Like the other US sources, Joffe's article cannot be used to directly supplement gaps in 
knowledge about SA. It can be used to make suggestions and raise hypotheses, as well as to 
provide information with which to compare Australian data. 

In summary, published information about abortion in SA before 1970 is scant, and patchy. It 
can be extended by transposing information about what was happening in other states of Australia 
into the South Australian context, however this must be done with almost the same caution as with 
the USA material. For example, Judith Allen's picture of the takeover of obstetric matters, 
including the provision of abortion services, by the medical profession from midwives and 
working class women cannot be assumed to fit neatly into South Australian history. While the 
denigration of the services provided by women without a doctor's training may have been 
Australia-wide, it is not certain from published sources that SA doctors ever assumed the role of 
providing abortions to the extent that their Victorian and NSW colleagues did. Neither is there 
any documented evidence of police involvement in the abortion "industry" in SA. 

The picture that can be drawn starts with evidence of abortion in SA pre 1900. Women 
became ill and some died as a result of abortion (although we cannot know what proportion of all 
women who had abortions suffered these complications) and consequently they and their 
abortionists came to the attention of the law. Women of all backgrounds were using a network of 
abortionists and by the turn of the century the Royal Adelaide Hospital was being used as a 
medical backup for backyard or self-induced abortions. The number of women having abortions 
increased in the first forty years of the century and seems to have done so most notably during the 
Depression, and probably more so amongst working class women. Working class women most 
often went to other working class women to perform their abortions, or self-induced them. In 
1935 at least 13 women died in SA as a result of abortions. New medical technology significantly 
reduced the mortality rate of abortions and by the 1950s the mortality rate was one or two a year. 
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The Royal Adelaide Hospital continued to be used as a medical backup for women suffering the 
complications of abortions. By the 1960s 4000-5000 SA women a year were having abortions, the 
majority travelling interstate to doctor abortionists, and one woman per year was dying from 
abortions. Their class background was the main determinant of the kind of abortion they had. 

Most of the literature assumes that abortions by doctors were uniformly preferable to those 
performed by backyarders. This assumption is often made in the context of an understanding that 
middle class women were more likely, throughout this century, to have had a doctor perform their 
abortion, and is based on the preferences and desires of middle class women. This assumption 
must be qualified in the South Australian context where there is little evidence to indicate that 
doctors were performing large numbers of abortions anyway. 

It is not until we look at the literature that refers to the post 1970 period in SA that the voices 
of women wanting abortions, or of organisations representing those women, are heard. Apart from 
fictional representations, (some Australian women novelists wrote of illegal abortion in the pre 
1970 period, and created characters who wanted and/or experienced abortions - Dymphna Cusack, 
Criena Rohan) there is no published record of South Australian women's subjective experience 
before 1970. The literature on the South Australian situation leaves many gaps, but the absence of 
women's voices speaking of their own experience can most ably be filled by oral history. 



ABORTION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA BEFORE 1970 
-A SUMMARY 

As a picture of the whole illegal abortion scene, the stories told here, supplemented by the 
paucity of documentary evidence, are necessarily incomplete. However they reveal that neither 
"women" nor "(illegal) abortions" are universal categories. Rather, both cover a multitude of 
experiences and realities. Big gaps and silences exist in the creation of the picture of "how did 
women get illegal abortions in SA before 1970?" This is partly a function of whose voices have 
contributed to the stories told here, and whose voices remain silent, as well as of the fact that the 
question is not monolithic and there is not one definitive answer. 

The role played by doctors in providing women with medical abortions before 1970 is unclear. 
Different evidence points to the fact that there was one doctor performing large numbers of illegal 
abortions in his rooms during the later 1960s. He was not interviewed for this project and neither 
were any women for whom he had allegedly performed abortions. The doctors who were 
interviewed were unable (or unwilling) to give more than hearsay information about doctors who 
may have been performing illegal abortions before 1970. It is possible that significant numbers of 
abortions were performed in doctors' rooms or in small private hospitals, secretly, or under the 
guise of diagnostic curettage or some other euphemism. Until the medical workers involved, and 
the women on whom the abortions were performed tell their stories it will not be possible to know 
whether or not these kinds of illegal abortions took place, how commonly, under what conditions 
and the nature of the experience for the women involved. 

Adelaide was significantly different from Melbourne and Sydney in respect to the number of 
doctors who were performing illegal abortions. In both Sydney and Melbourne there were several 
doctors working as full-time abortionists and several more performing large numbers of abortions 
as part of their normal practice. These doctors included senior gynaecologists, and sometimes 
abortions were performed in clinics or private hospitals run exclusively for that purpose (Dr Bill 
Smith, pp. 9-10, Mary Hill, p. 9, Wilson 1971, pp. 19-20). A significant factor that may have 
contributed to this difference was the apparent absence of police protection for doctor abortionists 
in SA. This kind of corruption was an element of the abortion "industry" in Victoria and NSW. 

Beatrice Faust in her review of Judith Allen's book Sex and secrets commends Allen for her 
recognition that doctors already controlled abortion by the 1930s, and that backyarders were an 
increasingly small part of the problem (Faust 1990, p. 40). Most of Allen's information refers to 
NSW. An attempt to transpose Allen's findings to the South Australian situation calls for this to 
be reinterpreted. The control that doctors exerted in SA was to make medical abortions much less 
accessible, particularly to poorer women: control by non-provision of services. This could have 
lead to a higher proportion of backyard and self-induced abortions as a proportion of all abortions 
on South Australian women than in Victoria and NSW. It certainly added interstate travel, with its 
attendant costs and disruptions, to the experience of abortion for many women in this state. 

Although estimating the numbers of abortions (and the proportion of medical in South 
Australia, medical interstate, backyard and self-induced) performed on South Australia women 
before 1970 was outside the scope of this research, related questions, such as the extent of the 
involvement of doctors, raise the issue. The issue has interest as an indicator of the prevalence in 
pre-1970 South Australian society of illegal abortions. Some of the women interviewees knew of 
several other women who'd had abortions (Irma Raven, p. 3, Jane Holland, p. 13), while others 
knew of no-one but themselves (Anne Clayton, p. 14, Mary Hill, p. 13). The Abortion Law 
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Reform Association of South Australia (ALRASA) estimates of the numbers of abortions made in 
late 1968 have been used as a guide. 

The stories told for this project demonstrate that the notion of "backyard abortions" covers a 
wide variety of experiences and practitioners. One of the doctor interviewees and Police Inspector 
Paul Turner who gave evidence to the Parliamentary Select Committee in 1968 acknowledged that 
backyard abortionists could be good at what they did. Cindy-Lou Lee, who worked as a 
(backyard) abortionist for a number of years before being arrested in 1962, claims that she had a 
nil morbidity rate for the hundreds of women she aborted (p. 24). On the other hand all three 
doctors, the nurse and the policemen had had direct experience of the consequences of 
incompetent and dangerous backyard abortions. 

The stories of illegal abortions told for this project indicate that it is not possible to make 
generalisations about the experience of having an illegal abortion in SA before 1970. Illegal 
abortions from this period can be divided into medically performed, performed by an unqualified 
practitioner (backyard) and self-induced abortions. But these categories are not discrete. The 
stories of medical abortions are not all positive and the stories of backyard and self-induced 
abortions are not all negative. Jeannie Dempsey's story of an abortion performed by an alleged 
doctor is very similar to stories of backyard abortions. It is not possible to generalise even within 
the three categories about cost, medical consequences, quality of experience, the degree to which 
the procedure allowed the woman self-determination, or the disruption it caused to her life. 

The major determinant of the kind of abortion a woman had was her class background. The 
five middle class women interviewed for the project travelleq interstate to have doctors perform 
their abortions. The four working class women had backyard or self-induced abortions in South 
Australia. While the quality of each experience was different, the medically performed abortions 
were all safer and more hygienic than any of the backyard or self-induced procedures. 
Consequently only one of the women who had been aborted by a doctor suffered any medical 
complications, compared to three of the four women who'd aborted themselves or been to 
backyarders. Three of the four working class women who told their stories stated explicitly that 
they would not have gone to a doctor to perform an abortion. For two of these women this was 
because the idea was simply outside their culture (Shirley Smith, p. 7, Irma Raven, p. 2). One 
woman knew of the possibility of going to Melbourne for a medical abortion but was too poor to 
afford it and would not have been able to organise child care for her four children to allow her to 
go (Christine James, p. 10). The fourth woman did approach her family doctor for an abortion but 
he refused and she chose to abort herself (Margaret Brand, p. 12). 

On the other hand several of the middle class women stated explicitly that they would not have 
considered a backyard abortion. For Anne Clayton this was because the notion was outside her 
world and she would not have known how to go about getting one (p. 26). The fear of pain and 
possible death would have prevented Jane Holland (pp. 20-21). Mary Hill was emphatic that 
neither she nor her husband would ever have considered a backyard abortion (p. 11). 

Women who had financial resources, or access to them, and access to information about 
medical abortions (which was often acquired through social networks) were able to get a much 
superior service. However, this only applied to the actual operation, and Jeannie's medical 
abortion shared the characteristic of a backyard abortion in that it was performed without 
anaesthetic and was consequently very painful. The other elements of the whole experience 
varied. The attitudes displayed by those involved in providing the medical abortions ranged from 
impersonal, officious or judgemen~ to warm, sympathetic and concerned. Jane experienced 
sexual harassment (p. 11 and 15). Irma's backyard abortion was performed by a woman of her 
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ethnic community who charged little and whom she felt was humanitarian and compassionate. 
However the backyard abortionists visited by Margaret and Shirley seemed to them impersonal 
and interested only in financial gain. A backyard abortion was not necessarily a cheap option 
either, as Margaret's experience of paying 80 pounds in 1965 indicates. 

The quality of the service was not the only factor in determining the emotional impact on the 
woman's life. The amount and quality of support that each woman received was crucial. This was 
then related to the amount of deception involved in keeping the abortion a secret from friends and 
family members. Shirley (p. 11), Mary (p. 8) and Anne (p. 27) all acknowledge the invaluable 
support of their male partners who accompanied them on their visit to the abortionist and gave 
them emotional support. Jeannie confided in one male friend (not her lover) who found the name 
and phone number of an abortionist, loaned her money and provided some emotional support, but 
she went to great lengths to keep her pregnancy and her abortion a secret from her women 
flatmates, her work colleagues and her family. Margaret and Christine both experienced abortions 
with no support of any kind from other people, and their experiences of backyard and self-induced 
abortion are, on many criteria, the most disturbing of all the stories told here. 

Personal resources, previous experiences and circumstances specific to each woman also 
affected the way she was able to deal with her experience. Throughout her interview, Ms X 
referred to her parents' divorce and the consequent difficulty she had in believing she could ever 
have a happy married life (p. 2, 4, 8). Her abortion exacerbated these negative feelings. 
Margaret's early life had been very difficult: she spoke of a domineering father, a rigid and 
punitive family life, and sexual abuse (p. 2, 6, 7, 17, 21 ). One of the pregnancies she terminated 
was the result of gang rape; another was the result of a three- week marriage to a violent and 
sexually abusive man. The lack of self-esteem and self-respect that these experiences created did 
not make it easy for her to value herself through her experiences of abortion. 

Jane and Mary had many more resources than most of the other women to help them deal with 
their experience. Age and maturity were significant factors - Jane was 30 and Mary was 38. (All 
the other women were in their late teens or early 20s) Significantly both these women became 
pregnant despite the fact that they used contraception. Jane became pregnant while she had an 
IUD. Mary became pregnant eighteen months after her doctor had sterilised her. This gave them 
both a sense of moral righteousness, and defence against charges of irresponsibility, which 
supported their belief in their right to an abortion (Mary Hill, pp. 7-8, Jane Holland, p. 14). 

For some of the women interviewees knowledge abut how to get an abortion was women's 
knowledge, while for others it came via men. Information abut how to abort herself came from 
Shirley's mother and it was talk among Irma's mother's dressmaking clients that led her to her 
neighbour abortionist. Cindy-Lou Lee's clients were referred mainly by word-of-mouth; she also 
used a European woman as an agent among other European women. Margaret's first abortion was 
performed by her girlfriend's mother. Notably these women were working class women, having 
or providing backyard or self-induced abortions. For Mary, Ms X, Jeannie and Anne social 
contact with male doctors or other medical professionals set them on the road to their medical 
abortions. Jane used the network provided by the Abortion Law Reform Association of South 
Australia .. The division between working class and middle class women was not completely clear 
cut Working class men also figured as providers of information. Information about the woman 
backyarder who performed Shirley's first abortion came from her boyfriend's mates, and 
Christine's male friend provided her with pennyroyal pills. 
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While class, ethnicity, age and various personal backgrounds created great differences in the 
experiences of illegal abortion told by the nine women interviewed for this project, there were 
some elements of commonality. 

Each of the women interviewed had a very strong desire not to continue each pregnancy she 
aborted, although this desire was experienced differently, depending on the woman's perception of 
her need for an abortion. Two women spoke of their abortion as the only alternative to suicide 
(Jeannie, p. 5, Margaret, p. 9). For one woman it was an issue of survival (Christine, p. 7) and 
another described her need for an abortion as desperate (Irma, p. 3). This is not to deny that some 
of the women had ambivalent feelings towards their decision and may have wanted the situation to 
be another way (Ms X p. 4, Jane p. 13) but once they had made the decision they were detennined 
to carry it through. 

Another element of commonality was the difficulty that each woman experienced in getting an 
abortion. For no woman was the process easy. It wasn't necessarily expensive, it didn't 
necessarily involve interstate travel, it wasn't necessarily traumatic, but it was difficult. The 
difficulty of a woman who aborts herself alone in the privacy of her bathroom, for the second time, 
with the knowledge handed down to her by her mother. The difficulty of the woman who, flying 
to Melbourne to see a doctor is refused an abortion by that doctor, returns home and finds another 
name and then flies to Sydney. The difficulty of a woman who is aborted by a friend and 
neighbour and later on her bed lies in a pool of blood in extreme pain and afraid of dying. 

One of the reasons why procuring an abortion prior to 1970 was so difficult for South 
Australian w9men was because infonnation was so hard to find. Abortion was not a topic 
discussed openly even among women who were sexually active. Most of the people who 
perfonned abortions on the women interviewees did not discuss what they were doing. The 
medical staff who worked in the Da Costa Ward at the RAH where women suffering from 
complications after backyard abortions were treated did not discuss abortion and the reasons why 
their patients were in the condition they were. Nearly all the women interviewed for the project 
have been very cautious about sharing their stories of illegal abortion. Some have told almost 
no-one before of their experiences. Jane, who spoke freely of her abortion in 1969, as she did of 
all her experiences," ... met with a bit more disapproval than usual ... " (p. 13). 

This silence about abortion was part of a broader web of ideas and attitudes and institutional 
practices about women• s role and specifically women• s sexuality that each of the women 
interviewees had to negotiate. Although some of the women experienced guilt and shame about 
their sexual activity and their abortions very individually, others were aware, if not at the time of 
their abortion, then in later years, of the social attitudes and practices they were up against. This is 
the over-arching commonality experienced by these women who sought illegal abortions: cultural 
attitudes that held women responsible for rape (Margaret Brand, p. 3), that created a necessity for 
unmarried women to lie in order to have access to contraception (Jane Holland, p. 4), that brought 
shock and disgrace for women who became pregnant before marriage (Shirley Smith, p. 4), and 
created the contradiction between a good woman and a sexual woman (Margaret Brand, p. 15). 
Not surprisingly many of these women had internalised these attitudes and then had to deal with 
the contradiction between their beliefs and those of people around them, and their own desires and 
behaviours. 

Many of the women interviewed for the project came up against these attitudes in institutional 
fonn. Jeannie believed that she would have lost her job with the Education Department had she 
continued her pregnancy (pp. 4-5); Christine feared that she would lose her welfare payments and 
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possibly custody of her children if she was known to be sexually active (p. 6). Although none of 
the women had any contact with the law, fear of arrest and prosecution was significant for some. 
The illegality of abortion was one of the main reasons why doctors were unwilling to perform 
abortions outside the legally defined limited criteria. 

Women who wanted abortions confronted the range of negative cultural attitudes to women in 
their dealings with the medical profession. As well as refusing to perform abortions, doctors took 
a range of attitudes including patronising denial of the decision to seek an abortion, lack of 
sympathy or co-operation in seeking an abortion elsewhere, judgement and admonition and sexual 
harassment. The doctors who gave evidence to the Parliamentary Select Committee representing 
the AMA and the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists both displayed negative 
attitudes towards women in their comments regarding the clause in the Bill that related to 
pregnancy as a result of rape (p. 30 and 44 ). One of the doctors interviewed for the project tells 
how, in the 1950s, he withheld information about the availability of abortion in Melbourne from 
his patients (Bill Smith, p. 9). The representative of the AMA and a 1968 NHMRC 
recommendation that was quoted by another doctor witness at the Select Committee stated that" ... 
medical practitioners in consultation should alone have the responsibility for terminating 
pregnancy" (ALRASA 1969, p. 35) and " ... the decision in each case could be left to the 
conscience of the individual doctor" (p. 45). The world view of the medical profession (with the 
exception of some individual doctors) was not sympathetic to women's autonomy and 
self-determination. The interests of women wanting abortions were quite different from the 
interests of the medical profession, except for those who chose to make money from women's 
unwanted pregnancies. 
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ABORTION BEFORE 1970 COMPARED WITH 
ABORTION SINCE 1970 

It is difficult to draw comparisons between the provision of abortion services in South 
Australia before 1970 and since. The wealth of information provided by this project about how 
women experienced the process of seeking and having an abortion pre 1970 is not available in the 
same form for the period since 1970. A phone-in survey conducted by the Womens Information 
Switchboard and the Right to Choose Coalition in June 1984, which asked women 48 questions 
about several aspects of abortions they had received, and to which 98 women responded, is the 
most comparable source. 

The objective statistical information available about abortions performed since 1970 is not 
available for the period before 1970. Abortions performed in South Australia since 1978 have 
been fairly constant numerically, with only a slight increase to 4255 in 1988. This is within 
comparable range of ALRASA's pre 1970 estimate of 5100 and Lloyd Cox's pre 1970 estimate of 
4000. 

An important source of information about abortion in South Australia post 1970 is the Report 
of the working party to examine the adequacy of existing services for the termination of pregnancy 
in South Australia. The working party was established by the Minister of Health and chaired by 
Ms Elizabeth Furler, Women's Adviser to the South Australian Health Commission. The report 
will herein after be referred to as the Furler Report (as it is colloquially known). It was released in 
May 1986 and drew on statistical information about abortions in South Australia performed in the 
early 1980s, the Right to Choose Coalition Survey, and over 50 submissions made directly to the 
working party by hospitals, referring agencies and professional groups (Furler Report, p. 5). More 
recent statistical information about abortions in South Australia is available in Pregnancy outcome 
in South Australia in 1988 produced by the Epidemiology Branch of the SAHC. This chapter 
draws on several other sources that deal with particular aspects of abortion in SA, including papers 
given and resolutions adopted at the Women's Health in a Changing Society 1985 conference held 
in Adelaide. 

In comparing abortion in SA before 1970 with abortion since, it is not the aim of this project to 
provide a detailed description and assessment of the situation since 1970. This chapter will point 
to features that are different from and similar to the pre 1970 period. It will not enter into debates 
about how to improve the current provision of services, although reflecting on what hasn't 
changed since 1970 will provide pointers to what could be improved. (These will only reinforce 
recommendations already made in the Furler Report and, for example, by the Women's Health in a 
Changing Society conference.) 

Wendy Willow, of the Family Planning Association, made the following statement in her paper 
at the Women's Health in a Changing Society conference in 1985: 

The unwanted pregnancy is a crisis/or which there is no stress-free solution. Yet, as 
with other crises, it has the potential to be a positive and maturing experience. With 
effective counselling the pregnant woman can use it as an opportunity to look at herself 
and her life, to think about her needs and priorities, and to make changes in the 
direction of her life and take control of her fertility ... 

Women with adequate coping abilities are likely to experience few serious problems (p. 
173). 
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The confidence and optimism of Willow's statement could not have been applied to the pre 
1970 situation. Her statement is premised on enormous changes in the quality and availability of 
abortion services, and on significant changes in community attitudes. Her very language draws on 
a discourse about women's autonomy that was absent before 1970: for example the notion that a 
woman can and will "take control of her fertility". 

The situation that women confronted in the 1980s was enormously different from that pre 
1970, and the changes have been overwhelmingly to women's advantage. 

With the change to the law that was enacted in 1970 that allows women to have abortions 
legally for psychiatric reasons (liberally interpreted), women no longer fear or face arrest and 
prosecution for having an abortion. The "legalisation" of abortion in SA for most reasons has 
meant that the practice of backyard and self-induced abortion has been virtually eliminated. Very 
nearly all abortions are now performed by qualified personnel in hospitals. 

This is the major factor contributing to the apparent elimination of maternal death as a result of 
abortion. Three women died in SA in the 1970s as a result of abortions. No deaths have occurred 
since 1977. The rate of maternal mortality in the 1960s was about one per year (South Australian 
Parliament, 1968-69, p. 35). It is also the major contributing factor in the low rate of 
complications. Twenty-six out of 4227 - approximately 0.6% - of women who had abortions in 
1987 suffered medical complications (SAHC 1990, pp. 38-39). (However the Furler Report points 
out that data on complications is unreliable because it is recorded within two or three days of the 
abortion and so does not include complications that are delayed, p. 30.) Although there are no 
comparable statistics for the rate of complications for abortions pre 1970 they would undoubtedly 
have been much higher than 0.6% of all abortions. Of the 14 abortions recounted by the nine 
women interviewed for this project, five resulted in immediate medical complications (35%). 
Michael Taylor, who worked at the RAH during the 1960s recalled operating on women suffering 
the consequences of illegal abortions - at the rate of about eight a week (p. 4 ). Bill Smith, Ben 
Nevis and Pam Fulton all worked in the Da Costa Ward at the RAH during the late 1940s and 
early 1950s and treated women with septic abortions and other complications. Bill Smith 
estimated that ward had about 16 beds about half of which would be occupied at any one time by 
women who had had illegal abortions (p. 6). Women stayed there on average about five to seven 
days _(Irma La Douce, p. 6, Pam Fulton, p. 10). 

Abortions performed without anaesthetic are now a thing of the past. Out of the 14 abortions 
experienced by the women interviewed for this project, all the backyard and self-induced abortions 
and one of the abortions performed by a doctor were done without anaesthetic. 

Another positive change since 1970 has been the decline in the number of women requiring 
mid-trimester abortions as a proportion of the total number of women requiring abortions. In a 
paper delivered to an FPA seminar in 1975, M.R. Martin said" ... the annual incidence of 
mid-trimester abortion has dropped from 23% in 1970 to 5% in 1973 and the numbers are 
dropping further" (p. 6). (Martin does not specify what he classifies as a mid-trimester abortion 
however the decrease he noted is significant.) In 1988 abortions performed on women in the 
second trimester of their pregnancy were 4.6% of all abortions (Cox Committee Report, p. 5). 
While women's memories were not always clear on the length of their pregnancy when they were 
aborted, four or five of the 14 pre 1970 pregnancies that are described in the interviews were 
mid-trimester. The significance of this is that "abortion in the mid-trimester is associated with less 
social and moral acceptability, greater psychological cost and an increased rate of complications, 
morbidity and mortality" (Furler Report, p. 78). 
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The institutional provision of counselling is a marked improvement in the social and emotional 
circumstances surrounding abortion since 1970. Only one woman interviewee experienced a 
sympathetic (doctor) abortionist who supported her decision to have an abortion. He also provided 
her with contraception. Where other pre 1970 abortionists referred to in the interviews spoke of 
the abortion at all it was in negative terms. Post 1970 many women have counselling before their 
abortion, however "the provision of counselling within public hospitals varies enormously" (Furler 
Report, p. 41 ). Of the women who responded to the Right to Choose Coalition Survey, 41 % had 
received counselling and over half of those had found the counselling helpful, supportive or 
understanding (Rolls 1986, p. 98). 

Changes in community attitudes generally, and among women in particular, have had an 
influence on women's experience of abortion. Jeannie Dempsey, Jane Holland and Shirley Smith 
all commented on the change in the way women talk since the impact of feminism on Australian 
culture. 

Shirley recalled: 

Well women didn't talk to each other in those days. There's a different atmosphere 
between women now (p.13). 

Jeannie spoke of the years when she returned to Adelaide after living in the country . 

... so I found myself doing things like attending women's lib meetings ... where issues 
like that [ abortion] were discussed. So yes, that was the difference .. . All of a sudden 
women were talking about their sexuality. Abortions galore, masturbation. I mean it 
was just amazing .. . (p.16). 

Jane recalled the change that the Women's Liberation Movement had on the way women were 
able to conceptualise abortion. 

Nobody until the women's movement used the term "abortion is a woman's right" as 
far as I know. I never heard it until Women's Liberation (p. 13 ). 

Jane was the only interviewee who had an abortion after 1970, as well as the one she went to 
Sydney for in 1969. Her second abortion was in 1976. She describes the difference: 

Well it was totally different. I discovered I was pregnant, I rang up [a friend] ... and I 
said, "I'm pregnant and I want an abortion ... " She said, "Go to Dr.-". 
And I went to see him ... He sat opposite me on the desk and he absolutely agreed that 
my career was important and that this job I was going to was important and that an 
abortion was a sensible thing to do, and he booked me into the Queen Victoria Hospital 
and told me the date, and I turned up on that day. I had to go there the night before and 
I was prepared for the operation and I had it in the morning ... And I was wheeled off 
to the operating theatre, and it was in a recovery room and everybody was calm and 
there was no fuss and no cops outside maybe beating down the door, and no hysteria, 
and no sleaze-bags, and no question of money - it all came under medical benefits (pp. 
18-19). 
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The advantages of the changes however have not been experienced equitably by all women 
needing abortions since 1970. In describing the situation in the early to mid 1980s, sections of the 
Furler Report could have been describing the situation pre 1970. In its executive summary the 
Furler Report identified eight problems. Point 5 reads 

That the quality of the service received varies according to a patient's ability to pay 
(private patients are considerably better served than public patients) (p. 15 ). 

The advantages for a woman who could afford to be a private patient were several. While a 
woman reliant on the public system could have experienced delays of, on average three to four 
weeks between confirmation of pregnancy and the abortion, an average private patient 
experienced delays of less than two weeks (Furler Report, p. 37). The 1984 Womens Information 
Switchboard phone in survey made a similar finding. One woman reported to the survey a delay 
of eight weeks. 

Private patients could also have expected more privacy because they avoided often long 
waiting times in open waiting rooms in public hospitals and were accommodated in smaller wards 
in private hospitals (Conversation with a social worker who counsels women considering abortion 
24 September, 1990). Private patients also had more flexibility and experienced less disruption to 
their lives because a lesser number of appointments was required and appointment times with 
doctors and at the hospital could be arranged around, for example, work commitments (Ibid, Furler 
Report, p. 56). 

The details vary, but women with greater financial resources could get a better abortion service 
pre 1970, and the same has been true since 1970. Because middle class women with more money 
had better access to medically performed abortions before 1970 they suffered fewer complications, 
were therefore less likely to end up in a public hospital requiring treatment for septic abortion or 
haemorrhage, and were consequently less likely to be reported to the police. Although this project 
has not investigated the nature of women who were prosecuted for aborting themselves or who 
gave evidence to police about their abortionists, it is likely that these women would have tended to 
come from the lower socioeconomic groups. The level of exposure has changed, but the threat to 
privacy that was experienced more by the poorer woman before 1970 has continued to be 
experienced more by those women since 1970. 

Point 1 of the problems identified by the Furler Report was that "service provision is 
geographically inequitable" (p. 15). This referred to country women having to travel further for an 
abortion. In 1988 81.6% of terminations were performed on metropolitan residents, but 92.9% 
were performed in metropolitan hospitals (SAHC 1990, p. 37). This meant that over half of the 
non-metropolitan women either had to, or chose to travel to the city to have their abortion 
performed. There was also geographical inequity within the metropolitan area. At the time of the 
Furler Report the Queen Elizabeth Hospital and the Queen Victoria Hospital performed 78.4% of 
all abortions in public teaching hospitals. In September 1990 those two hospitals performed just 
under 70% (information from Family Planning Association). Women in the northern and southern 
metropolitan areas have thus been disadvantaged. 

Whilst this disadvantages all women using public facilities, it is of concern that the most 
poorly serviced areas are those where women are socioeconomically least able to avail 
themselves of private services (Furler Report, p. 51 ). 

Before 1970 South Australian women all suffered from a nation-wide geographical inequity of 
access to doctor abortionists. Women in Sydney and Melbourne were best served. Jeannie's story 
of having to travel from a South Australian country town to Sydney demonstrated that she was at 
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an even greater disadvantage than women in Adelaide. Her journey involved an overnight bus trip 
to Adelaide plus motel accommodation in Adelaide for a weekend, so that she could then fly to 
Sydney and back in one day. The degree of geographical inequity has changed, but its presence 
before and after 1970 has been maintained. 

Teenage women are a group of special concern identified in the Furler Report. 

It is still the case that many young people obtain information [about sexuality, 
contraception, health services] from their informal networks, information which is 
likely to be inaccurate or easily misconstrued. Should young women become pregnant, 
they are largely reliant upon that network for information about where to go to for 
assistance. Fear, ambivalence and embarrassment are likely to prevent adolescent 
women in particular from seeking help early. The secrecy that surrounds the 
availability of abortion contributes to delays in presentation and the need for a late 
termination of pregnancy (p. 95). 

This was a description of the situation for post 1970 teenage women, but could easily have 
been written about the situation of women in general pre 1970, and describes accurately the 
experiences of at least four of the women interviewed for the project. Teenage women post 1970 
still faced many of the blocks to free choice of a good service that many women experienced pre 
1970. 

The group of women whose situation has most paralleled that of pre 1970 women, has been 
that of women in the late 1980s requiring mid-trimester abortions for psychiatric reasons. Since 
1988 nearly all women requiring mid-trimester abortions for psychiatric reasons have had to travel 
interstate to have their abortion performed, albeit with counselling and financial assistance for 
some provided through the public health system (Conversation with a social worker). Isolation, 
possible discomfort and disorientation and the general disruption of having to travel interstate for 
an abortion is not only a pre 1970 experience. This return to pre 1970 conditions has been the 
greatest irony. 

At the time of the Furler Report, mid-trimester abortions for psychiatric reasons were still 
being performed on the basis of individual circumstances, however with difficulties. The Report 
expressed concern that any tighter restriction on access (which, in effect, has subsequently come 
about) could "increase the number of septic abortions among a very few desperate women who 
would attempt to abort themselves" (p. 86). This concern indicated that the worst aspects of 
abortion-related morbidity were well within possibility for desperate women who were unable to 
have an abortion in South Australia. 

The Furler Report identified problems with the way staff provided abortion services. Abortion 
services post 1970 have been provided in obstetric/gynaecological units staffed by personnel who 
have not necessarily chosen to work with abortion patients. The Report received several 
submissions from nurses that "acknowledged that abortion patients in the large public hospitals 
rarely receive the level of care to which they are entitled" (p. 63). In their submission to the 
Report The Family Planning Association described the attitudes of hospital staff to abortion 
patients as often punitive and unsupportive. These descriptions could well be written of pre 1970 
abortionists - the majority of whom were experienced by the women interviewed for this project 
as, at best, cold and impersonal - and of the staff in the Da Costa Ward at the RAH. Regarding 
abortion in the hospital context generally, The Family Planning Association's submission said 

It is too often seen, in the context of the hospital's total workload, as, at best, a 
nuisance, and at worst, dirty work that has to be done and is caused by irresponsible 
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women who would only "re-offend" if provided with support as part of the service (p. 
63). 

This statement echoes uncannily Pam Fulton's description of her own attitudes and the general 
atmosphere obtaining in the Da Costa Ward in the early 1950s. 

Clearly, while community attitudes to abortion have changed significantly since 1970, they 
have not changed to the extent that post 1970 negative attitudes towards abortion no longer 
influenced the quality of service a woman could have expected to get. As well as affecting the 
quality of service provided, unsympathetic attitudes have also affected women's access. The 
Furler Report noted that unsympathetic medical practitioners had refused to give a woman any 
further information after declining to perform an abortion themselves (p. 80). The Womens 
Information Switchboard phone in survey indicated that 17% of respondents found it difficult or 
very difficult to get information about abortion. There were "twenty-one [of 90] women who 
consulted three or more doctors, even as many as six" (p. 98). The survey further found that 

Negative attitudes of doctors and staff appeared to be directed at certain groups, 
particularly married women, young women aged 20 or under, and women seeking a 
second abortion (p. 98). 

It is a clear echo of the pre 1970 situation, that Wendy Willow, writing in 1985, can still refer 
to "the shame and secrecy surrounding abortion" (p. 175). 
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So I just had to walk the streets of Sydney until it was time to 
go to the airport and get on the plane back. That was a mind 
boggling time, walking around with my whole life just being 
quite shattered there, and not knowing whether I was going 
to all of a sudden start haemorrhaging. I mean, I must have 
read Dymphna Cusack by then or something. I'm sure I'd 
read tales of people dying with backyard abortions and, you 
know, I thought I had a better chance than many because this 
person was a doctor, and I believed him to be so. But I had 
no idea what the next step would be in my healing. 
So I walked around and there they were - the men on 
television screens in every window in Sydney, and crowding 
around them - the men bouncing on the moon, their first 
steps. Neil Armstrong leaping across the moon, and there 
was I, this pathetic little creature in a blue paisley dress 
(laughs) waiting to see whether I was going to haemorrhage 
to death in the streets of Sydney. 
Anyway I made it, and then - I can't remember getting on 
the plane or anything. I can remember coming back being 
given a commemorative spoon of the men landing on the 
moon. (laughs) 
There've probably been years when I've hardly mentioned it. 
You know, it just hasn't been an issue. But, yes, all ofmy 
close friends know the story probably. Yes, certainly if it 
comes up in conversation. You know, if anybody talks about 
the day the men landed on the moon (laughs) I usually chip 
in with a bit of a yarn 

(Jeannie Dempsey: born 1947; went to Sydney for an abortion in 1969, pp. 11-12, 18). 
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THE INTERVIEWS 

Early in the course of the project, the researcher and the project steering committee discussed 
strategy for recruiting interviewees. This was also a matter discussed with the Sub Committee on 
Ethical Standards in Research in the School of Social Sciences, verbally and via correspondence. 

The researcher and the project steering committee were aware of the need to strike a balance 
between too few and too many interviewees. It was thought that an "all out" recruiting drive could 
result in an overwhelming response, well beyond the resources of this project to process. 
Consequently the decision was made to limit recruiting for women who had had abortions to the 
networks provided in South Australia by women's organisations and women's service agencies. 

A flyer was designed giving information about the project and inviting participation, and 
distributed to several women's organisations through the state. It was reproduced in Liberation, 
the Adelaide Women's Liberation newsletter, in the South Australian Country Woman, the 
magazine of the Country Women's Association, and in the newsletters of the Women's Electoral 
Lobby and the National Council of Women. Distribution to Business and Professional Women's 
clubs resulted in a brief article based on the flyer being published in the Port Lincoln Times. The 
flyer was sent to all the women's community health centres in Adelaide, to the women's shelters 
and assorted other organisations, with the request that the information be discussed at a meeting 
and/or displayed on a noticeboard and passed on to interested women. 

Promotion of the project through these channels, and via "word-of-mouth" resulted in 10 
women contacting the project, wanting to tell their stories of having illegal abortion while living in 
South Australia before 1970. In each case the woman made the initial contact, of her own free 
will. 

Recruitment of the other interviewees - the abortionist, the doctors, the nurse, the policemen -
was achieved through other means. Two of the doctors were already aware of the project before it 
commenced, ·and had indicated their willingness to be interviewed. The third doctor contacted the 
project as a word-of-mouth referral from one of the other doctors. The nurse was contacted 
through the Family Planning Association, who passed on information to their staff and facilitated 
several general discussions between staff members and the researcher. The two police officers 
were contacted as a result of an appointment with the SA Police Historian. One of the police 
officers contacted the abortionist and passed on information about the project. She subsequently 
contacted the researcher. 

The same procedure of making contact was followed with all but two of the interviewees. An 
initial visit was arranged for the interviewer and the interviewee to meet each other and establish 
some rapport, and for the interviewer to get some idea of what information the interviewee had to 
offer, and/or to get an idea of the personal story the interviewee wanted to tell. The researcher was 
also able to explain and answer questions about the proposed use of the interview material, 
including deposit of the tape in the Mortlock Library of South Australiana and the suggested 
conditions of access to the tape. At the conclusion of the first meeting, a further time was 
arranged, for about a week's time, for the interviewer to return with a tape recorder, to formally 
record the interview. In the intervening period the interviewer was able to reflect on the 
interviewee's story/information, and think of pertinent questions which have been may particular 
to the interviewee's experience. Two interviews with women who had had abortions did not 
follow this procedure. In one case the woman felt she had only a limited amount of time to give to 
the project, and the interview had been preceded by a fairly lengthy telephone call. In the other 
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case, the interviewer was known to the interviewee and she felt an initial meeting was not needed. 
All interviews were conducted by the researcher for the project, Ms Barbara Baird. 

Most of the interviews are about an hour long - some a little longer, some a little shorter. Most 
of the interviews took place in the interviewee's home - out of consideration for the convenience 
and comfort of the interviewee. Four interviews were conducted at the interviewee's workplace -
including the two interviews with police officers, which were conducted in the main interview 
room of the Adelaide CIB, at police headquarters, Angas Street - and one took place in the 
researcher's office at Flinders University. 

One woman who had contacted the project, and with whom a successful initial meeting took 
place, decided at the time of the formal interview that she did not wish to proceed. 

All but one of the interviewees have agreed for the tapes of their interviews to be deposited at 
the Mortlock Library of South Australiana. Most have agreed with the suggestion that the 
interview be identified by a pseudonym, and that conditions of access to the tape and the transcript 
be restricted. Four interviews to be deposited at the Mortlock Library have no restrictions on 
access. 

The interviews took place between March and August 1990. 
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THE INTERVIEWEES 

What follows is a brief introduction to each of the interviewees. 

The nine women who told their stories of illegal abortions 

Ms. x• was living in Adelaide in 1969 when she had her second abortion. At the time of the 
abortion she was single and in her early 20s, working as a nurse, and living in Rose Park with four 
other nurses. She had previously had an abortion while living in Melbourne and went back to 
Melbourne to a doctor to procure her second abortion. 

Shirley Smith* tells the stories of her three abortions that took place when she was a young 
woman during the Second World War. She first became pregnant at 17, before she was married, 
and went to a backyard abortionist in the Port Adelaide area. She had two unwanted pregnancies 
after her marriage, and on those occasions she aborted herself. 

Mary Hill • was in her late 30s and felt that she had completed her family when she became 
pregnant in 1958. She and her husband, an academic, and their two children lived in the eastern 
suburbs of Adelaide at the time. She travelled with her husband to Melbourne where a Collins 
Street gynaecologist performed the abortion, and inserted an IUD at the same time. 

Christine James• came to Australia from Rhodesia when she was 17, pregnant and just 
married. Some years later, in 1965, she had four small children under five years, had been 
deserted by her husband and was alone and isolated living in the western suburbs of Adelaide 
receiving welfare payments from the state. She aborted herself twice in the space of six months. 

Margaret Brand* was born in Europe and came to Australia with her parents in 1953. She 
grew up with a strict Catholic father. She tells the story of three abortions she had during the 
1960s when she was in her late teens and early 20s. On the first occasion the mother of a 
girlfriend aborted her, and on the two subsequent occasions she aborted herself, although she had 
unsuccessfully sought the assistance of a backyard abortionist on the first of those occasions. 

Jane Holland• was 30 in 1969, and well established in her teaching career when she became 
pregnant to her lover. He used his contacts with people active in the Abortion Law Reform 
Association to get the address of a doctor in Melbourne. This doctor however refused to perform 
the abortion when Jane presented herself, so she flew back to Adelaide and obtained a Sydney 
address, where a doctor working at an abortion clinic performed her abortion. 

Jeannie Dempsey• grew up in an Irish Catholic family in a South Australian country town 
and was teaching in one of South Australia's regional cities in 1969 when she became pregnant at 
age 21. Her story relates her trip to Sydney where a man she believed to be a doctor performed 
her abortion, without anaesthetic, in a block of flats at Maroubra. 
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Irma Raven* came to Australia in 1950s, as a post-war migrant from northern Europe. She 
had previously lived in refugee camps. In 1956 she and her husband and their young daughter 
were living with her parents in a hut built of packing cases, in a northern suburb of Adelaide. A 
neighbour who shared the same ethnic background aborted her when she and her husband decided 
she could not have another child. 

Anne Clayton* was 19 in 1967 when she became pregnant. She was working in a library and 
deeply involved with her boyfriend. His parents had contacts in Melbourne who were able to 
provide a list of doctors' names. She and her boyfriend spent several days in Melbourne staying 
with family friends while she had the abortion and recovered. 

The abortionist 

Cindy-Lou Lee* was a nurse, a divorced woman, raising two· daughters and living in the 
Adelaide Hills when she started doing abortions for other women in the late 1950s. After having 
an abortion herself, she started performing abortions in response to the need of women around her. 
She guesses she would have done hundreds (one or two a week) of abortions until she was arrested 
and gaoled in 1962. She had her own car and travelled to women's homes, or wherever was 
suitable, to perform the operation, all over the metropolitan Adelaide, and occasionally to the 
country. 

The doctors 

Ben Nevis* trained as a doctor at the University of Adelaide during the 1940s. As an intern at 
the Royal Adelaide Hospital he treated women who were suffering after having had illegal 
abortions. He practised in Adelaide in the 1950s and 1960s as an obstetrician and gynaecologist. 
He was sympathetic to women's needs for birth control, performed abortions for women where he 
felt they met the legal criteria, and passed on information about doctors in Melbourne who were 
prepared to do abortions, to as many of his women patients as he could who requested abortions. 

Bill Smith* was born in Adelaide of mixed Anglo and European background, and grew up in 
a strong protestant family. He has spent all his working life in South Australia. He recalls stories 
of legal abortions he performed and was aware of, and of illegal abortions he came to know of 
through his work in private practice in the country as well as in the city, and in several of 
Adelaide's hospitals. 

Michael Taylor* came to Australia after training as a doctor in the UK. He arrived in 
Adelaide in the 1960s and worked at the Royal Adelaide Hospital. He recalls women he saw at 
the RAH who were admitted suffering the consequences of illegal abortions, and also discussed 
the attitudes of the medical profession to abortion generally. 
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The policemen 

John Bartlett, the son of a Methodist minister, born in Adelaide, joined the police force as an 
adult recruit in 1961. He spent 11 years, encompassing most of the 1960s, as a detective in the 
Homicide Squad, where he was involved in investigating several abortion cases. He recalls details 
of the cases he investigated, and general information about how he saw abortion from the point of 
view of a police officer. He is now Chief Superintendent with the CIB. 

Don Maddern grew up in Victoria and joined the police force in South Australia. After 
working as a uniformed officer he joined the Homicide Squad in the early 1960s. He recalls the 
details of the abortion cases he investigated - prosecutions of women who aborted themselves, as 
well as backyard abortionists - and describes the way police officers went about their 
investigations, the methods they used and their attitudes. He currently holds the rank of Detective 
Sergeant. 

The nurse 

Pam Fulton trained as a nurse at the Royal Adelaide Hospital in the early 1950s and as part of 
that training spent time in the Da Costa Ward, the gynaecological ward at the back of the hospital, 
where women who were suffering the consequences of illegal abortions were admitted. She 
recalls her memories of that ward - the women she nursed, her own attitudes and feelings and 
those of the other nurses and doctors, and the general ambience of that ward. 

* indicates a pseudonym 
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WHY WOMEN WANTED ABORTIONS 

In some respects it may appear that the reasons that the women interviewed for this project 
wanted abortions are the same reasons that cause women to want abortions in the 1990s. Six of the 
women interviewed were unmarried at the time of becoming pregnant, and not in personal, social 
or economic situations conducive to having a child. One of these women became pregnant as the 
result of rape. One of the women who was married at the time of her abortions, first had an 
abortion because her marriage was not stable enough to support a child, and later became pregnant 
too soon after the birth of her first child. Another of the married women was not in a financial or 
an emotional position to have another child, and the third had already completed her family and at 
the age of 38 did not want any more children. To accept this surface appearance of similarity 
however would be to deny the historical specificities of the period under focus - 1935 to 1970. 

Judith Allen writes: 

While in the early twentieth century and inter-war period the principal recipients of 
abortion were married women with two or more children, since the 1960s the main 
users of abortion services have been unmarried women aged under 25. This changed 
clientele may mark a shift in the sexual meaning of abortion. When married women with 
children were predominant among recipients, abortion was an important means of 
spacing births and securing the end of childbearing when desired family size was 
reached. For unmarried women under 25, abortion is deployed to delay the beginning 
of childbearing until education is completed, workforce participation is established and 
dependence on parents ended (Allen 1990, p. 247). 

The period that this project has focused on falls into the transition between the earlier and later 
periods described by Allen. The nine interviews conducted with women who had illegal abortions 
do quite neatly (and coincidentally) fit into her periodisation: the three women interviewees who 
had abortions pre 1960 were married women wanting to space births, or who already had enough 
children; the six women interviewed about abortions in the 1960s were all unmarried, and nearly 
all went on to marry anc.Vor have children later. Avoidance of the severe punitive consequences of 
giving birth to a child out of wedlock must be added to her account of why young unmarried 
women sought abortions in the 1960s (and before), if we are to listen to the stories told by the 
women who had abortions. 

The Second World War, and the consequent presence of US servicemen in South Australia 
were circumstances particular to the 1940s which made an impact on the sexual lives of South 
Australian women (Conversation with Valerie Beecham* 19 June 1990. All conversationalists are 
identified by a pseudonym*.). 

Shirley was 19 and married when she became pregnant in 1942. 

Yes, when I was nineteen I got pregnant again. By this time the war had started and my 
husband was away in the airforce. No, wait a minute. No, that's right, we knew he was 
going. He was called up for the army. He hadn't yet gone in and I was pregnant, so we 
decided that I'd have to have another abortion (pp. 7-8). 

The arrival of post-war refugees and other migrants in South Australia was another hi.storical 
factor that created particular conditions out of which women sought abortions. Irma had migrated 
from northern Europe in 1950 with her mother and stepfather. In 1956 she was living with her 
parents, her husband and their baby daughter in a three room house built from packing cases, on a 
block of land in a northern suburb of Adelaide. 
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I was feeling terrible because we couldn't possible have another child in those 
circumstances. I mean, there wasn't enough room, and there wasn't any washing 
facilities/or instance. When we had our weekly bath we heated the copper in the 
backyard and took a tin bath inside the kitchen and had a bath in the tin tub and 
somebody, you know, took it outside on to the garden afterwards again. 

What you're telling me is that your life was really hard then. 

No, I didn't know that it was. I wasn't aware of it being hard at all, but looking back I 
don't think anybody would live like that nowadays. Everybody's so spoilt. No, that 
wasn't my problem. My problem was my alcoholic husband. So apart from that 
everything was fine, but I was very unhappy about being pregnant, and so was my 
husband ... 

... see with all being refugees and with all being through several occupations in Europe 
from the Russians and the Germans, and I think one learns during hard times how to 
look after oneself, because there must have been a lot of rapes going on during 
wartime, and in desperation women learned how to get rid of the foetuses, because they 
wouldn't have wanted the children. And also life was so hard that you just were in no 
position to bring up children at all (pp. 2-3). 

Mary's story is perhaps atypical of her time in that she and her husband had decided after the 
birth of their second child in 1950 that she would have a tubal ligation. Frustration with the 
available methods of contraception at the time was a major reason behind their decision. So in 
1956, in her mid 30s, Mary had her local doctor perform sterilisation on her. Eighteen months later 
she became pregnant. 

We had looked at all aspects before I decided to be sterilised. What happened if one 
child was killed, what happened ifwe lost both of them? And we felt then, as I think/ 
feel now, nothing could ever replace those two children. We might have had more, but 
we'd thought it all out and that's why it was so very traumatic to find I was pregnant 
again, because one faced a problem that we thought we had dealt with, having been 
through all the forms of contraception available and nothing really-. We didn't find 
anything very satisfactory. I mean coitus interruptus was a stop-gap measure, but a 
very unsatisfactory one, and so were condoms. And we had been through it all (pp. 7-8). 

Jeannie's story of the time in her life when she sought an illegal abortion is a painful 
description of the impact that cultural attitudes about unmarried women being pregnant and giving 
birth to illegitimate babies had on young women at the time. The resources available to women 
who wished to keep an illegitimate child were extremely limited, so a single woman who found 
herself pregnant generally faced three options: having the baby (usually giving birth away from 
home) and giving it up for adoption, a "shotgun" marriage, or finding an abortion. 

Jeannie was 21 in 1969, single, and teaching in a country town when she became pregnant. Her 
relationship with the father of her child was not permanent. She'd come from a strong Catholic 
background. 

The major fear was my parents finding out, and I mean they were very loving and very 
supportive people ... I grew up with Mum talking about, you know, "Poor Mrs 
So-and-so up the road, her daughter's gone and got pregnant and let her down. How 
could she show her face?" There was a hell of a lot of that. And it would have killed 
Daddy - that would have been the other one. Everything was, "Don't tell your daddy" ... 
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The three options were suicide ... getting rid ofit or coming clean to everybody and 
going into a-you know St Joseph' s House or whatever and having it. That one I just 
ruled impossible. I didn't have the courage to tell my folks and come clean. I would 
have lost my job you know. I would have then I suppose too. I mean they were in the 
days where you had to resign if you got married. You know, it would have just ruined 
my life. 

And so it came down to suicide or abortion (p. 4 ). 

Margaret was already a single mother in 1967, although her infant son was being kept from her. 

It was either death then or abort, one of the two, and death was definitely something 
that I considered because there was no way I could have that baby. I couldn't have my 
own son. My parents wouldn't give him to me because they said it wasn't the done 
thing, a woman having a baby on their own in society. They would look after my child -
I had to stay out. So therefore I couldn't get my son, so how could I have another baby 
(p. 6). 

Cultural attitudes to single mothers in the 1960s were in some instances enforced by the state, 
or at least fear of this was a significant factor in women's decision-making. Jeannie indicates this 
in her belief that she would lose her job with the SA Education Department had she continued her 
pregnancy. Certainly the state was not openly supportive of women with illegitimate children. 

Christine had come Rhodesia after marrying her husband in 1959. In 1965 she was a deserted 
wife, she had four children under the age of six and was supporting them alone, receiving 
government relief 

.... I was just late bleeding and panicked horribly. I was, as I say, going in to get relief 
each fortnight. There were three rooms. You got called to one of each of these three 
rooms for your interview. Room 2 was the only woman that interviewed us. She was the 
one that all the women were most scared of going to see. I mean, I thought, "I can't go 
in there as I'm pregnant". I mean it was very much if you were by yourself. you were 
not expected to have a sex life, certainly not meant to produce four children for the state 
to support. It was pretty panicky. I also think I was possibly scared that I would have 
the other kids taken away from me. So, yes (p. 6). 

The time between Judith Allen's early period when most women wanting abortions were 
married with children, to the period when most women wanting abortions were young and single, 
is the time when women's workforce participation increased markedly (particularly that of married 
women). 

Jane's story is a story of women's changing economic role, and the consequences of that for 
childbearing. She was 30 in 1969, and well established in her teaching career. She was separated 
from her husband and had become pregnant to her lover. She consulted her local medical practice, 
where she'd been a patient for four years. 

So I said I wanted an abortion and he said "Nonsense". No, no, he said why did I want 
an abortion, that's right, and I said because the father of the child already had two 
children, I didn't want any children and he didn't want any more and he didn't have 
enough money . ... [The doctor] rightly enough since he worked in [ an inner northern 
suburb] which at that time was a working class area, said that this was ridiculous 
(laughs) and that thi::, ... , no reason at all. 
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At this point I remember quite clearly saying, "I do not want this child. I've got a 
career, I've got a job, I want to go on working (p. 9). 

As well as the stories of these women whose reasons for seeking an abortion took them outside 
the law, there were the women who were able to get legal abortions performed in hospitals. These 
women were by far in the minority, but the legality of their claim did not make their need any less 
desperate. It was legal to perform an abortion on a woman if her physical or mental health was 
severely endangered by the continuation of the pregnancy. In the 1960s, the likelihood of damage 
to the foetus, basically as the result of the woman contracting German measles, became a legally 
justifiable reason for an abortion. The physical conditions that women presented with when asking 
for, or needing (they did not always want to terminate the pregnancy) an abortion included 
"vomiting of pregnancy" - where severe and constant vomiting could be fatal - and certain heart 
conditions that could be aggravated by pregnancy to the point of being fatal. The development of 
medical knowledge means that these reasons for needing an abortion would be most unlikely in 
1990 (Michael Taylor, pp. 14-15), and likewise the immunisation of women against German 
measles means that this is an unlikely cause for needing an abortion today. For a woman to be 
granted a legal abortion on psychiatric grounds before 1970, she needed to be severely mentally 
ill, or on the verge of a psychiatric breakdown. Such women may have found legal abortions 
difficult to get, and may have had to seek illegal abortions if they could not find the requisite two 
doctors to certify their genuine need. 

Availability of contraception 
Of course, underlying the various historical determinants that led women to seek abortions in 

the period 1935-1970 in South Australia is the history of the availability of contraception during 
that time. Until the 1960s, New South Wales was the only state to have any kind of organisation 
promoting birth control. (The Racial Hygiene Association of New South Wales was established in 
the 1920s). Until the availability of the Pill, and the widespread use of IUDs in the 1960s, 
contraception in South Australia was not very reliable nor easily accessible to all sexually active 
women. 

Some information about contraception and abortion in South Australia during the 1930s can be 
found in a submission to the National Health and Medical Research Council in 1937, made by 
A.R. Southwood, then Permanent Head of the Department of Public Health and chairman of the 
Central Board of Health in South Australia. He had communicated with a number of doctors in the 
preparation of his submission. One gynaecologist with whom he corresponded commented that 
women were becoming pregnant despite the use of contraception, and both the women doctors 
who provided him with information and opinion pointed out the need for better birth control, 
including birth control clinics, as a factor in the incidence of abortion (Southwood 1937, pp. 
29-30). A representative of the Racial Hygiene Association of NSW spent a month visiting 
Adelaide in 1933, promoting racial hygiene and the better availability of birth control. Nothing 
lasting came of her visit, nor of her return visit in 1936. 

A lack of local motivation and support for the provision of birth control facilities 
continued in SA until the late 1960s (Ripper 1977,p. 60). 

The Family Planning Association was established in South Australia in the wake of the change 
to the abortion law in 1969, and went on to receive government funding to provide birth control 
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services - not without resistance in the general community and outright opposition from some 
sectors of the medical profession (Ibid, p. 63). 

Before the 1960s the methods of birth control were abstinence, coitus interruptus commonly 
known as withdrawal, condoms, diaphragms, and a range of jellies and creams and tablets. Shirley 
tells of her experience with contraception as a single woman in 1940: 

At that age the heights of passion often overtook us when we weren't prepared and we 
weren't an old married couple with birth control laid on. And besides which, there were 
condoms in those days but they were expensive and we didn't have much money and we 
didn't keep up a supply. You had to foresee when you might be indulging so that you 
provided yourself ahead of time, and of course sometimes you didn't. I think it was at a 
later stage that we got on to some suppositories called Rendals, which were not 100% 
reliable I found out later. But you had to wait about ten minutes after you inserted them 
before they'd melted and the ingredients had been released into the vagina. At that time 
I think I was pretty well relying on condoms which we didn't always have, and 
withdrawal which didn't always happen at the right time (p. 4 ). 

The Pill became available in Adelaide in the early 1960s and IUDs became widely used at that 
time too. The Queen Elizabeth hospital established a small Pill clinic in the 1960s that was heavily 
patronised (Ripper 1977, p. 61). These advances represented a revolution in contraceptive 
technology - a welcome relief for married women, but not always easily accessible to unmarried 
women. Even in 1970, members of the newly formed Family Planning Association were debating 
whether or not the Association should offer birth control services to unmarried women (Ibid, p. 
67). 

Some doctors did refuse birth control to unmarried women. Dr Ben Nevis recalled the 1950s 
and 1960s: 

All the women who came along who had babies, birth control was discussed. Mostly 
they were prescribed diaphragm and some chemical contraceptive. Some women came 
along specifically for birth control, but not very many. But, no, there wasn't a hoard out 
there clamouring as I remember. I think young people were having sex, but they felt 
guilty. They felt guilty about seeking advice - they were afraid to seek advice because 
very often if they did, they'd be refused and told they were naughty, to go away and not 
to do it. So they got pregnant (p. 9). 

Doctors were taught very little about contraception in their training at the University of 
Adelaide in the 1940s and 1950s - partly because there wasn't much to teach. However a woman 
doctor recalled that during her training at the university in the late 1940s, she and her woman 
student colleagues were not invited in to the one lecture that students received that year on 
contraception (Conversation with Dr Mavis Selley* 28 February 1990). Clearly the attitudes of the 
medical faculty had an impact on the way birth control was taught, as well as the fact that the 
technology was minimal. Dr Bill Smith recalls the prevailing attitudes: 

Very often the advice was to avoid intercourse - that intercourse wasn't absolutely 
essential for survival, so if you wanted not to have children, be celibate. That advice I 
can remember being given by some of the older doctors and we as students and young · 
doctors were a bit du/Jious about that advice. But the advice was given from time to 
time - I qm remember it well (p. 3). 

Reflecting on doctors' attitudes before the Pill, Ben Nevis concludes: 
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But I guess it really wasn't much of an issue I think. It was something that one accepted 
because there was little we could do about it, there was little that was done ... (p. 8). 

Most of the women interviewed were ignorant of contraception until the time when they 
became sexually active. And then, for single women, obtaining contraception involved a degree of 
strategising. Jane Holland got a diaphragm when she first became sexually involved with a man in 
1959: 

Yes, had to go to a doctor to get it - to get it fitted. And you had to lie - pretend you 
were married. I mean you did. I don't know if you had to literally. I think I said I was 
going to get married next month or something and was congratulated for getting there 
early enough I think. That was my only knowledge of contraception . ... (p. 4 ). 

Access to contraception was out of the question for Jeannie in the mid to late 1960s. 

Birth control was condoms or, if you were very brave or knew a doctor, you could 
maybe go on the Pill. Though even when I was younger the Pill just wasn't an issue. I 
mean unless you had gory periods ( laughs) it was the only way you could ever get the 
Pill ... 

I became sexually active at, I suppose, about 17 or 18. I mean there was no way I would 
go and buy a packet of condoms. I probably wouldn't have even known what one looked 
like at that stage anyway .. . 

So it was rhythm method . .. . (pp. 1-2). 

Faced with cultural values and messages that denied women's sexuality, and particularly 
denied and punished sexual activity in unmarried women, and with cultural myths about the 
uncontrollable male sexual drive often embodied in uncooperative sexual partners, denial was a 
desperate contraceptive option. Margaret Brand recalled of her sexual activity in 1962: 

So you hadn't been using any contraception? 

No, no, no. I used to panic and think, you know, "It can't happen to me," and tell him to 
pull out, but boys didn't do that (p. 6). 

Margaret continued to be caught in the same conflict in the- late 1960s. 

I think I was too embarrassed to accept things like that. I know that sounds really stupid 
and ridiculous, but I was just not admitting to myself that I was sexually active. It was 
too much against my religion, it was too much against what I felt. I had to prove in my 
life that I could be strong against men, or against my own sexuality (p. 15 ). 

Ms X's story of contraception in 1969 was framed by the same contradiction: 

... if you took the Pill - which I think was available then - it was like saying, "Oh yes, 
well I'm going to have sex," so I didn't-I was always promising myself /wouldn't do 
it any more because it was bad, because you shouldn't do it before you get married (p. 
3). 

Judith Allen observes that "some feminists adopt a less sanguine view of the situation of young 
women recipients of abortion, casting them as exploited by male-influenced norms and 
unsuccessful in negotiating sexuality in their own interests" (Allen 1990, P. 247). 

Anne Clayton was in such a situation in 1967, although she was involved in a loving 
relationship with the man who later became her husband. 
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I remember we talked about condoms but it was really whether he did or didn't want to 
use them, and I mean he didn't want to use them because, you know, nobody used 
condoms and it was going to interfere with feeling that you had, and how would you get 
it on and all this sort of thing. So the whole mechanics of it. So I can remember us 
discussing this and, as I say, the only thing that we ever thought of practising was 
withdrawal, which was just - or abstention - and neither of these worked at all (p. 6). 

Obviously the history of contraception is one of the inevitable predecessors of the history of 
abortion. Four of the women interviewees were consciously using some method of contraception 
that failed. For Shirley, the inevitable failure of condoms plus withdrawal was probably typical of 
the historical period when she became pregnant, the 1940s. Mary became pregnant in 1957, 
eighteen months after being sterilised by a GP who thought he was performing an illegal operation 
on her - a circumstance, at least regarding his attitude (based on incorrect information), that may 
be particular to the state of medical know-how at that time. Jeannie was relying on the rhythm 
method, but without any expert instruction, and in a personal and historical context of ignorance, 
shame and secrecy about sexuality that contributed to its inherent unreliability. Jane became 
pregnant after having an IUD inserted - an unlikely event that could happen in 1990. The other 
five women interviewees were not using any regular or reliable method of contraception at all. In 
Irma• s case, ignorance, if not of the existence of contraception, then certainly of its availability, 
was the sole culprit. For the other women, their acceptance of cultural values regarding the sexual 
activity of unmarried women, (however much these were in conflict with their real practices), and 
the very real obstacles they would have met if they had actively sought contraception, are 
conditions specific to that period - the 1960s - that resulted in them seeking illegal abortions. 
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How WOMEN PROCURED ABORTIONS 

How many 
We know that it is not possible to know how many abortions were performed on South 

Australian women prior to 1970. We can refer to evidence given to the Select Committee on the 
Criminal Law Consolidation Act Amendment Bill 1968, that was established by the South 
Australian Parliament, and heard evidence from a variety of sources at the end of 1968 and early 
in 1969. This can certainly tell us the broad categories of ways that women procured abortion -
and can suggest numbers. 

The submission presented by the Abortion Law Reform Association of South Australia 
(ALRASA) estimated conservatively that 5100 South Australian women were having abortions 
every year. They divided this figure into an estimate of 800 backyard abortions, 1300 medically 
induced abortions performed in the state, and 3000 abortions performed on SA women interstate in 
Sydney or Melbourne (ALRASA 1969, p. 4). 

ALRASA's estimate of 1300 medically induced abortions being performed each year is the 
most problematic part of their estimate. Their figure is based on a Melbourne survey of the time, 
that showed that in Melbourne on average each GP and gynaecologist was performing two 
abortions per year - legal and illegal. Even among the gynaecologists who gave evidence to the 
Select Committee in support of ALRASA, there was debate about the accuracy of this figure. Dr 
Bockner, a practising gynaecologist at the time, who appeared in person before the committee as 
part of the ALRASA delegation, didn't think that the Melbourne-based estimate of two abortions 
per doctor per year was applicable in SA. On the other hand, Dr Karl Ball, also a practising 
gynaecologist at the time, from whom a letter was tabled as part of ALRASA's submission, agreed 
with the two abortions per doctor average. Dr Bill Smith in his interview for this project also 
challenged the validity of that figure for Adelaide: 

I would think that would be excessive, and certainly I would say that 90 to 95% of 
gynaecologists or GPs in the 1960s had never done an abortion in their lives. So the 
two average might have been made up by GPs and gynaecologists whom I don't know 
who must have been doing quite a lot of terminations, because I'd say pre 1970 less 
than 5% of gynaecologists or GPs had ever done an abortion (p. 20). 

The number of legal abortions being performed in Adelaide was fairly small. For example, in 
the year July 1967 to June 1968 there were 15 legal abortions performed at the Royal Adelaide 
Hospital and six performed at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital. Recollection of the Queen Victoria 
Hospital in the late 1960s held that the numbers oflegal abortions performed there was also very 
small - less than ten in three years. Ben Nevis, a gynaecologist during the 1960s, and sympathetic 
to women's requests for abortions, estimated that he was performing about half a dozen legal 
abortions per year. In his opinion there were probably some other gynaecologists performing a 
similar number. It is possible that numbers of these legal abortions were being performed in 
private hospitals, but these institutions often kept poor statistics and records, so it would be 
difficult if not impossible to know exactly how many were being done outside the public hospital 
system. 

Information and statistics about doctors performing illegal abortions is basically impossible to 
find. In his evidence to the Select Committee, Inspector Turner said: "No, we have neither 
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knowledge nor suspicion relating to any individual medical practitioner" (South Australian 
Parliament 1968-69, p. 18). However, both the police officers interviewed for this project were 
aware of one medical practitioner who was performing large numbers of illegal abortions in the 
1960s, and the doctors who were interviewed also knew, by hearsay, of an old general practitioner 
in the southern suburbs of Adelaide who was, said to be a well known abortionist in the early 
1950s. From the information available to this project it seems that doctors operating regularly as 
illegal abortionists were few and far between in Adelaide. 

It is possible that GPs and gynaecologists were performing illegal abortions but under the guise 
of other procedures - for example a diagnostic curettage - perhaps for loyal and trusted patients. 

Dr Karl Ball's letter to the Select Committee suggests this, as does another witness who 
appeared before the Committee as an independent opinion. Dilys Craven was a paediatrician: 

You can look in the records of the hospital and see "termination of pregnancy". You 
will find three or four mentions but many more will be found under indicatives such as 
dilatation, curette or amenorrhea. I cannot believe that people can be as naive as to 
believe that those listed under "termination of pregnancy" are the only abortions 
performed (lbid,p. 60). 

Bill Smith recalls one such incident: 

Generally do you think doctors would only have done that for women who were already their 
patients? 

No, I think they would have been done under the most special circumstances when 
enormous pressure was put on that gynaecologist. Take for instance the case-. You 
know, [a reigning beauty queen] was in the middle of her tour and in the height of her 
fame, and she began to look pregnant. I don't think that gynaecologist would have done 
that really willingly. I think probably there was a lot of pressure. Whether there was 
money changed hands or not I don't know, but I think he would have been under a lot of 
pressure. 

How frequent do you think that practice would have been? 

I think fairly infrequent ... when they were done people got to know about them and 
whispered about them around corners and so forth (pp. 16-17). 

One doctor (not an interviewee) recalled that between 1958 and 1961 she did occasional 
sessional work for a GP who did "a lot of D & Cs" - which may have been abortions - in small 
private hospitals. She worked as his anaesthetist, and while she may have wondered, she would 
never have enquired whether or not he was performing abortions (Conversation with Dr Mavis 
Selley* 28 February 1990). The three doctors interviewed all disclaimed any knowledge of doctors 
performing illegal abortions in Adelaide with the exception of the rumours about the two doctors 
mentioned, one in the early 1950s and one in the 1960s. This made Adelaide significantly different 
from Sydney or Melbourne, where there were large numbers of doctors working full-time as 
abortionists plus others doing a sizeable number of abortions as part of a normal practice (Haire 
1950, pp. 174-175; Wilson 1971, p. 20). Michael Taylor makes a relevant observation, when asked 
if he would have known of any doctors performing abortions: 

Oh I think so in a town this size, and a medical community of this size, I think one would 
have known. Or somebody would have known (p. 9). 
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ALRASA derived their figure of 800 backyard abortions by using a formula that started with 
an estimate of how many of the women who presented to the Royal Adelaide and the Queen 
Elizabeth Hospitals with abortions in progress or with the consequences of an abortion, were there 
because of the results of illegal interference. 

In his evidence to the Select Committee, Inspector Paul Turner, head of the Homicide Squad, 
estimated that between 500 and 1000 abortions were performed illegally in SA each year. (His 
evidence can be read with the presumption that he is not referring to abortions performed by 
doctors.) Statistics from the Annual Report of the SA Commissioner of Police indicate that in the 
period 1935-1970, an average of three or four offences of abortion were reported each year. There 
are some discrepancies: 22 offences were reported in 1943, 10 in 1945, nine in 1954, and the 
number was higher than average for the three consecutive years 1963, 1964, 1965. There were no 
offences reported in 1951, 1961 or 1966 (Conversation with John Bartlett 23 April 1990). 
However police figures are not a guide to the number of people performing illegal abortions. 
During the 1960s the police did not initiate their own enquiries, but only responded to notifications 
of women's deaths from abortion, or of severe illness as a result of illegal interference (South 
Australian Parliament 1968-69, p. 17). When asked whether the Homicide Squad would have had 
contact with most backyard abortionists operating in South Australia, Don Maddem's response 
was "I shouldn't say. We would have been only, I think, on top of the iceberg" (p. 29). He felt that 
the close-knit nature of many of the post-war migrant communities could have hidden abortionists, 
many of whom may have been medically trained in Europe. John Bartlett's summation of the 
abortion scene was that during his time in the Homicide Squad (1964 onwards) the police were 
generally aware of two or three abortionists at any one time. He did not think that the provision of 
abortion services was an organised operation, although there were repeat offenders (p. 4). 

When the police came in contact with abortionists their general practice was to charge them 
with only one offence, so while Don Maddern and John Bartlett say of some of the people they 
arrested that "he only seemed to have done it the once", and of others "she seemed to have been 
making a living out of it", there is no documentary evidence about the number of abortions that 
people charged with the offence had been performing. 

The ALRASA figures do not explicitly mention self-induced abortions, yet this project 
provides evidence of particular women aborting themselves on more than six occasions, more or 
less safely and more or less effectively, as late as 1965, 1966, 1967. 

Prior knowledge 
Having established their pregnancy and having made the decision to have an abortion, each of 

the women interviewees then faced the problem of how to find an abortionist, or how to procure 
an abortion themselves. This problem is the subject of Nancy Howell Lee's book The search for 
an abortionist researched in the United States between 1965 and 1967. Among the 114 women 
(mostly middle and upper class) she interviewed she found that on average the women had 
consulted five or six people to get an abortion, mostly starting with women friends. About a third 
of the women she interviewed felt they had no choice about whom they went to - less than a third 
chose an abortionist on the basis of recommendation. Most of the women in her study had an idea 
of what the cost of the abortionist would be but were vague about the actual method to be used 
(Lee 1969, p. 76). The experiences of the women interviewed for this project roughly parallel 
those of the US women interviewed by Lee. 
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All the women interviewees had to find out from scratch how to get an abortion at the time 
when they first needed one. For some of the women who had more than one abortion, seeking their 
second abortion also involved starting from scratch. None of the women who told their stories for 
this project started out knowing how, where or from whom to get an abortion. Despite their 
differences, and the different kinds of abortions they ended up getting, the two factors that this 
research shows were common to all these women who had illegal abortions - secrecy surrounding 
the issue and the actual event, and difficulty in obtaining an abortion - are emphasised at this point 
in the process of getting an abortion. 

Each woman started out knowing very little about abortion - often what she did know was 
based on myth and rumour and unspoken knowledge, and often not particularly relevant to her 
situation at the time she needed an abortion. Nearly every woman interviewed knew, from fact or 
fiction, that women died from having illegal abortions. Shirley first became pregnant when she 
was 17, and although she had shown unusual independence by leaving home and living 
independently in 1940, her mother had told her little about sex or sexual matters. 

I'd not long been indulging in sex and my organs were unknown to me. I didn't really 
know how everything functioned. I wasn't very sophisticated at the time ... Oh, by that 
time I knew that babies grew in the womb and that if you wanted an abortion you had to 
somehow remove themfrom the womb (p. 5). 

Anne Clayton was 20, having led a fairly protected life, when she became pregnant in 1967. 

What would you have known about abortion? 

Very little. The only things would have been the scare stuff about abortions and 
backyard abortions, certainly the knowledge that it was illegal here, and if I ever heard 
of anybody getting pregnant and having an abortion it was because they went interstate 
to have one. I certainly never heard of anyone having an abortion in South Australia, 
and so it was only sort of through the media that I would have known anything about 
abortion at all, and wouldn' t have known anything about how you went- You know, 
how you got one. I wouldn't have known where to start - I wouldn't have known who to 
go to (pp. 4-5 ). 

Jeannie had a recollections of abortion from her childhood in a South Australian country town. 

No, nobody I knew- Oh yes, yes my bestyfriend when/ was little. There was this lots 
of nobody was telling anything. Her mother was terribly upset. She had to go away for a 
while and she ended up in hospital - she was sick - and that was an abortion. But more 
commonly it was girls leaving town and just going off and having babies and having 
them adopted ... (p. 2). 

Among the women interviewed, their particular personal histories and experiences, and ages 
dictated different knowledge and experience of abortion at the time they needed an abortion 
themselves. Margaret knew nothing at all about abortion when she became pregnant at 17; Ms X, a 
nurse, had shared a flat in Melbourne with a woman who'd had eight abortions; Mary Hill had 
nursed a woman in the air force during the war who was recovering from an incomplete backyard 
abortion. 

Irma was part of the post-war migrant community in the northern areas of Adelaide: 

... my mother being a dressmaker, we had lots of women call. There were people 
coming every day, and often women would, when they were [in] desperate need for an 
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abortion, would ask my mother if she knew of somebody who could help them and she 
would say, "Well go and talk to" - this other women - "and she might know of 
something." So I had an inkling. I didn't know, but I sort of guessed (p. 3). 

Jane's husband had related tales of other women's abortions to her, and in later years (before 
she needed an abortion) she talked with friends and acquaintances about their abortions, but never 
in great depth. Speaking of what her husband had told her: 

One woman he was sleeping with got pregnant and had an abortion. Now I don't think 
she went to Melbourne but I don't know where she had it or anything like that. I didn't 
think it interesting - isn't that amazing. Another one had got pregnant ... I mean he 
performed her abortion by filling her full of gin and soaking her in hot baths and then 
taking her for a 24-hour walk. And she was exhausted and in deep pain and he kept on 
saying, "No, come on, you've got to keep on going," and he found the whole thing 
extremely funny (p. 6). 

Christine had known the details of how a woman acquaintance had gotten an abortion, but the 
information was irrelevant to her when she was pregnant: 

I knew that you could go interstate, and when we were all being folk singers, one of the 
young women had gotten pregnant and she was at university and she definitely didn't 
want the baby. The man wanted her to keep the baby and was quite distressed, and 
actually threatened to go and tell her parents so she couldn't go off and get an 
abortion, but eventually she did and she went interstate, and people did things like-. I 
think someone sold their guitar and someone else sold a bike and they got money and 
she went. But it probably wasn't a huge amount of money. I can't remember how much 
it was that she needed, but it was definitely outside the bounds of any money that I had 
access to, and I didn't have things to sell. And I couldn't have gone to Melbourne or 
Sydney anyway with four kids. I don't think it was an option, but I was aware that that's 
what people were doing (p. 10). 

Class 
Paul Wilson (1971) writes: 

The socioeconomic status of the client appears to affect considerably the type of 
abortion she seeks. For example, while a working class woman may have a general 
practitioner who is performing abortions as a lucrative sideline, she would probably 
not even consider consulting him about terminating her pregnancy. Instead she would 
most probably turn to the "backyarder" recommended by her acquaintances. The 
evidence, not only from overseas but also from Australia, would seem to indicate that 
the clients of the more expensive medical abortionists are drawn mainly from the upper 
and middle classes, while the working classes usually go to the "amateurs", who often 
operate in reasonably close proximity to where their clients live (pp. 22-23). 

While the stories of the women who've told their histories for this project do generally confirm 
Wilson's assertion, his broad statement covers up a great diversity in women's experience, and his 
schema of middle class women having medical abortions (which are by implication good) and 
working class women having backyard, amateur abortions (by implication, bad) is a simplification. 
Certainly all the middle class (class defined by their occupation or their husband's occupation at 
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the time of the abortion, as well as by parent's occupation) women whose stories make up this 
research, had abortions perfonned by doctors (or men they believed to be doctors.) All the 
working class women either aborted themselves or had "backyard" abortions perfonned on them. 

However, while all the abortions performed by doctors in the stories that this project draws on 
were clean and hygienic and surgically performed, they were not all performed with anaesthetic, 
not all performed in pleasant surroundings, and not all conducted with civil let alone supportive 
contact with the health workers involved. Two of the women whose abortions were performed by 
doctors were given no advice or medication to deal with any medical complications. Two of the 
women whose abortions were performed by doctors had significant medical consequences in the 
period immediately after the abortion. 

Certainly, most of the stories of backyard and self-induced abortions are gruesome - some in 
the extreme. But some bear marks of community support for women, and the self-suffiency of 
"women's knowledge", that in those aspects anyway, make them preferable to the abortions at the 
hands of exploitative and/or inhuman doctors. On the other hand, the backyard abortion was not 
necessarily cheaper than the medical abortion, as Wilson suggests 

Anne Clayton speaks of the way she experienced life: 

Even though my parents weren't wealthy at all - you know, really were not well off- I'd 
been through a school where things happened where people had contacts and were able 
to always sort of make sure that things were okay. And so it was also very safe and 
secure and your path was smoothed in front of you. I don't think I really confronted the 
sense that it was illegal. I just confronted that there was something that I needed to 
have done, that I couldn't have it done here in Adelaide and where I could have it done 
was interstate, and that there were ways and means of being able to do this if you had 
the money and the contacts to do it (p. 25 ). 

Of course one of the main legacies of a middle class lifestyle in relation to the abortion issue 
was familiarity and confidence in contact with the medical profession. Of the five middle class 
women whose stories the project draws on, four had, and used, personal contacts with the medical 
profession along the way on their path to their abortion - though not all had done so successfully. 

Mary Hill went initially to her family doctor, a man known to her and her husband over some 
years. Her husband also contacted a GP with whom he had been at university, in search of 
infonnation about abortion. Anne Clayton and her boyfriend went off to Melbourne to stay with 
friends of his family where the man was "involved in a paramedical sense in Victoria at a fairly 
high up level and so had a lot of contacts in the medical area" (p. 10). Ms X was a nurse and her 
boyfriend was a doctor and he organised her abortion. Jane Holland knew her doctor and his wife 
socially and had previously received medical treatment from him. 

Shirley Smith was a poor young working class woman when she first became pregnant. She 
describes her contact with doctors: 

Very little. I can't remember any-. We didn't go to the doctor unless we were dying. 
We were poor in the Depression. I don't remember having any relationship with 
doctors. I was healthy and I can't remember being ill (p. 3 ). 

Christine James' and Inna Raven's contact with doctors was similar. Margaret Brand consulted 
a doctor she knew, who had been supportive to her in the past, when she was pregnant for the third 
and fourth times, but his advice and other factors in her life led her to pursue self-induced abortion 
and backyard abortion instead of looking for another doctor who would perfonn an abortion. 
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The doctors 
Just because middle class women had the knowledge and the familiarity to approach doctors in 

their quest for an abortion doesn't mean that their path to a medical abortion was smooth. Doctors' 
attitudes were difficult terrain for women to negotiate. 

Doctors didn't receive a lot of education about abortion if they trained at the University of 
Adelaide in the 1940s. Both the Adelaide-trained doctors interviewed for this project recalled the 
legal aspects of abortion being emphasised. Dr Bill Smith remembers: 

Oh, as medical students we had to think about abortion, and we were taught very 
carefully the legal aspects of abortion .. . that abortion was legal if it was done to save 
the life of the mother. We were taught that very strictly and I think most of us took the 
lesson very seriously (p. 3 ). 

Again, evidence from submissions to the Parliamentary Select Committee given by doctors, as 
well as the interview with doctors for this project, and the reports made by the women who 
approached doctors requesting an abortion, can provide information about what women 
encountered in terms of advice given and attitudes displayed. 

One option for single women who were unable to get an abortion, or who did not want an 
abortion, was to have the child and give it up for adoption. 

Certainly a lot of doctors would have shared Bill Smith's attitude. He remembers: 

... in the 1950s and 1960s I didn't have any qualms about asking a single woman to go 
through her pregnancy, be delivered and have the baby adopted. I didn't think that was 
a very big imposition for that girl ... and this is what we did time without number. I 
know things have changed now, but I don't think that was too bad for a woman to go 
through her pregnancy. I know it was sad. We knew then that a woman was very sad 
about having an adoption. I don't say that's ideal, but it was a method that was used. It 
wasn't ideal, but then again when a woman's pregnant and she doesn't want to be and 
it's unplanned, the situation is not an ideal situation right from the inception, or 
conception, is it? (p. 25 ). 

Dr Mary Walker was one of an independent group of four women doctors who gave evidence 
to the Select Committee in 1969. She testified to her attitude to women who requested abortions: 

Most of these women are married, and when they get to number four or five child they 
think they have had enough, especially when they are over 40. Suddenly, after 10 years, 
a baby turns up and they are a little distressed, but it is amazing how you can persuade 
these women that it is all right and not to worry. One often simply gives them a sedative 
and they settle down. These women are not in a normal state of mind when they are two 
or three months pregnant. But by the time they get to 30 weeks they are making baby 
clothes and, if it is a boy after, say.five girls, they are delighted and bless us forever 
(SA Parliament 1968-69, p. 70) . 

Dr Walker and another of the women doctors in her group both said that they refused women 
any help with abortion. 

Dr Robert Thornborough Steele gave evidence to the Committee as President of the SA branch 
of the AMA. When asked by a Committee member whether he thought some women went to 
doctors to get a contact interstate, he replied: 
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I am sure it is so, but to what extent I would have no idea. We could probably only say 
"Go to Melbourne and ask a taxi driver" (Ibid, p. 47). 

Some doctors did pass on information about how and where to find an interstate abortion. Ben 
Nevis was one of these: 

I couldn't provide them with an address or phone number. I could tell them that the 
facilities were available and I would try to find out for them or someone to whom they 
could go to get the information. But it was a pretty vicarious thing. There was no direct 
line or channel and one couldn't guarantee that someone who was doing abortions this 
week would be doing them next week. So there was no structured organisation to 
provide these people (p. 11 ). 

Through one his patients, Bill Smith knew of a gynaecologist in Melbourne in the mid-1950s 
who was performing abortions, however his attitude was different from that of Ben Nevis: 

I knew in vague terms that if a woman really wanted an abortion and she had the 
money, that there was a method to channel her to these Melbourne gynaecologists ... I 
was a very busy general practitioner trying to keep my patients alive, and I wasn't very 
interested. Abortion - I was a bit of a goody-goody I think in those days, and I didn't 
ever avail myself of that channel (p. 9 ). 

Three of the women interviewed for the project approached doctors professionally in their 
search for an abortion. 

Mary Hill became pregnant in 1958 and immediately consulted her local doctor who had 
performed a tubal ligation on her eighteen months beforehand. He said there was nothing he could 
do, but suggested hot baths, and jumping off tables, or that she try quinine and ergot tablets which 
could be purchased from a chemist - which she did, to no effect. She and her husband were then 
concerned that she may have damaged the foetus, so they pressed on, doubly anxious about 
needing an abortion. Her husband contacted a doctor he had been at university with, who 
consulted his senior partners and suggested she contact one of the two senior gynaecologists in the 
state at the time. The man they consulted had lost his only son in an accident, and was concerned 
that a similar tragedy might happen to Mary and her husband (who had a son and a daughter), so 
he urged her not to have the abortion. He did however provide them with a name and address in 
Melbourne. 

Margaret Brand, in 1967, approached a doctor she knew, who was unwilling to perform an 
abortion but who was prepared to assist her in aborting herself: 

... he actually told me how to do it properly and he gave me rubber gloves and he gave 
me a solution that would make penetration easier - less painful (p. 12). 

She was very grateful for his care and support. 
Jane Holland also approached a doctor she knew, when she was looking for an abortion in 

1969. After explaining to him that she didn't want a baby, that she wanted to keep on working (she 
was 30 and had been teaching for several years) his response was: 

"They' llfind you work. Laundry I think they do." I looked at him in disbelief and said, 
"I want an abortion," and he got really angry and said that he was not proposing to 
break the law on my behalf. And I said, "Well tell me where I can get one then," and he 
said he didn't know. I don't know whether I said, "Well you should," but the upshot of 
it was that he ordered me out of his surgery, shouting at me with his finger trembling as 
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he pointed towards the door. "Get out, get out," he said, and he didn't send me a bill 
(pp. 9-10). 

Why were these doctors so unwilling to perform abortions, or even pass on information about 
doctors in Melbourne who were performing abortions? Of course the illegality of abortion, and 
the consequences of being caught are a large part of the answer to this question. When asked what 
would have been his response if he had been asked to perform an abortion, Michael Taylor 
responded (somewhat ironically): 

I think I probably would have refused. I think simply because of the risks involved. I 
think the risks would have been too great. You only had to get caught once and that was 
the end of you professionally. I guess most of us didn't have sort of burning crusades 
inside us at that stage of our career. Most of us were -. You know, we were prepared 
to deal with - clean up the mess afterwards - rather them get involved with what was 
necessary to save the need for the;,,. . curring in the first place (p. 10). 

Ben Nevis: 

This was in essence to protect oneself Because if one were to come out into the open, it 
wouldn't have been long before peop!:- .. 1ould be beating a track to your door with all 
the possible consequences. So one tended to be maybe more cautious than one ought to 
have been (p.13). 

Had one been more liberal in one's attitude, then one would have been compromised to 
a degree and likely to have found that you' re ostracised, or possibly harassed. So 
although one's own feelings may have been more liberal, in practice one was 
constrained by external influences (p. 6) . 

... a doctor who was performing abortions might have been tolerated. People might 
even have sent patients along to him, but he wasn't the sort of fellow that they'd pat on 
the back or invite to dinner (pp . 12-13). 

Bill Smith's opinion on why most GPs and gynaecologists would never have done an abortion 
(a disputed fact): 

I think for two reasons - one, moral grounds, and one that- For instance.for a 
general practitioner, there wasn't anything in it for him. There was a big risk of the 
public branding him an abortionist, and there was very little advantage to him (p. 21). 

All the doctors interviewed for this project believed that if a doctor were performing large 
numbers of abortions, his major motive would have to be financial. 

This was Bill Smith's belief, however, his attitude to a Melbourne gynaecologist who had 
charged 800 pounds for an abortion in the late 1950s was not judgemental: 

I didn' tfeel any-. Perhaps it was wrong of me, but I didn' tfeel any revulsion to him. 
I thought, "Well-." No, I didn' tfeel any antagonism towards him really. It wasn't 
for me, but if he was doing it, well so be it. He was taking the risks (p. 10 ). 

Several interviewees recalled the story of a young doctor for whom the label of "abortionist" 
was overwhelming: Bill Smith recalls: 

Could have been 1949, and this young doctor committed suicide. It was believed at the 
time - and I think too with some justification - that he was involved in some abortion 
case. But he didn't stay around to face the charges fully. He killed himself I think that 
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expresses the tension that doctors had pre 1970 about abortion. It just wasn't worth the 
risk and the tension and the worry. Doctors have plenty of worry without adding to their 
worries, and I think that's the way most of them would have thought. Certainly my 
colleagues and I felt that way. We felt it was too hard, too worrisome, too much tension 
(p. 21). 

The movement to have the law regarding abortion changed in SA in 1968 and 1969 was a 
moment of crisis and crystallisation for doctors' attitudes and actions regarding abortion. This 
period was also a time of ferment interstate. In Melbourne, partly as a result of the campaigning 
activities of Bertram Wainer, who was wanting to expose corruption and make medical abortions 
more easily accessible, doctors were arrested, consequently prices went up, later a Commission of 
Enquiry was held and police officers were sent to jail (Wilson 1971, p. 21. See Wainer for a full 
account). One effect of this was that the dominant flow of traffic of women seeking abortions 
interstate shifted somewhat in 1969 from Adelaide-Melbourne to Adelaide-Sydney (South 
Australian Parliament 1968-69, p. 45, p. 60). Wainer's activities extended to Sydney too - he made 
media appearances there in mid 1969 - and in 1970 Premier Askin formed a special police force to 
investigate the NSW abortion industry, as a result of which several abortionists left the country 
(Wainer 1971, p. 113). 

Attorney-General Robin Millhouse introduced the Bill to change the Act into the SA 
Parliament in December 1968, and the Select Committee was set up and took evidence December 
1968 to February 1969. The Abortion Law Reform Association of South Australia formed in late 
1968, and other church-based anti-abortion groups also came into being at that time (See Nicholas 
1970 for a full account). Of the 33 witnesses who appeared before the committee, 17 were medical 
practitioners. Several of these were either part of a delegation representing ALRASA, or the 
Catholic Archbishop. The AMA was represented, as was the Royal College of Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists. Some doctors appeared independently. This was a time when the status quo in the 
abortion industry was being challenged in three states. Doctors in South Australia expressed 
different opinions. Dr Robert Thornborough Steele, representing the AMA said "We did not want 
to come out with anything definite, feeling that the decision in each case should be left to the 
conscience of the individual doctor" (South Australian Parliament 1968-69, p. 45). Philip Scott 
Woodruff, then Director General of Public Health and Chairman of the State Maternal Mortality 
Committee referred to recommendations from the October 1968 session of the National Health and 
Medical Research Council which expressed the same point of view: "that medical practitioners in 
consultation should alone have the responsibility for the decision of terminating pregnancy" (Ibid, 
p. 35). He, George Taylor Gibson representing the Royal College of Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists, and Dr Robert Thornborough Steele, were all opposed to including rape or incest 
as grounds for an abortion. Dr Steele: 

It can be so easily abused. These young girls have intercourse, become pregnant, come 
along and at the drop of a hat and with a nice smile say "I have been raped." That is a 
little tough on the medical profession. We feel definitely that the onus of proof should be 
a legal matter and not left to the discretion of the doctor (Ibid, p. 44 ). 

The AMA was also concerned, as were most other doctors who gave evidence to the Select 
Committee, that doctors not be held culpable if they were unwilling to perform an abortion (Ibid, 
p. 45). 

Bill Smith recalls his concern at the time was for the reputation of the medical profession. He 
attended meetings to discuss the proposed changes to the law. 
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My feelings was that ... it was too much responsibility for the medical staff to try to 
work out who should have an abortion and who shouldn't. We were changing from the 
clear-cut days when the woman had an abortion because she was very ill, to the-. 
And I could see perfectly clearly the evolution to the present system. I felt sorry for the 
medical profession. That was my feeling in 1969 at the meetings. I felt that the medical 
profession could suffer - that its image could be tarnished - by this new legislation, and 
I feel perfectly certain it's been tarnished very badly by it (p. 23 ). 

Michael Taylor suggests another reason why some doctors may not necessarily have welcomed 
the changes in the law: 

... I suspect that when the law changed in various states, a lot of people were rather 
sorry about it because it meant that they weren't able to charge exorbitant fees for 
performing what was really a very simple procedure (p. 9). 

Some doctors were wholeheartedly behind the change in legislation - some by expressing their 
commitment publicly by joining ALRASA, or by presenting evidence to the Select Committee, 
others more privately. Some of these doctors saw the change as good for women's welfare. Some 
acted practically by taking study tours overseas, to examine the operation of more liberal abortion 
laws at first hand, in anticipation of being able to perform greatly increased numbers of legal 
abortions once the legislation changed (Ben Nevis, p. 14). 
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LEGAL ABORTION BEFORE 1970 

Before 1970 the SA Criminal Law Consolidation Act, 1935 defined the legal standing of 
abortion. If a pregnant woman intentionally took unlawful means to abort herself she could be 
found guilty of a felony and imprisoned for life. Any other person who unlawfully used an 
instrument or administered poison to procure an abortion could be found guilty of a felony and 
imprisoned for life. Any person who unlawfully supplied poison or instruments knowing that they 
would be used unlawfully to procure an abortion could be found guilty of a misdemeanour and 
imprisoned for up to three years. The Act did not define what "unlawful" meant in any of these 
instances. It was generally understood that the UK Bourne case of 1938 had created a precedent 
relevant for South Australia, although the ruling had not been tested anywhere in Australia. (Dr 
Bill Smith refers to the Bourne case in his explanation of what he understood the legal position 
was, pp. 17-18.) Dr Bourne had performed an abortion on a 14-year-old woman who had become 
pregnant as a result of a multiple rape, on the grounds that the abortion was necessary to preserve 
her mental health. His action was accepted as lawful. 

Before 1970 the practice was that an abortion could be performed legally if two doctors agreed 
in writing that a woman's life was threatened or that she was psychiatrically incapable of 
continuing with the pregnancy. During the 1960s the likelihood of a foetus being born with severe 
deformities because of the mother contracting German measles during pregnancy, or being born 
with a congenital disease such as Huntington's chorea, were also reasons for a legal abortion. 

"In this situation, with few doctors caring to find out what was 'lawful', the incidence of 
notified abortions was low" (Blewett 1975, p. 378). Evidence about the numbers of abortions 
performed legally at the Royal Adelaide Hospital and at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital is not 
easily available. Brian Joseph Shea, then Director-General of Medical Services in Adelaide, gave 
evidence to the Select Committee of the House of Assembly. He reported 15 abortions performed 
legally at the RAH and six at the QEH in the year July 1967 to June 1968. 

Ben Nevis recalled legal abortions: 

It was usually on the basis of mental ill health and with the concurrence of a 
psychiatrist that abortions were performed legally. There were some medical 
conditions, but these were a very small percentage (p. 11 ). 
There had been precedents set for legal abortion but these had been set in an extreme 
case in horrific circumstances, so that although some legal abortions were performed, 
these were usually only in circumstances where a woman was in dire distress. So that a 
woman had to be at the point of overt psychiatric illness or actually psychiatrically sick 
before abortion was considered a real option ... If you decided that someone needed a 
legal abortion, you then had to find another doctor of like mind who was prepared to 
attest that in his opinion it was in the patient's best interests. You then had to find a 
hospital that was willing to take the patient (pp. 5-6). 
And of course one selected psychiatrists and one knew who's views one was aware of 
and who would be most likely to be sympathetic. But certainly not all psychiatrists 
would have necessarily had the same view.(p. 12). 

Ben Nevis estimated that during the late 1950s and througout the 1960s he would have 
performed six legal abortions a year (p. 12). It is possible that there were many more legal 
abortions performed by sympathetic gynaecologists in the private health system than in the public 
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hospitals. Brian Joseph Shea acknowledged this in his evidence to the Select Committee, and 
referred to the poor statistic-keeping practices of private hospitals (p. 19). 

Doctors were very cautious about performing legal abortions before 1970. One doctor related 
the story of a woman who presented to one of her colleagues already approximately 14 weeks 
pregnant, having just been told that her father had been diagnosed with a congenital neurological 
disorder. She wanted an abortion and the doctor agreed, but before he operated he wanted a second 
opinion from a specialist. There was a four week waiting time for an appointment to see the 
specialist. Having received confirmation from the specialist of the advisability of an abortion the 
doctor then arranged for the operation to be done at a private hospital. The woman was 
approximately five months pregnant when the abortion was performed by hysterotomy 
(conversation with Dr Sylvia Roberts* 22 February 1990). 

Bill Smith recalled two instances of legal abortion in which he was involved, which indicate 
how much at the mercy of the doctor a woman was, even when she met the criteria for a legal 
abortion. Both cases occurred at Adelaide public hospitals . 

... it was a case of a very attractive young lady of about 22 who came along to see me, 
and I was what they call a Registrar then, and she said that she wanted to have an 
abortion because she had acute rubella - acute German measles - and she was fearful 
of the effect that would have on her unborn child. Now I examined her, and she was a 
very healthy young woman suffering from an advanced degree of sunburn. She was 
peeling and she was red and she was blistered, and she'd been lying on the beach for 
days in summer. I thought that the sunburn was a cover-up and I thought she was 
calling the sunburn German measles rash and that I was having my leg pulled. 
However, I reported the case to the then superintendent who said that sure, she was 
badly sunburned, but why not give her the benefit of the doubt. He was a fairly 
liberal-minded chap. He said, "Why don't you give her the benefit of the doubt and you 
sign the form and I'll sign the form and do an abortion for her." Well, I thought, "Well 
it's not for me to argue about this. He's the senior man and I'll do this abortion," which 
I did, but I had doubts in my mind ... 
However, as in innumberable cases during my career, I was totally wrong because I 
preserved the little foetus and the placenta and we sent it over to the Medical Institute, 
to the virologist at the time, to have a culture, and this foetus and placenta was heavily 
infected with the rubella virus (p. 12). 

This must have been about 1967 and she came to the hospital in a weakened state, vomiting 
and requesting termination of her pregnancy ... it soon became obvious to me that this was a very 
severe case of "vomiting of pregnancy". Day passed and day passed and she looked weaker and 
weaker so that I became worried as to whether I could keep her alive much longer. 

The honorary obstetrician - they used the honorary obstetricians in those days - he 
came twice weekly to see the cases, and I presented this case to him and I told him that I 
thought she had grounds for termination of pregnancy because I thought the condition 
was threatening her life. He would hear nothing ofit. He said that "vomiting of 
pregnancy" is not an indication for termination - "We'll have all the women in 
Australia coming to us if we do that." Anyway I disagreed with him. However for the 
next day or two I continued the treatment and tried to treat her and keep the pregnancy 
going, but it became obvious to me that we were losing ground and this woman was 
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looking in quite a dangerous condition - I would call her critical. 
So I asked him to come and see her and I said that I wanted a termination done on this 
patient,[-]. I wanted it done. I didn't want to see her die . He became very angry with 
me and said that I was overstepping the mark and that no way would it be done. I said, 
"Well, this is not the actual case. We' re going to terminate this pregnancy", whether he 
liked it or not. 

What were his objections? 

His objections were moral - on moral grounds and legal grounds - and he became very 
angry and said that if I felt that way, the rule of the hospital was to ask another senior 
consultant to see the case. So I in the next few moments got another senior consultant to 
see the case and that senior consultant aborted that lady that night. I think this is an 
important case because it shows that deeply entrenched objection on moral and legal 
grounds of some of the very old members of the medical profession - that is, older than 
me (laughs) (p. 14). 

Bill Smith also recalled an abortion done on a young woman who had rheumatic heart disease. 
He could not remember any abortions at the public hospital where he worked performed on 
psychiatric grounds. His impression was that gynaecologists were "very respectful and fairly 
frightened about even legal abortions in the sixties". He remembered that the usual procedure was 
to refer a possible termination to a senior gynaecologist who would perform it in a public hospital 
(pp. 17-18). 

Bill Smith and Ben Nevis give different pictures of legal abortions prior to 1970 - one was 
working in the public hospital system, the other in private practice. Sylvia Roberts'* story sits 
alongside Bill Smith's account of doctors performing abortions for predominantly physical 
medical reasons, with severe caution. Ben Nevis' stories relate doctors trying to assist women in 
distress by using the psychiatric grounds for abortion to their limit. Their different accounts mirror 
the different points of view presented to the Select Committee by doctors giving evidence for 
ALRASA. Perhaps because of different institutional positions (public hospital or private practice) 
or because of different personal practices (cautious or liberal) doctors' estimate of the number of 
abortions performed legally and on what grounds have varied markedly. 
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ABORTIONS PERFORMED ILLEGALLY BY DOCTORS 
BEFORE 1970 

None of the women who were interviewed for this project had been aborted by a doctor in 
Adelaide. Both policemen and one of the doctors who were interviewed were aware of a GP who 
was alleged to have been performing large numbers of illegal abortions during the 1960s. He and a 
woman assistant were arrested in July 1969, both charged with performing abortions. However 
when the case finally came to court in March 1970, the legislation regarding abortion had changed 
and the Crown chose not to proceed with the case (Don Maddern, pp. 22-23). This doctor was 
alleged to be performing abortions under clinical conditions in his own surgery. The three men 
who referred to him all stated or implied that his motives were based purely on his own financial 
gain. However a nurse, in conversation, reported that a friend of hers believed that this man had 
"saved her life" by performing her abortion (Conversation with Joanne Baker* 1 March 1990). 

Don Maddern thought that there could have been other doctors performing illegal abortions -
"there was a rumour every now and then". Such rumours included the names of non-Anglo doctors 
who were allegedly "making money out of repairing hymens for the young European girls and 
that, so if they were doing that, I should say they'd do abortions as well" (p. 24). 

Mary Hill was aware of rumours about "two gynaecologists who, under certain circumstances 
would - I think sometimes did a hysterectomy rather than an abortion" (Mary Hill, p. 15). 

By far the majority of SA women who had abortions performed by doctors went interstate to 
Sydney or Melbourne. This is the case for the five women interviewed for the project who were 
aborted by doctors - three went to Melbourne (one in 1958 and one in 1967 and one in 1969) and 
two went to Sydney in 1969. The most common route seems to have been from Adelaide to 
Melbourne, but during 1969, because of the controversial political situation regarding abortion in 
Melbourne, the path to Sydney became more frequently used (South Australian Parliament 
1968-69, p. 45 and p. 60). 

Jane Holland initially went to a doctor in Melbourne in 1969, but he refused to perform the 
abortion because she smoked, and had eaten in the previous twelve hours. No-one had told her to 
do or say otherwise. He judged her to be a bad health risk. She was aware however, that there were 
other factors in his refusal to perform the abortion. "I mean, this is 1969, Bertram Waineris in the 
paper every week. He didn't want anybody dying on his abortion table. So I had to go back home 
again" (p. 10). 
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These are the stories of the five women who went interstate 
for doctors to perform their abortions. 

Mary Hill was about two months pregnant when she went to Melbourne for an abortion in 
1958. She and her husband had consulted with several doctors in Adelaide and the last one, a 
gynaecologist, had given them a name and a Collins Street address in Melbourne. 

Anyway we then decided to act immediately and wrote to an address in Melbourne and 
said we were coming on a certain date. I expected a reply, but of course I didn't get 
one, but we arrived ... I think we had been told it would cost us 70 pounds, so we took 
70 pounds with us. But we had the train fare and accommodation in Melbourne, and we 
went to this address. 

This was a completely different set up. We were treated with a great deal of, well, 
astonishment at what had happened, and the fact that I had had a tuba/ ligation and the 
removal of an ovary and I had still become pregnant and the doctor wouldn't do 
anything about it, and that a gynaecologist, knowing the history, also wouldn't do 
anything about it. This man said he would certainly do this and that his fee normally 
was a JOO pounds but under the circumstances and-. I must have used a term and he 
immediately asked me was I a doctor or was I a nurse, and I said I had been a nurse, so 
he said, well, under those circumstances he certainly wouldn't charge more than 70 
pounds. He told us exactly what he would do and he would like me to stay there for 
most of the day because it would be under a light general anaesthetic. And he also 
suggested that my husband went away and came back, and talked about an IUD called 
a Graffenburg ring that he had had good success with and would suggest putting it in 
the next day, but he didn't want to do this until we had time to think about it and discuss 
it. 

I think my husband stayed there while I had the abortion and when I came round they 
just said they'd like to just keep me there for the day, or for some time ... This man and 
his staff were just so considerate and so cooperative and helpful, and completely 
trusting. In fact I think the man himself, he did say on the first day he would be away in 
the afternoon; That's why he wanted me to stay till quite late in the afternoon because 
he had a board meeting at the Queen Victoria Hospital, and he'd come back after that 
and talked with us and talked to us about the possibility of a IUD, which he did, and we 
decided that this was certainly worth trying. Now in hindsight I'm not sure that it was a 
good idea straight after an abortion, but nevertheless he was a very experienced and 
highly qualified gynaecologist - one of the leading people in Melbourne . ... 

Anyway, my husband went off to the university after he'd inserted the IUD. I think I 
must have had light anaesthetic again. And then I stayed there for a few hours and then 
I went to visit a friend - got in a taxi and went out to a friend of mine who I'd rung up 
from the rooms. My husband met me there after he'd visited his friends at the university. 
All I remember then is I think we had dinner and went to the train and came home (pp. 
8-9). 
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Ms X came to live in Adelaide in 1969. She had previously lived in Melbourne and had an 
abortion there in 1965. On that occasion she had, after much difficulty, found a doctor in South 
Melbourne who had aborted her." ... it was clean and, you know, it was okay, but they weren't-. 
I remember being very sad when I woke up and they were very angry about that. They said, 'It's 
too late to cry now"' (p. 2). After that abortion she felt suicidal and saw herself as a murderer (p. 
4). At the time of her pregnancy in 1969 she was involved with a man who immediatly made it 
clear that he was not happy about her being pregnant, and ended the relationship soon afterwards. 

How did you go about getting an abortion on this occasion? 

Well, as he was a medical student, or a doctor, he organised it and I don't remember 
-. I think that's what happened, as far as I can remember. 

Would you have been able to do it yourself? 

Probably. Yes, oh yes, I did it the first time - I would have done it the second. 

So your memory is that your boyfriend made all the arrangements? 

And I flew to Melbourne in the morning and flew back in the evening. 

So you flew to Melbourne, and then how did you get to the place where the abortion-? 

I think there was a bus into the city and just walked into Collins - it was in Collins 
Street. 

Can you remember the place in Collins Street? 

Yes. 

Can you tell me a bit about it? 

It was doctor's surgery. It was a specialist's rooms. There were lots of doctors in 
Collins Street. There were other women there for the same thing, I think- at least I 
hoped. I think I hoped that's what they were there for. I didn't want to be the only one. I 
suspected that's what his business was, and as far as I can remember that was clean 
and-. I know it was clean, but I sort of think I was less emotionally disturbed that 
time. Maybe I didn't feel so alone because I'd had the support of a bo'Yfriend .... 

Who paid for this one? 

... He paid for this one as far as I can remember. 

What about the airfares? 

Well I think we both paid for that, or I paid for that or something. 

Was the financial cost a burden to you? 

Well, not as much as it could have been for some people, no. 

Can you recall how much it cost? 

I think it was-. Was it two hundred dollars? That was a lot of money then a 
fortnight's salary or more. More. 
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What procedure did the doctor use? 

I had an anaesthetic I wasn't conscious. 

Do you think it would have been like a D & C? 

Yes. 

Did that doctor give you any counselling or support, or advice about birth control, afterwards? 

Nothing, no. No, not that I remember. Might have been words of, you know. Nothing 
that sticks in my mind though. I suppose it was a bit of admonishment. [break in 
recording) 

We're talking about you being in the consulting rooms in Melbourne. Would you say that was 
fairly impersonal kind of-? 

Oh yes, yes. Officious. 

How did that make you feel, that experience the actual doing it? 

Pretty awful. I felt sad and lonely because it is a lonely experience. There's no one with 
me, or there's no one to talk about it with really. Because I felt bad - I didn't want to 
talk about it. I never told my family. I told my sisters but I've never told my parents (pp. 
4-6). 

In 1967 when Anne Clayton found that she was pregnant, the people around her took control 
and made decisions on her behalf. She had realised she was pregnant as soon as she missed her 
period and estimated that she was about two months pregnant when she had the abortion. Her 
boyfriend's parents, later to be her parents-in-law, organised for her and her boyfriend to be sent to 
friends of theirs in Melbourne. 

So my boyfriend and I ventured off into Melbourne, which was fairly foreign territory 
for me, and in fact Melbourne was where my father was living at this time too. I 
remember feeling pretty terrified about meeting him and what the explanation was 
going to be (laughs) having not told him we'd come over ... 
We went into the city of Melbourne and in fact, having sort of thought and discussed 
this with my b<J'yfriend again, what happened was that we went and we saw one doctor ... 
We went in and saw this doctor and, in fact rejected him, but we just weren't very happy 
with the interview that occurred there. He said that we'd have to-. There was some 
particular process of the way we had to pay the money and things like that, and how we 
had to come back in so many days' time. My boyfriend, apparently, really took a dislike 
to this guy didn't like the way he was operating so we rejected him. He sort of got 
crossed off the list ... 
It was in the city of Melbourne, yes. And so I think that we then went back to these 
family friends and said, "Look we just weren't happy with this guy", and so we went to 
the next person on the list. Again this was someone right in the middle of Melbourne. 
I'm not sure if it was Collins Street or not but there's a fair chance that it was. I mean, 
we both sort of have a memory of it being that but don't remember the name of the 
second doctor at all. We had this sort of interview process with him and decided it was 
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okay, and so then made an appointment for the following day, so went back and had 
another night with these friends. 
My boyfriend drove me into town that next day and wasn't allowed to stay with me at 
all, and in fact he said he sort of walked the streets of Melbourne, you know, while this 
occurred. In fact what he had to do was just hand over the money in an envelope at the 
reception desk when I went in ... 

To the receptionist? 

To the receptionist, yes. It was apparently $200, the amount that he paid, and that 
money we'd got from his parents. His parents paid the money for us to have the 
abortion done because he was a student and had no money of course. 

Just on money, they'd also paid for you to go to Melbourne? 

Oh yes. 

Train fares? 

Yes. Yes, I was earning so little and things. That was all paid for. There was no lack of 
support from either parent body at all. I mean, they wanted this thing to happen, there 
was no question about it. But they also [were] concerned and they knew they were 
handing me over to good people in Melbourne who would look after me as they were 
family friends ... 
I mean the only visual picture I have now is lying on some sort of table with my legs up 
in stirrups, because I'd never had my legs up in stirrups before. I mean, it's happened to 
me many times since, but at the time that was a sort of procedure that I hadn't gone 
through. I mean, I hadn't had a smear test or done anything like that. I hadn't had any 
sort of vaginal examination. The strongest memory for me was actually having my legs 
apart as such, you know, because it wasn't an experience I'd been through with 
anybody in a medical sense before. So that's my main memory is of being on some table 
with my legs apart and having this procedure happen. 
As far as memory of the actual procedure [is concerned], and trying to think about what 
sort of anaesthetic and things I had, I'm well aware that I did not have a general 
anaesthetic ... So it's really just a presumption that had I some form of local 
anaesthetic, and I really can't even be clear about that. 

How many people were there performing the procedure? 

Well I've got a memory of there being three people - or there being one male doctor 
and two women whom I presumed were nurses, but that's all. It was just sort of like an 
ordinary doctor's surgery, was my feeling. There was no sort of feeling of going into an 
operating theatre or anything like that that it was a very low key doctor's surgery. It 
was just clean and clinical ... Then as far as the procedure and everything [is 
concerned], I mean I remember no pain about it. I don't remember being told anything 
about what would actually happen. I can't remember any communication from anybody 
you know, that it just sort of happened with nobody sort of saying, "Well listen, dear", 
or any of those sorts of things. That "This is what we' re going to do", or "You'd better 
be careful next time", or anything. There was no sort of real acknowledgement of what 
I was there, so I just presumed this was all part of keeping the whole thing really 
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anonymous- that you were booked infor this procedure and this just happened to you 
and there was no interaction of any sort. There was no sort of personal thing ... 
Then I can remember going and sitting in a room at the side, and on my own really, and 
the nurse came in and out a couple of times to check that I was okay. Then my next 
memory is standing on the streets of Melbourne with my boyfriend again, and I was just 
incredible that I'd gone through this process and here I was, standing out in the middle 
of Melbourne again. And that was, I think, when the reality ofit all hit me, that I 
thought, "My God, what have I done , and here I am in this town that I don't know" ... 
You know, it really did hit me that I'd done something that I didn't know anyone else 
had ever done anything like this, and it had all happened. All these sort of things had 
happened to me. So I suppose. yes, it was just reality ... 

Do you recall the doctor there, or some of his assistants, giving you any medication, for example 
before you left, to prevent infection? 

No I can't remember any actual medication, but I know that I was given the name of a 
doctor back in Adelaide to go to if anything went wrong. They were obviously aware 
that I was from interstate. But no, I wasn't given any medication at all, and no scripts 
or anything. 

Any suggestion about contraception? 

Oh no. Oh no, as I say there was no personal interaction at all and even the name of the 
doctor that I was given was just given to me on a sort of scrap of paper, so I think this 
was all part of trying to keep the whole thing very anonymous (pp.10-15 ). 

Jane Holland became pregnant in 1969 despite the fact that she had been fitted with an IUD. 
Having the IUD removed did not cause an abortion, and her local doctor refused to perform an 
abortion for her. Jane Holland first appro!lched a Melbourne doctor whose name had been given to 
her boyfriend by a woman who was active in ALRASA. When she was refused an abortion by this 
doctor, her boyfriend returned to the ALRASA woman who provided a Sydney contact (Anne 
Levy, active in ALRASA from its inception, recalled that ALRASA saw part of its role as 
providing women with the names of doctors interstate who were doing abortions. She recalled 
passing on information to about half a dozen people in 1969. Other members may have been 
contacted by a similarly small number of people. Conversation 22 June 1990). 

Jane: 

So the next week, I think, I flew to Sydney, and I was given again a name and address 
and it was a really, really, tiny--. I think it was in Macquarie Street, but it was a really 
tiny grotty place three rooms. Tiny, cramped! ... 
There was one waiting room with three or four hardbacked kitchen sort of chairs in it 
and a nurse who kind of sneered at you. I went in to see the doctor and there was just 
room for a chair and his desk and him behind it, the window behind him. And then the 
room in which he examined me, almost the entire room was taken up by the 
examination table, so that he was very much closer to me than I liked, and he was vile 
as well. I mean, he was kind of like the sleazebag that you would absolutely assume an 
abortionist to be, but he was not an abortionist himself. He recommended that I-. He 
gave me an address in Bondi, which was the Heatherbrae Clinic, and told me it'd cost 
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me a $140, which I was to take in cash, and I went there that afternoon and had the 
abortion done. 

Did you pay him as well? 

Oh God, almost certainly but I don't remember how or with what or whatever. So then 
-. I think my lover took out a loan for the abortion. I think he paid for it, actually, not 
that I can remember. I think he took out a loan. Cost a lot, what with airfares to 
Melbourne and Sydney. Anyway, I got a taxi to the Heatherbrae Clinic and when I 
knocked at the door the woman who opened it peered out behind me into the street and 
said, [whispering] "Come on in quickly", and then sort of glared at me and said, 
"Have you got the money?" I gave her the money and she stood there. We were in the 
hall and she counted it quickly and furtively $140 and then she showed me into the 
waiting room which was to the right and said, "Take your clothes off' I think you had 
to take your clothes off and wait there. And she must have given me something to put 
on, but I don't recall what it was. 
Then I walked, I think-. After a while she came and I walked to a room at the back, 
which was just a sleepout, and there was something like a dentist's chair there. They 
strapped me into the dentist's chair and put my feet in stirrups, I think, and gave me an 
injection and I passed out. When I came to I was in the room on the left of the passage 
and-. I think she was slapping me, and I wasn't terribly groggy. I recovered, got 
dressed, and they said, "You can get a taxi at the end of the street". All of them had told 
me to keep walking, so I went shopping and spent a lot on clothes that afternoon. 

Did you understand that the person there who did the abortion-. You never saw 

No, I did I did. There were two men, one who strapped me in-. There were two men 
and a nurse one who strapped me in, one who gave me the injection and the nurse who 
kind of-. 

Would you have understood those two men were doctors? 

I assumed that they were. I had no knowledge of whether they were. 

Were there other women there? 

Yes, there was one woman who was there when I arrived but was shown out almost 
immediately as I took my seat, and there was another woman recovering when I did too 
and we talked about it a bit. She was from New Zealand (pp. 11-12). 

Jeannie Dempsey was desperate to have an abortion when she became pregnant in 1969, and 
she was desperate to keep the fact of her sexual activity, her pregnancy and her abortion a secret. 
She confided in a male friend, a chemist, who knew of a woman who'd been to Sydney for an 
abortion. He obtained a phone number and she made the arrangement. No-one else knew so her 
trip to Sydney involved a lot oflying and deception. 

So I had to plot to get away without anybody knowing where I was going. What I did 
was I booked myself into the Sunny South Motel on Glen Osmond Road (laughs)for the 
weekend. I got a bus out of where I was living on the Friday night and I had to make up 
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a heap of stories to people that I was going to stay with some long lost friend, because I 
didn't want them to be ringing up looking for me if anything went on. So I had to have 
this fictitious person that suddenly got introduced into conversations. My pharmacist 
friend came to see me off that night. The bus went through the town at-. Oh later, you 
know, 11 or 12 o'clock at night. I've never felt so little and scared in my life, I don't 
think. So I took off in this bus alone and headed down to town. 
I was also scared because there had been a real lot of publicity just prior to that which 
-. My memory ofit now is that it was, like, within a week before the event, and that 
was the Wainer busts in Melbourne where abortion clinics, or a clinic was raided. It 
was front page o/The Advertiser stuff from memory and everybody was talking about it. 
As I remember it now, I feel like that happened between the time I'd made this 
appointment to go to Sydney and the time that I went, and so all I could see were 
photographers out front, police cars outside the abortion clinic, and all of a sudden me 
being on the front page of The Advertiser for my parents to see you know, the whole bit. 
So there was an extra terror introduced at that stage. 
I got to town at about six o'clock in the morning, and 1 suppose I got a taxi to the Sunny 
South Motel and holed up there. It looked like being the longest weekend ofmy life, and 
1 really doubt very much whether I would have actually survived it, because I was in 
quite a state. I mean, apart from the fact that I didn't-. I probably never stayed in a 
motel before. I mean, I didn't know what to do and, certainly, my flying would have 
been very limited. I mean it would have been just intercountry towns. I had been to 
Sydney before but only probably with my parents ... 
But I was savedfrom this weekend by my friend. The pharmacist freaked on my behalf 
and rang a friend of his and told her to go and visit me, because he was very frightened 
that I wasn't going to make it through the weekend ... She came over and spent a good 
part of the weekend with me and she was a very dear person ... And she took me down 
and put me on the plane on the Monday morning. It was an early flight out ... And she 
was there to meet me when I got back. I can remember that. I can remember what I was 
wearing a viyella paisley dress with pin tucking, and a waist, and it was getting terribly 
tight because I was thickening somewhat around the middle. I sat down on the plane 
and immediately thought, "I'm going to throw up", and for the first and only time in my 
life had to ask for a sick bag on a plane. (laughs) I just threw up silently as I'd learnt 
how (laughs) most of the way to Sydney. I had a book. A book got me through it 
probably. I sat and read a lot. I was just glued into this book. 
And got to Sydney. Had the address. The address was Maroubra and it was a flat a flat 
number in a block of flats in Maroubra. I hopped in a taxi and said the address, and the 
taxi driver turned around and gave this sneer, and I thought, "He knows. If taxi drivers 
know, police know. Wainer busts were nothing", you know, "here I go.front page in the 
paper" again. (laughs) 
So I got there and it was just built in the 1930s, I suppose, 1940s. A very 
ordinary-looking block of flats, loud music coming out of the one that I had to knock on. 
And I remember walking in and the first thing I was asked if I had the money. It was a 
woman answered the door and she just took the money and then told me to go into this 
room and take my clothes off and put on-. And it was a brunch coat it was just a 
floral brunch coat and some socks. And they were just, you know, like the bloody socks 
in the bottom of my washing basket.(laughs) I mean they were just old brown socks. I 
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remember being thrown by these grey or brown socks sort of looking around. It looked 
just like men's socks. I mean, it really didn't look terribly surgical, and at that stage, 
with the loud music and this lack of surgical atmosphere, I mean, I freaked. I had no 
idea what to expect. Oh no, I did. I did have some idea what to expect, and that goes 
back to the weekend where she talked to me a lot about this friend of hers. See it was 
her friend, supposedly, who had had the abortion there, and she had talked about the 
fact that the doctor was supposed to be very skilled. 

So you thought you were going to a doctor? 

I thought at that stage I was going to a doctor and that he was skilled in his work. I 
knew that it was without anaesthetic, but that didn't mean much to me because I had no 
idea. I'd never had an internal examination in my life, let alone anything more drastic. 
So, yes, I knew there was a doctor, and the woman referred to him as doctor when she 
took my money and told me to put my grotty brunch coat and grotty socks on. (laughs) 
Then I had to go and just wait, and there were a couple of other young girls in this 
room. One had just had her abortion well there was one anyway and she was having a 
cup of tea and a biscuit, which is what you got afterwards before you got shooed out, 
and there was another girl in there, and I could hear her screaming. I can remember 
sitting there with this book and just trying so hard to read and get my mind off what was 
about to happen, and it was very hard. And I can remember this young girl. How old 
was I in 1969? By then, by the time of the abortion, I was 22. And I can remember this 
young girl that had just had the abortion turning on me and saying, "How many 
abortions have you had?" and I said, "This is my first one". She said, "Oh, you look 
really old!" you know.(laughs) Yes, I remember being quite thrown by that. And I was. 
I mean, she would have been about 18 I suppose. 

She was implying this wasn't her first? 

No, she'd had them before. So then it was my turn. Oh, it was my first view of stirrups 
and things like that. The doctor was there. All I could see was-. He had a mask on 
and a white coat, and all I could see were these cold steely eyes. It was all that shone 
out. He had glasses on. Hitler's eyes were what sort of kept coming through. It felt like 
something very cruel and cold. I didn't think, "Here's this wonderful humanitarian man 
saving we women in trauma". I had this horrible feeling that this man got some sort of 
perverse joy out of watching young girls scream. I mean there was no rapport formed. 
There was no conversation with him or anything. It was just, you know, "Open your 
legs, put your legs in the stirrups". The woman I think it was the same woman who let 
me in came and held my hand, and she fainted in the middle of it. Sr.e got all squeamish 
and fainted, so whether she wasn't used to doing it or not. But I know I was-. There 
was, as I said, no anaesthetic, there was no painkilling. It was the most excruciatingly 
painful thing, and I mean I know I was writhing around and sort of grabbing on to her 
and probably making some pretty ungodly noises. And the main thing was not knowing 
how much longer. I can remember that, not knowing how much longer it was going to 
be and thinking, you know, "!fit's only going to be another minute I can stand it, but if 
it's not, I'm going to die". It seemed to go on forever. I suppose it was about a ten 
minute operation, I don't know ... 
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So you were in and out of the operating room. Was it like a surgical room? Did it have the 
trappings of surgical hygiene? 

Yes, I suppose. I mean, it had a bed with stirrups and there were lots of silver things. I 
don't remember it being pristine white or anything and the fact that there was all this 
loud music blasting out all the time, it didn't have quite the same feeling as a hospital. 
(laughs) I mean it was very much in a flat but, yes, there were enough surgical 
trappings for it to pass. 
And when it had finished he gave me a pack of sulphur tablets and some Panadol and I 
was sent out to the waiting room. I was told that the best thing for me to do was to 
exercise - to keep walking. Nobody wanted to know how I was going to get back to 
Adelaide or anything. So I had a cup of tea. I was allowed to have my first sulphur tab 
and Panadol, and as soon as I finished the cup of tea I was shooed out. I don't know 
how I got back to Sydney. I suppose I walked until I hailed a taxi (pp. 7-11 ). 

Another story of a particular abortion, notable for the high fee charged by the gynaecologist 
was told by Bill Smith. He was in general practice in the South Australian country in about 1956 
when a young woman came to see him because she was pregnant. She was a teacher at the local 
school and she and her family were known to Bill Smith. She did not want to marry her boyfriend 
and she came to Bill Smith requesting an abortion. He was not prepared to abort her, and 
counselled her to have the baby and give it up for adoption. He offered to support and assist her 
through this process, something he did frequently in his practice. 

Anyway, I didn't see her again for some weeks, and the next thing that occurred was 
that her mother came to see me .... Mother insisted on telling me every detail, to get it 
off her mind I think. She told me how she had enquired from sources in Adelaide who 
was the most skilled abortionist in Australia, because she and her husband - who had 
plenty of money and their most precious possesion was their daughter -so they were 
going to get an abortion whatever it cost. They wanted the best - they didn't want any 
problems. 
So they were given the address of this well known Melbourne gynaecologist and they 
took their daughter to Melbourne and they saw the gynaecologist and, in brief, he 
aborted her in his rooms under general anaethesia and he did it, obviously, in a very 
skilled and professional way because later that afternoon of the day of the abortion, the 
daughter was able to walk to the car and ... driven home and she was extremely well .... 
The fee was eight hundred pounds ... and I estimate that in my- about twenty 
thousand dollars now ... 
I wouldn't like to disclose the name of the person who arranged for her to go to that 
abortionist, but there was a fee involved ... It was about a hundred pounds. The hundred 
pounds in those days was to give the address of this abortionist. That's all that was 
given ... 
I know the father who paid the fee .... Well it's probably frivolous of us, but we did 
laugh about the fee because he didn't know how much the fee was, and he was an 
ordinary chap, and he took over six thousand pounds in ten pound notes. When the chap 
said it's eight hundred pounds, he had a great deal of difficulty getting the eight 
hundred pounds out from among the six thousand, his hands were trembling so much. 
(Bill Smith,pp. 7-9) 
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BACKYARD ABORTIONS BEFORE 1970 

The abortionists 
Evidence gathered from interviews indicates that "backyard abortionists" were a diverse group 

of people, who had varying motivations, varying training and medical backgrounds, and and 
performed varying numbers of abortions. 

Some "backyard abortionists" had medical training of some kind, or worked in medical 
institutions. One man who worked in a VD clinic at Port Adelaide was given two prison sentences 
for performing abortions: six months in 1965 and 18 months in 1968. He required that women 
have sexual intercourse with him before he performed the operation (Don Maddern, p. 16). (He 
was not the only male abortionist who allegedly demanded this service). His two arrests in three 
years suggests that he was performing abortions regularly if not frequently at that time. Another 
case recalled by John Bartlett concerned a man who worked as a surveyor for a government 
department, who had had medical training in Europe. He performed abortions during his lunch 
hour at his home, unbeknown to his fiancee, who was living with him. The police ~d information 
that he had been performing large numbers of abortions: he estimated himself that he had 
performed about 300 abortions between 1954 and 1964 (South Australian Parliament 1968-69, p. 
16) but he was convicted on only one charge, and sentenced to 12 months imprisonment in 1965 
(John Bartlett, pp. 10-12). 

Don Maddern remembered two women abortionists who were believed to be trained nursing 
sisters. One was known as "Sister" and appeared before the Supreme Court on six occasions 
between 1932 and 1969 charged with abortion. On the first occasion she was found not guilty and 
on the next four occasions she received sentences ranging from three months to three years 
imprisonment. On the last occasion she appeared before Justice Roma Mitchell who released her 
on a $500 bond plus a surety of $500 plus an order that she move from the house in the western 
suburbs where she had lived and practised for 40 years. In 1964 she was charged, together with 
two accomplices: a woman over the road who would take the patients in if they were unable to go 
home straight after the operation and a man who acted as an agent and received commission. Don 
Maddern remembers her as a fairly wealthy middle class woman, who was making a living out of 
abortions. His impression was that her clients were from all backgrounds and that she treated them 
with contempt. She used a Higginsons Syringe and charged about $200, some of which may have 
gone to the woman over the road and to her male "spotter". 

On the first occasion that Don Maddern arrested this woman, a young woman of 16 had been 
to "Sister", and had then been sent over the road to wait for the abortion to to take place. The 
young woman had become very ill and a doctor had been called; subsequently she had been 
admitted to the Royal Adelaide Hospital, from where the police had been notified. On the second 
occasion a man was charged with her. He had arranged for a woman to be aborted and had then 
wanted a commission. Don Maddern did not recall if the woman had become ill, or how the police 
had become involved. (On this occasion "Sister" was 79 years old and had presumably been in the 
business for at least 37 years.) (pp. 11-15). 

Cindy-Lou Lee started doing abortions for other women in 1957. She stopped when she was 
arrested and given a prison sentence in 1962 or 1963. 

In 1957 she was in her early 30s, divorced, working as a registered nurse and raising her two 
daughters. Before she started work as an abortionist she'd had a backyard abortion herself and 
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consequently felt very sympathetic to the needs of women with unwanted pregnancies. After her 
abortion she had thought "Oh gee, that's easy enough, I could do that" (p. 3). 

The first abortion she performed was arranged through a friend who was part of one of the 
post-war European migrant communities. This woman continued to work with Cindy-Lou as an 
agent over the years, and migrant women of several different nationalities formed a constant part 
of Cindy-Lou's clientele, with her migrant woman friend often acting as interpreter. 

Cindy-Lou had a car and she performed abortions at her clients' homes, or at some other 
arranged place: because she didn't want her daughters to know what she was doing, because it 
meant less work than if she had to have a woman at her place while she aborted, and because it 
was more comfortable and convenient for the clients (p. 36). She was generally with a client for 
only twenty minutes. Occasionally if the first attempt was unsuccessful she would return and 
repeat the procedure a few days later (p. 23). 

Her method was to open the woman's cervix with her fingers, and then to insert the nozzle of a 
syringe through the cervix into the uterus. She was then able to inject fluid into the uterus - her 
solution included some kind of disinfectant- until the woman felt pain to her "midline". This 
procedure would normally induce an abortion within a couple of hours (p. 13). She claimed that 
none of her clients ever suffered any medical complications - "I still say I was the best in 
Adelaide" (p. 24). 

Her clients were mostly working class women, and generally married women who either had 
enough children already, or were pregnant and their husband was not the father of the child. They 
were of all ages including women into their 40s (pp. 18-22). Most were two or three or four 
months pregnant but she operated on women up to seven months pregnant (p. 14). Most women 
she saw only once but she recalled some women who she aborted on several different occasions 
(up to eight times) over the years she was working (p. 6). Women generally contacted her by 
phone and would mention the name of the person who had referred them. She was also put in 
contact with clients through agents. As well as her migrant friend, a policeman ex-boyfriend and 
another man who frequented a particular health club passed her name on to interested people. 
Often both she and her client would use false names to maintain anonymity. 

She charged 10 pounds plus petrol money (p. 6), although some of her regular clients paid in 
kind. One woman who owned a deli paid her in groceries (p. 16) and a woman who was a 
hairdresser who she operated on seven or eight times paid her by giving her a hair-do (p. 9). Her 
migrant friend would also charge clients 5 pounds with which she would buy a new pair of shoes 
(pp. 9-10). 

Her migrant women clients were often market gardeners and she recalled several occasions 
when she aborted women among the tomatoes in glass houses (p. 6) or in other sheds (p. 10). She 
also recalled meeting women at the Southern Cross Hotel where they had booked a room and 
would stay the night while they aborted (pp. 7-8). 

Not all her clients were working class women. One of her regular clients was a well-to-do 
businessman in his fifties who had an office in the city. She visited his office over twenty times to 
abort young secretaries and other young women that his man had gotten pregnant (p. 6). Another 
client was a young woman who was the daughter of a church minister. Cindy-Lou aborted her in 
the back seat of a car (p. 20). 

Most of her clients were from the Adelaide metropolitan area but she went to Port Pirie once to 
abort a woman (p. 17). 
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Cindy-Lou claimed that she didn't know that what she was doing was illegal, she only thought 
it was taboo and needed to be kept secret for that reason (p. 6). Her philosophy was based on her 
commitment to a child's right to be wanted, and her sympathy for women. 

In response to being asked how many abortions she would have performed in five or six years 
she said: 

Oh, hundreds. I mean hundreds over those years. Sometimes two or three a week, 
sometimes a week none at all. It just depends ... and I still to this day, I don't have any 
regrets. I don't have any regrets to think that I'd destroyed something that somebody 
didn't want ... I had my two daughters and I was working and I was in that situation 
myself, and I know exactly the feeling of these people because I had been through it 
myself, so I knew what I was doing (p. 34 ). 

She was arrested and sentenced to two years gaol on the basis of the evidence of a woman who 
had ended up in hospital haemorrhaging after being cut by, Cindy-Lou claims, another abortionist 
who unlike her used some kind of cutting instrument (Police searched her home but were unable to 
find any such instrument, pp. 24-25). She was in gaol at the same time as four other women 
abortionists. She recalled one officer saying "I don't know what the public's doing out there with 
five of you in here at the same time" (p. 29). 

She had been de-registered by the Nurses Board for the length of her term in gaol but had no 
trouble in getting registered again when she applied on her release from gaol (p. 30). After her 
gaol term she resumed running her house as a nursing home and although she was asked to do 
abortions almost as soon as she got out she declined (pp. 34-35). 

She remembered the period in 1969 when the abortion law was changed, and commented that 
no-one asked for her opinion - "You'd think perhaps they might have looked through files and 
asked somebody" (p. 39). She was firmly in favour of the legalisation of abortion. 

As well as the European man John Bartlett had arrested, several other non-Anglo abortionists 
have been mentioned in interviews. Irma Raven was aborted by a Northern European woman who, 
like herself was living in impoverished circumstances in the north of Adelaide. Irma didn't think 
she had had any formal medical training: 

I think she did lots of abortions. I think she did really lots and lots and lots and lots - I 
would say hundreds. But I'm not sure because I never talked to her before or since 
about abortions. But I knew they would come and they would go and see her again and 
she had lots of people visiting her home too. 

Would they have been mostly European migrants? 

Yes they were mostly European migrants. This woman was very intelligent and clever. 
She knew lots and lots of Slavic languages, and Danish, German-. I don't know what 
else but she would have known about 10 languages - Polish, Russian, Yugoslav, 
Czechoslovakian. You name them, and she knew all these languages. She could talk to 
every one of those migrant people ... 

Why do you think she was doing abortions? 

Because people insisted and came to her crying. Because there was no way out and she 
was the last resort for everybody. She did it as a humanitarian service (pp. 5-7). 

She charged Irma a small fee; Irma felt that she cared about her. 
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Margaret Brand sought an abortion from a European man. She made contact with him through 
her European woman employer, and another European man drove her to the abortionist (pp. 8-11 ). 

Don Maddern arrested a European woman in 1966 on abortion charges. He thought that she 
had had some medical training during the war and that she perfonned abortions for a lot of 
European women, but not exclusively. She was charging $200 and he believed that she had been 
doing a "a fair few" (pp. 19-20). 

Chemists have also been mentioned in connection with illegal abortions. Bill Smith recalled 
that the chemist in the country town where he practised during the 1950s was a source of 
infonnation about abortions, and used to supply abortifacient pills. He thought that many country 
town chemists were fairly liberal in their attitudes and practices regarding abortion (pp. 10-11). 
One woman (not an interviewee) recalled in conversation a friend of hers who had been aborted in 
1959 by a chemist friend of her chemist boyfriend. He had packed her vagina with antiseptic 
cream and inserted a plastic tube through the cervix. She had subsequently aborted and needed 
medical attention (conversation with Elizabeth Judd* 10 February 1990). Don Maddern recalls a 
Hindley Street chemist in 1963 who was charged with abortion. He had been using a Higginsons 
Syringe and also sold tablets. He was a friend of the doctor who was later charged. 

In contrast to abortionists who were practising over a number of years, and even making a 
good living out of abortions, were people who seemed only to have perfonned one abortion, or at 
least perfonned abortions only infrequently. John Bartlett described one man he arrested as "a 
friend helping a friend". This man was a salesman who aborted the girlfriend of a friend. The 
police were not able to determine that he had any previous experience. He was fined 25 pounds (p. 
8). He recalled another case where a man had approached a friend and asked him to perform an 
abortion on his wife. The man used a Higginsons Syringe and introduced air into the uterus and 
the woman died of an embolism. Both men were convicted of manslaughter (pp. 12-13). 

Margaret Brand's first abortion was performed by her girlfriend's mother who injected fluid 
into her uterus. She did not charge any fee (p. 4). 

Michael Taylor admitted that backyard abortionists were ''probably highly skilled at what they 
did" (p. 6) and Inspector Paul Turner replied to a question from one of the members of the 
Parliamentary Select Committee that "most of them are reasonably efficient" (South Australian 
Parliament, p. 17). Most people had the opinion that abortionists chose their profession for 
financial gain. Don Maddern recalled "None of them that I ever had dealings with ever did if for 
nothing. There was always money there" (p. 13). The stories of women interviewed for this project 
both confirm and deny this belief. 
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The stories of the three women who went to 
backyard abortionists 

Shirley Smith first became pregnant when she was 17 and unmarried. Because she was single 
she was not able to tell her mother she was pregnant as she did with future unwanted pregnancies. 

How did you feel that first time when you found out you were pregnant? 

Oh, pretty terrible. Of course we weren't idiots we knew it might have happened and it 
did. Now I think back on it, it amazed me the knowledge that my husband had about 
where to go or found out where to go to an abortionist. I'd have had no idea where to 
go, or where to find out. But apparently it was sort of part of the subculture of young 
men at the time to know where to take your girlfriend if she got pregnant . ... 

He used to live in the west end of Adelaide one of the west end of Adelaide lads.J 
believe, before I tamed him. 

So is that a working class culture? 

Yes, definitely. Well, I think it was the worst-. West end of Adelaide was a slum area. 
I don't think that they had the toughs that they've got these days, but they had a definite 
gang type of culture. 

So you reckon that some young men like him would have just had to ask around their friends? 

Well, I think that they talked about sex and that when one of their mob knew where to 
get an abortion, the knowledge spread right throughout the rest of the mob . ... 

So how did you make that decision tcfhave an abortion? 

Well, such was the shock and disgrace of getting pregnant if you were unmarried at that · 
time, there was just no question. I mean, I couldn't get married without telling my 
mother and I would rather have an abortion than do that, so when the opportunity of an 
abortion came up I certainly took it. 

So your boyfriend was able to present you with that as an option? 

Yes. He paid for it of course ... 

Can you just tell me now about the actual abortion on that first occasion? What happened? 

We went down in the train. We didn't have a car at the time they weren't commonly 
owned at that time. Train, and got off at the Glanville Station, and it was a little slum 
house not far from the Glanville Station. A little middle-aged woman left my husband 
my bo~riend outside, and took me in. I can't recall what she said or this is over 50 
years ago, of course or that she said very much at all. But I know it was in and out as 
quickly as possible. At that time there were quite often prosecutions for abortionists. 
The police used to trap them and prosecute them and publish their names. They sort of 
became part of a subculture too. I mean they were part of the criminal class. It was 
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furtive in and out and no questions asked and no explanations given, and certainly no 
effort at counselling or emotional support of anything like that. 

Was she friendly to you? 

Oh, just businesslike. She wasn't interested in me she was only interested in the money. 

So do you think that was her main motive for doing abortions? 

Oh I'm sure it was yes. There was nothing altruistic about her ... 

Did you feel that it was sort of clean and hygienic? Did you feel that she knew what she was 
doing? 

No. It certainly wasn't clean and hygienic. It was a little slum house. I think I was very 
lucky not to get infections to tell you the truth. 

What method did she use? 

A douche sort of inserted into the womb. 

Was it painful? 

Oh yes. I have no great recollection of agony, so-. I'm sure it was painful, but it 
wasn't unbearably so. 

Can you remember how much it cost? 

No I can't remember, but it was quite a bit, I know. I think my boyfriend had to borrow 
the money from friends, and we were still paying it back when we wanted to get 
engaged and couldn't afford an engagement ring or couldn't save up for one until after 
we'd paid/or the abortion, which is doing things round the wrong way, isn't it? (laughs) 

How long would you have been with that woman in ~r house? 

Oh, I wouldn't think more than half an hour. 

You were with her for about half an hour. 

Yes, and then just went home in the train and waited for it to abort, which it didn' t do 
for a couple of days, as I remember. It might have been one day, but it was I know a 
long, long time that we waited anxiously and it didn't happen. 

Then once you started to bleed, was it all straightforward from then on? 

Yes, I suppose so. I didn't have any trouble. 

No medical complications? 

No. 

Would you have seen a doctor after? 

No. Oh no, I wouldn't have known what to say to a doctor "I've had an abortion" . You 
couldn't say that. 
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One thing I didn't ask, how pregnant would you have been by the time you got to this woman? 

It would have been 12 or 14 weeks I think. 

Your boyfriend took you there and brought you home, so did he more or less go through the 
experience with you? 

Yes. 

So he was a major support person? 

Oh yes, he was my only support. Heaven knows what I'd have done if he hadn't been so 
supportive (Shirley Smith, pp. 4-7). 

When Irma Raven became pregnant she knew to go to another European woman who was a 
friend of her family's. 

So when I was in desperation after three and a bit months, I went and asked her too, 
and this was secret from my mother. Only my husband knew and the other woman knew. 
What she told me was to get a bottle of whisky or vodka or something strong and then 
come back next morning. She had this sort of a rubber syringe with warm soapy water 
and she squeezed that into my cervix to interfere with the foetus, and that was fine. She 
said, "Well, go home now and go to bed, and when your husband comes home, drink 
this bottle of spirits". So that was fine, but my daughter see I was looking after my 
daughter still-. No, the first day was all right. It was okay nothing happened the first 
day. The evening I started feeling contractions, but they were slight. It wasn't anything 
drastic yet, and then I got drunk anyway. The next day my husband went to work 
because we wanted to make out that nothing had happened. We didn't want to tell my 
mother really anything - we wanted to have the privacy about this thing. But I had to 
look after my daughter. She was outside, like, and I had to go inside because the 
contractions got stronger and stronger and stronger, and I just had to go inside. So I 
just left my daughter outside, and my mother was doing gardening and I thought, "Well, 
she'll be all right". But after, you know, a couple of hours and nothing was seen or 
heard ofme, my mother came into my room and started to say, "What are you doing 
with his child? Why are you neglecting her?" you know, "She wants this and that 
thing". Then she found me and I was haemorrhaging on the bed and I think I was 
almost passed out by that time because I was so weak from losing so much blood that I 
wasn't quite aware of what was going on any more. Everything was sort of floating and 
flowing, but the bed was covered in blood. 
Well she went into shock about this and she somehow cleaned me up. She said she 
buried the foetus and she was sorry that we'd done this thing, and she looked after my 
child. 
Well, I stopped haemorrhaging after a while. I lost a lot of weight and I was very pale 
and very weak for a month or so afterwards, but I was still bleeding and this wasn't 
much good. I think I went back to the woman who performed the abortion and asked her 
what I should do about the bleeding that I was still bleeding brown muck after a month, 
or maybe a little bit longer. She said, "Well, go to the hospital and have a curette," and 
that's exactly what I did. I went to the Royal Adelaide Hospital and told them a bullshit 
story about, "I think I might have been pregnant and somehow it must have aborted, 
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and/ don't know.I've been bleeding fora month now," and do they think they should 
have a look at me, and they did. They asked me questions but I was sticking to my story 
and that was that. So I had a curette and that was that (Irma Raven, pp. 3-4). 

Margaret Brand twice went to other people for abortions. She first became pregnant in 1961 
at the age of 17. She and her girlfriend had been allowed to hitch a ride home to Adelaide from 
where they had been staying with her girlfriend's parents. On the way home Margaret was raped 
by a number of the men who were giving them a lift, and as a result became pregnant. 

How did you feel about being pregnant? 

Terrified really terrified. I was a child I couldn' l go home and tell my parents. The fact 
that I had been raped was my fault because I should never have accepted that lift. It 
was the fact of where I was with them at the beach u,1J the fact that I wore shorts and a 
top that may have revealed my shoulders, so therefore it was all my fault and there was 
nothing in society that could say that it wasn't, because the attitude in those days was 
that girls asked for it. I've lost the question. 

It was just how you felt about being pregnant. 

Totally terrified really, really terrified. 

But you were able to confide in your girlfriend's mother? 

Yes. 

Was that because she was --? 

I don't know why. I think because I had to tell her about the rape, because somebody 
had to be told and my girlfriend had actually become very hysterical about it. It didn't 
happen to her because she was at that time walking to the shop to get some pies, and 
when she came back and saw what was happening to me, it was her that went totally off 
her head. She actually had a type of a breakdown over it, and that's the reason why we 
had to tell her mother what had happened. I forgot the question again. (laughs) 

I was asking you why you told that woman. 

Yes. So, she decided-. Maybe she felt guilty in some ways, I don't know. I had the 
feeling that she may have felt guilty because she offered to do the abortion, and maybe 
she thought that she shouldn't have allowed us to take a lift at that age for such a long 
distance. Because that was Lameroo that's right, we were in Lameroo. 

Did you know what abortion was when she offered to do it? 

She explained to me what she was going to do, and I realised then what an abortion 
was to put a name to an action, yes and that I would lose the baby. Do you want me to 
continue about that? 

Yes. 

So what she actually did, she got soap, Velvet soap, and she grated that and used 
boiling water with Dettol maybe not Dettol, but something of that type of thing and 
had a syringe and inserted that into my womb until she could feel that she had 
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penetrated. Then shortly, maybe six hours after that, I started labour pains. I actually 
remember walking into a car, and I got a big scar on my leg because I was so 
disorientated because of the pain and didn't know what to do, where to go. I finished up 
having the abortion-. I aborted at home, which was quite traumatic and very painful. 

Did you keep in contact with her at that time? 

Yes. 

Did she look after you? 

No. I had to promise that I would never ever mention her name or mention it to anybody 
because I would be in big trouble, and in future to make sure that I didn't have sex or 
get raped again (Margaret Brand, pp. 34). 

Two years later Margaret became pregnant again. Her boyfriend had got another woman 
pregnant at the same time and chose to marry the other woman. She made attempts to abort herself 
by having hot baths and drinking gin and taking quinine tablets and jumping off a table. She had 
been to "a special doctor" in Port Adelaide who had prescribed the quinine tablets and pennyroyal 
drink. None of these methods worked so she told her parents. They sent her to Melbourne for six 
months where she had the baby in St Joseph's Unmarried Mother's Home, and they decided that 
she would keep the baby, as a punishment. 

On her return to Adelaide she lived with her parents and immediately returned to work while 
her mother stayed home caring for the child. Some time later she met a man of the same ethnic 
community who wanted to marry her and in three months they were married. She stayed with him 
for three and a half weeks, during which time he violently raped her. When she left him she 
discovered she was pregnant again. She returned to her parents' house but they refused to have her. 

After losing a job at the Grosvenor Hotel because she was pregnant she found work, with 
primitive accommodation provided, working in a coffee shop patronised by European men. She 
worked long hours for little pay. Speaking of her pregnancy she said "Whatever was growing in 
my stomach I hated, because I hated him so much" (p. 8). At first she tried to abort herself, 
repeating what she remembered her girlfriend's mother had done. Her employer was aware of her 
situation and she organised an abortion for Margaret. 

Anyway, by this time I was four and a half months plus. I can't tell you exactly how Jar I 
was pregnant. She organised an abortion for me, but it would cost me 80 or 85 pounds, 
I'm not sure. That was done in a real backyard style. For example, I had to have so 
much to give the man that was actually driving me. Part of the way when we were 
halfway I was told to put a scarf around my eyes so I wouldn't see where I was going. 
He took me into this place and there was a man with one leg and he performed the 
abortion. He was supposed to be a doctor from another country, and because he had 
come to Australia his qualifications weren't recognised. So he performed the abortion 
and the money was paid to the other man and I had to find my own way back. 
That abortion didn't work so again I had to go-. I wasn't game to go back to that 
man because I found it an horrific terrifying experience, .. . 

You said it cost 80, or 85 pounds. How much money were you earning then? 

Ten pounds 10 a week. 

What were you doing with 10 pounds a week? 
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Three pound ten/or my son/ had to pay, 3.10.0for the room, and what was left over 
was food. I used to make a few tips in that place, because that was purely/or men only, 
that place. It was a horrible place where you were pawed, but I had no choice. 

The shop? 

Yes. 

What kind of shop was it? 

It was a coffee shop where you got brandy under the counter. So women couldn't go in 
there because it was just too rough, and of course I was a nice looking girl, I think, 
when I was young, and that was very convenient for the owner. 

Where did you get the 80 pounds? 

I slowly paid it off. I had some money and I slowly paid off the rest by being indebted to 
that woman. Later I was promoted to work in another club, which was a gambling club, 
where I earned 15 a week and got bigger tips, so I paid my debt off that way. But it was 
almost like I couldn't move because I owed. I owed them a bigger favour than just 
money I owed them my life in a way because they had organised the abortion. 

Why do you think that woman organised it for you? Was it out of compassion? 

No, because she knew that she was getting a lot out of me. I used to start work there five 
at night time and work till/our in the morning, so that was 11 hours I I hours a night, 
six nights a week. So that was another reason why I got sick. 

Ten pounds a week, was that fair pay at the time? 

No, it was really lousy it was nothing. I used to pinch her food, too, because I couldn't 
afford to eat. You know, when she wasn't looking I would pinch some food like bread 
and olives and cheese and things like that. 

She organised ... a man came and drove you away. Do you think they were all [European] people? 

Yes, they were all [European] people. 

The man who did the abortion, was he [European]? 

Yes. Yes, he was [European] too, because there was an exchange of words between the 
driver and the person that did the abortion. 

Can you just explain exactly what he did? 

The rod was about afoot long and it had another extension on it but much thinner, with 
a type of little hook. The extension may have been about six inches with a type of 
crochettype of hook, but I couldn't look too long because I was terrified. My legs were 
like jelly. I was just terrified and I was also terrified that he would say no to the 
abortion because I was in quite an advanced stage. 

Were you five months by that time? 

I would have said that I was closer to six months (Margaret Brand, pp.8-11 ). 
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SELF INDUCED ABORTION BEFORE 1970 

The stories of the women interviewed for this project that remain to be told are the stories of 
self-induced abortion. Three of the women interviewees aborted themselves - each on more than 
one occasion. 

After her first abortion, which had been performed by a backyarder, Shirley Smith eventually 
married her boyfriend. In the first year of her marriage - 1942 - she became pregnant again. Her 
husband was about to leave home to join the armed forces. 

This time I told my mother because by this time I was married and I was allowed to get 
pregnant, even by mistake, and she told me about how to do it myself. It was very 
difficult but I remember I bought-. Had to go to the chemist and buy pure Castile 
soap. According to her folklore that had no bad effects on the inside of the womb. I had 
to take an enema, and there's a little bit hard bit that you can get on an enema, not the 
long flexible part that you insert, and I had to find the neck of the womb and insert that. 
By that time I knew enough about where my body, and where my womb was, and 
everything, and I was able to squat and find that, but it was very, very difficult. That's 
before having any children. It's easier for women who've had children to find your 
womb, but it wasn't very easy at that time. I remember the relief when I managed to get 
it done. 
Then my husband was into the army conscripted but he managed to get out of that and 
into the air force, which was a big help. It was more pay and he managed to stay out of 
- . He never left Australia. 
Then I had my son the next year. I wanted him. I must have felt more settled at that time 
and more able to cope, because the air force allowance came through dependants 
allowance and all that and I had my son. But then I had another abortion when he was 
about three years old I think. No, about two years old. 

What was your reason that time for deciding to have an abortion? 

I think it was that they were so close together and it was such a shock having a baby 
was like and the care you had to give it. I was an anxious mother and he wasn't-. 
He's very healthy now, but he wasn't a very healthy baby. He had stomach trouble. I 
even had to have him in hospital for a little while, and the anxiety, and I was only 20 at 
the time. I didn't want another I'd have to cope with another one at that time, and 
having done it once myself I thought, "Well I can do it again", so I did. But after that, 
there was still not the Pill around, but I became very wary and we were very careful. 
For the next 11 years I didn't have another pregnancy, but it took me that long to get 
the better of wild passion I suppose (laughs) and become suitably cautious three 
abortions. 

So when you said you became pretty wary, was that because you really really didn't want to have 
to go through another abortion? 

Oh yes, yes, they were dreadful things. It wasn't an easy thing to decide to do. In the 
first place it was very, very difficult to find your womb. I've often thought about my 
mother. She'd tell me how to do it, but she wouldn't help me. It's much easier for 
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someone else to find it, than to find your womb yourself just squatting down and 
finding it yourself. It' s very difficult. Yes, that was the last one. 

How do you think you mother knew how to abort? 

I think that she probably got it from her mother. I think it was passed down. She didn't 
confide in me, of course, but I can't imagine where else she'd get-. She'd be talking. 
She was a very prudish woman and she's not the sort of woman who would be talking 
about these things to her friends. I mean, she always put on afacade of respectability. 
I'm sure she didn't talk to her women friends about it. 
It makes me think that it was my grandmother. She only had two children, whilst her 
mother had 14 children, so I think she got on to something. 

That's quite a difference. So do you think your mother gave herself any abortions? 

0 h I'm sure she did. I can remember the occasions. While I didn't actually know that it 
was an abortion, I knew I wasn't allowed to ask why Mum was sick. And kids do absorb 
an emotional atmosphere and a worry. I've thought back and I know that was what it 
was. I knew it was something to do with Mum and something she didn't want to talk 
about at the time. When I was older. It wouldn't have stayed with me if I'd been 
younger, but I think I must have been around about 15 14, 15. l didn't know what it 
was that was going on, but I had an idea it was something like that. 

So on the first time after you married when you became pregnant and you told your mother, was 
she quite forthcoming with this information? What was her attitude do you think? 

"Oh well, you must be more careful. What are you using?" She didn't tell me before 
what I should use, but I'm sure-. She asked me what I was using then. Then she told 
me how to go about doing it myself. 

Once you married would you have talked to other family members or girlfriends about your 
predicament and what you were doing? 

No. Oh, there was one girl. Yes, I might have talked to one girl about it. I don't actually 
remember. We had rooms in the same roaming house at the time, and I'm sure she knew 
I did it the day I did it, but I don't know that we swapped information. 

On those two occasions that you aborted yourself, how pregnant would you have been then? 

Oh, I was under the impression that you couldn't do it after 16 weeks, so I was between 
12 and 16 probably 12 or 14 weeks. 

So would it have taken you a while to confirm to yourself that you were pregnant? 

I'd have to miss two periods (Shirley Smith, pp. 7-10). 

,. 
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When Margaret Brand realised she was pregnant after leaving her violent husband, she 
immediately knew that she did not want to continue the pregnancy. 

It wasn't a baby to me, it was a thing, and it was an extension of him and I wasn't going 
to have it. Even if I had to die I would not have his baby or his thing ... So then I 
remembered the woman that helped me when I was 17, so I made up my own solution of 
water, grated Velvet soap, and someone else told me to put mustard in it. So I put a 
packet of or a little box of mustard, Keen' s mustard in it, as well, and started 
attempting to penetrate my womb. Every time that I did that I would have an anxiety 
attack because I knew that I could kill myself. It was only a matter of a bubble being in 
the syringe. I used to do this at least twice a day until my vaginal lips were so swollen 
that I could hardly touch them. I kept that up for six weeks but nothing happened, and I 
think it was fear of penetrating my cervix, though I used to think that I achieved this 
because I would get an unusual stab of pain. But I didn't achieve this ... (Margaret 
Brand,p. 8). 

When her first attempts to abort herself were unsuccessful, Margaret visited the backyard 
abortionist. Perhaps because of the advanced state of her pregnancy this was also unsuccessful. • 

I had to start using the syringe again. It was very, very painful, and this kept on for 
another three.four weeks. Finally I was at my parents' place one Sunday visiting my 
son and paying my money for my son to be looked after and I lost a lot of rusty, 
orangey blood, and it just squirted out of me. But by this time the baby inside my 
stomach had gone into a hard ball. I would say it had gone into a spasm and my 
stomach was like a little cement ball. It was really unusual, but I knew that the baby 
was contracting. I'll have a drink of water. 

So I was rushed to hospital by another man a friend of my father's and in hospital they 
said, "Oh well, you're losing your baby. Have you tried anything?" and I denied 
having done anything. 

Was that the Royal Adelaide? 

No, this was at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital. Then it went a whole night of labour and 
they gave me injections as well to induce it. They came to me and they said-. Oh, they 
were keeping a check up on me all the time, and I knew the baby had died because I had 
felt it die inside of me. They came to me and they said, "Oh, your baby died," but I was 
aware of that I had felt it die. Then the labour set in. I don't know whether they did 
something or whether they gave me more injections, but the labour set in very strongly 
and I then aborted. I had a lot of trouble with the afterbirth. Professor Cox actually had 
to push it out. He was the big guy at that time, and he pushed it out with one sweep, 
which I thought was quite marvellous. 

For me it was just one big relief I had been given a new lease of life. I had prayed to 
God a lot, that, you know I was prepared to die and not have the baby, and to me that 
was just-. It was the beginning, perhaps. It was supposed to be a new beginning. It 
had gone the thing had gone. I'd got rid ofmy husband in that way (p. 9). 

After recovering from the medical and emotional consequences of that experience, and having 
paid off her debt to her employer, Margaret went to live with a girlfriend and got a new job. In 
1967 she was sexually active again. She became pregnant after a sexual experience with a man 
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that had not involved penetration of her vagina, so it took her some time to realise that she may be 
pregnant. 

Missed my periods several times and still didn't think about it until I started to grow, 
and then it dawned on me that-. No, I went to the doctor. It dawned on me that 
something was wrong and I thought, "No, it can't be," and I went to the doctor and he 
said, "You're pregnant". I couldn't believe that so I ignored it for another month, 
waited for my periods and went to another doctor and he said, "You're very 
pregnant" ... 
He was a friend because I used to go to him because my father used to bash me up quite 
a bit and I used go to him to find solace. He gave me a lot of support. Like, I would 
show him my bruises and he would say, "Well, I'm going to dob your father into the 
police". In that way I could cope with things that were going on ... 

Would he have been prepared to go and do an abortion if you asked him? 

No, but he actually told me how to do it properly and he gave me rubber gloves and he 
gave me a solution that would make penetration easier less painful .. . 

You thought he was being helpful? 

Yes, very. Extremely. He saved my life he saved me from suicide, yes. 

I'm just thinking now in some ways that was irresponsible of him to encourage you to try and 
abort yourself knowing that could be really dangerous. 

No, I can't see that ... 
I was four and a half months by this time. Total panic. I couldn't tell the guy because we 
hadn't actually made love - or screwed - so I then had to abort myself There was no 
other choice - I had to do it. 
I kept on doing it until finally I started to bleed and get the labour pains. I was actually 
looking after another girlfriend's two children and I aborted in the shower. No, I 
aborted and I called my doctor the doctor who had given me the gloves and the 
solution and he came over and he put me under the shower because I was such a mess, 
and there was the baby hanging out about an inch and a half hanging out on the 
umbilical cord between my legs. And it was horrifying because the baby had the arms 
outstretched. Jtwasn' ta foetus, it was a baby. That terrified me so he came and he cut 
the cord and got an ambulance and I was haemorrhaging by this time very badly and I 
went into hospital. He came by car. He gave me a D & C and discovered a baby that 
was older. So he explained it to me later that I had been pregnant of two dijf erent times 
and that I had aborted one baby and the other one was removed through-. I don't 
know who's that could have been or whatever. I mean, I was sexually active. So that 
was a terrifying experience once again. Filled with guilt and-. You just can't explain 
it you can't explain it, the feelings and what you have to live with. 

So what did you feel afterwards? What did you feel that you had to live with? 

The guilt, the stupidity, the futility, the selfhatred I think. Yes. 

That doctor, what was his attitude? 

I feel that doctor cared about me. He cared about me as a person. 
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He didn't seem to be --? 

He never judged - never. I think at the time he advised me either not to do - to make up 
my mind not to do it - or use methods that would, you know, help me from getting 
pregnant. I can't remember what. Oh, tablets. He told me to get tablets - to insert 
tablets if I was going to be sexually active. But of course by that time I was swearing to 
myself I'd never do it again the rest of my life. You know, stupidity once again (pp. 
12-16). 

Christine James was very poor in 1965, isolated - her husband had deserted her and her 
parents were in Rhodesia - and in no position to have any more children on top of the four she 
already had. She aborted herself twice in six months. 

I was living with the four kids. They were by that time-. I'm just trying to work out 
how old they were. One was nine months, so one would have been just turned two.just 
turned three and just turned four. So there were the five of us living in this little cottage 
in Bowden. I was very financially poor. I was on relief I mean, it virtually was 
impossible to survive. There were outlets like St Vincent de Paul and Salvation Army, 
and I really could not bring myself to go to those people. I had to collect my relief once 
a fortnight and really kind of grovel, and that was as much grovelling as I was prepared 
to do. So I did survive on that. I did occasionally crack it and make extra money for 
things that I needed and the kids needed. I didn't have much of a social life. I mean, 
nobody really wants to know anyone with all those kids, especially the age I was. I was 
21. I mean, most 21-year-olds do not have a string of kids they certainly didn't in those 
days. So basically I didn' t have a lot of social life. Well, the kids survived. I don't know 
how good a mother I was, but-. You know, and I lost two of them, but we did survive. 
Yes, /find it quite sad to think about it now ... 

This sounds like an obvious question, but how did you become pregnant then? 

If you mean do I know who the father was, no. I mean, it was either by cracking it, or 
there was a guy that used to come round and do quite useful things/or me. I mean, it 
was a very pragmatic kind of exchange. He'd do things like help me move house or get 
me a cheap fridge, that sort of thing, and I'd go to bed with him. 

So you didn't plan to become pregnant? 

No. 

But with these men, had you been doing any birth control? 

No ... 

How did you make the decision that you were going to have an abortion?. 

That's a hard question. I can't remember an actual specific decision-making moment. I 
sort of talked to this guy and he said, "Oh, I can get you something", and I thought, 
"Fine, do it" . I don't think/ actually considered taking a life destroying a foetus. I 
mean, it was survival. I don't think I tlwught of any of the moral implications or any of 
the health implications. 
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How did you go about getting that abortion? 

He actually got me some essence of pennyroyal and I took them. 

What form? 

They were in tablets. I don't know where he got them, no. Maybe he had a friend who 
was a chemist I don't know. And I took them and I had side effects like dizziness, 
temporary deafness, dry mouth the usual sort of things you get when you take an 
excessive amount of tablets. I can't even remember how many I took, but I know I took 
more than it was recommended, because I thought "If we're going to do this, we've got 
to do it", and started bleeding, oh/ don't know, within 36 hours I can't remember 
exactly when and was just very relieved. 

How pregnant would you have been? 

Oh, very, very minimally pregnant. I mean, I was just a couple of weeks overdue I think 
by the time I did this. 

Did that friend help you and support your through the process, or just give you the tablets? 

He gave me the tablets and when I was actually spinning out really badly I phoned him 
and he did come down and give the kids tea. Because I just was incapable at that point 
of really doing that, and it was sort of late afternoon and they needed to be fed. Yes, so 
he did that for me ... 

You got pregnant only a few months later. Was it basically under the same circumstances? 

Yes, except by then this guy was no longer around. He may have been the father. He 
was around probably when I fell pregnant, but he'd actually gone to live with his 
mother interstate. 

Did that mean that you were even more alone and isolated? 

Yes I think so, and I'd just moved to-. I'd moved up to the western suburbs and I 
didn't really know anyone up there at all. 

Can you tell that story of that second time? What happened when you found out you were 
pregnant again? 

I panicked again. I mean, I can't believe what I was like in those days that I would let 
these things happen and then panic. I think, because I didn't have any access to any 
pills, I actually let the pregnancy go on longer. And once again, I mean, I don't know 
where I heard that you could get abortions with crochet hooks. But I didn't have a 
crochet hook because I can't crochet, and I did it with a knitting needle. I'd obviously 
read that or heard that. I don't know where I got that information from, and I don't 
know how far pregnant I was either, but I think I was quite a bit more than just a 
fortnight like the time before. So I did it and it took a couple of days for anything to 
happen. Shall I just describe what happened. 

Yes. 

Right, I got really ill. I mean, I was very, very ill. I started off with headaches, but really 
bad headaches and I'm not a headachy person and I certainly wasn't when I was a 
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young woman and then started losing blood, and losing and losing and losing, clots 
and blood, and actually fainted for the first time ever. My mother was over here and she 
came-. She was due to go home the next day and she came down to where I was 
living with an aunt and uncle, and I didn't tell her what was happening. I just said that, 
you know, I was bleeding very heavily and I think I looked pretty awful. I'd actually run 
into a woman I'd known ... who'd also broken up with her husband, and I actually met 
her at the relief office one day. So I actually did have someone I knew not all that well 
and I thought I should go over and see her. 
My mother arranged for my aunt to drive me and the/our kids over. It was there that I 
fainted and they actually called a doctor who asked me ifit was possible that I could 
have been pregnant, and I lied and said no. She had a new boyfriend. It was a German 
man and believed that if you were sick your mother looked after you, so he asked me 
what my aunt's and uncle's surname was and unknown to me he phoned round till he 
found my mother and he kind of said, "Your daughter's sick you need to look after 
her". So they came back and collected me and my mother made it very clear she wasn't 
going to look after me and she had to go back to Rhodesia to my father anyway. She 
didn't know what was going on. She just thought I was having a heavy period and she 
just said, "I don't know what you' re making so much fuss about. That's what happens 
to women". 
And I didn't tell her and she went away, and I was probably very ill for at least a 
fortnight possibly slightly more. I lost a lot of blood. I looked pretty awful like I was 
kind of yellowish. I didn't eat or drink. A sip of water here or there I couldn't eat. The 
kids basically looked after themselves. I think they survived on bread and Vegemite and 
I used to send [ my son] down to a shop which he didn't have to cross any roads to get 
to and he would get some apples, and they were having apples and bread and Vegemite 
and the milkman, of course. was delivering milk. Eventually I got better. I lost clots for 
quite some time and they got steadily nastier in appearance and I actually at one point 
was in the bath and actually looking at this clot, which was the most revolting colour, 
and thinking, "You might die". I mean, I am aware now I could have died. 
And then I got better and by this time I had a television. I remember the evening I felt 
better and I lay on my bed and watched "The Three Faces of Eve" and ate a whole 
packet of chicken noodle soup which was the first thing I'd eaten for about a fortnight. 
And it's pretty gross, but I actually enjoyed it. (laughs) That was that. 

Did you see a doctor during that abortion? 

No. No, apart from the doctor that was called at my friend's place who I lied to, no I 
didn't see a doctor. At one point I was at the point where I was prepared to come clean 
and see a doctor because I was so ill, and I thought, you know, "I' II just have to trust to 
luck that the wrath of the powers that be doesn't descend," and I actually said to my 
eldest child, "When you go down and get the apples will you ask the person in the shop 
to call a doctor," but I don't know whether he got the message, or whether they got the 
message and took no notice, but th'e doctor didn't come. I thought, "Well obviously I'm 
not meant to see a doctor", because it hadn't happened, and I wasn't sure about the 
decision of seeing one, so if he didn't come that was an answer that it was best that he 
didn't. 
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You inserted a knitting needle through your cervix into your uterus? 

Yes. Makes you cringe when you think about it now or makes me cringe when I think 
about it now. Yes, and just kind of swivelled it around and scraped it about. If there was 
any particular sort of soreness or tenderness, "I'm too near to something that I 
shouldn't be". 

It sounds horrible and I admire your courage for having done that. I mean, how do you think you 
could do that? 

Because I didn't particularly love myself in those days, because I didn't see myself as a 
valuable person. I don't take full responsibility for that because I wasn't brought up to 
see myself as a valuable person. And I saw myself as the sort of person that was not an 
okay person, that was probably quite wicked and that things were going to happen to. I 
was still in that stage at that point (Christine James, pp. 5-10). 
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CONSEQUENCES 

The Law 
None of the women interviewed about their abortions had any dealings with the police, 

however fear of arrest or contact with the police, and the perceived danger, and the stigma of 
having performed an illegal act were major concerns for three women. When asked to identify the 
worst aspects of their experience of having an abortion performed by someone else, both Mary 
Hill and Shirley Smith named the illegality of the act. 

Well, the knowledge ... I was doing something illegal. I had never contemplated doing 
something illegal in my life, and the first time you do it is a big step and I think it's 
frightened me into respectability for the rest of my life - the terrible feeling I had 
(Shirley Smith, p. 11 ). 

Jeannie' s fear of the illegality of what she was doing was exacerbated by the timing of her 
abortion. Her recollection is that between the time that she made the arrangement to go to Sydney, 
and the actual event, news of police raids on abortion clinics in Melbourne was on the front page 
of The Advertiser . 

.. . and so all I could see were photographers out front, police cars outside the abortion 
clinic, and all of a sudden me being on the front page of The Advertiser for my parents 
to see - you know, the whole bit. So there was an extra terror introduced at that stage 
(Jeannie Dempsey, p. 7). 

Not all the women shared these feelings. Irma's attitude was defiant: 

Oh, laws were made to be broken. I mean, what's the law going to do to me if I had six 
children? I'm a human being - I've got to decide for myself how my life is going to be 
(Irma Raven, p. 1 I). 

For Christine, giving herself an abortion was consistent with a life that was not within 
mainstream expectations of proper behaviour for a woman: 

Basically, Barbara, I believe that most things I did were illegal then, or somebody was 
going to disapprove anyway. No, I didn't think, "I'm breaking the law by doing this." I 
think also, giving yourself an abortion is a very personal thing and provided you don't 
talk to a doctor and you don't, you know, spread it around, I didn't actually see it as 
very much of a crime (Christine James, p. 12). 

The fact that a woman had had an illegal abortion came to the notice of police in three ways. 
The most common source of police involvement was when police were notified by a doctor or a 
hospital that a patient was severely ill because of illegal interference in a pregnancy. Certainly not 
all women whose doctors knew or suspected they were suffering from the consequences of illegal 
abortions were reported to police. Bill Smith could not recall any personal contact with police over 
this matter during the time he spent at the Royal Adelaide Hospital. Ben Nevis had vague 
recollections of talking to police but he never gave evidence in court. It was Don Maddem's 
opinion that doctors reported a suspected illegal abortion only if they thought the patient might 
die and there would then be some awkward questions to answer (p. 7). Although he was only at 
the RAH during the sixties, Michael Taylor's recollection was consonant with this view. 
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Even if you knew that someone had been involved in a criminal act like that, I don't 
think we would have concerned ourselves with notifying the police. We didn't see that 
as our job (p. 7). 

The death of a woman - whether in hospital or at the premises of an abortionist - was also 
cause for police investigation. 

The other less common way that police would become involved with a woman who'd had an 
abortion was if another person reported her. John Bartlett recalled a couple of cases where the 
father of the child objected to the woman having an abortion and reported her to the police. (p. 6) 
Don Maddern recalled an instance where a member of the abortionist's family notified the police 
that he had aborted a particular woman, because of a domestic dispute over the relationship of the 
woman and the abortionist (p. 10). 

A number of women were interviewed by Victorian police when members of the Victorian 
Homicide Squad came to Adelaide during the time when doctors were being investigated in 
Melbourne. According to Don Maddern they had several foolscap pages of women's names (p. 
25). John Bartlett recalled another case where a large number of women were interviewed by 
police. The arrest of a man in 1964 resulted in the seizure of an appointment book he had kept. 
Using names and addresses from this book, the police approached many women. Some were 
friends and relatives but many were women who the police believed were the man's patients. No 
women co-operated with the police as a result of these interviews (pp. 10-11). 

It was not only women who had been aborted by other people who were interviewed by the 
police and involved in the courts. Don Maddern recalled two instances of women who had aborted 
themselves who were charged and went through the courts in the early 1960s. Both of these 
women were from country towns. He thought that they would have answered truthfully when 
asked by medical staff what had happened to them and had subsequently been reported to police. 
He acknowledged that these were unfortunate cases because the woman was a danger to no-one 
but herself, however the law treated self-induced abortion in the same way as an abortion 
performed by another person (pp. 6-10). His recollection was that their sentence was to be placed 
ona bond. 

A woman who was involved in a trial for abortion could have two court appearances to make. 
There would be a committal case, followed by a Supreme Court hearing where sentencing would 
take place. In some cases this process could be contracted by the use of an ex officio indictment. 
Supreme Court hearings were always held in Adelaide, and committals were also held in Adelaide 
because of the convenience of the solicitors. The whole process could take from between a few 
weeks to a few months. Most abortion cases were reported in the press (Don Maddern, pp. 6-10). 

To present a case to the court the police relied on the evidence of the woman who had been 
aborted. They would usually wait till she had been released from hospital to minimise any mental 
trauma that investigation might cause. Don Maddern responded to a question about whether or not 
pressure was applied to women to be witnesses for the prosecution. 

Well, not putting pressure. No, but explaining the facts of life ... you'd say "Well all 
right, there's one of two things. You either did this yourself- if you did this yourself 
you'll be charged with it - or someone else did it." So she'd performed an illegal act, 
so in actual fact you could arrest her for it. But we always found it was better to use 
them as a witness ... 
I found most of the women involved made very, very good witnesses. They'd realised 
that they'd done a stupid thing, and they'd realised that they'd nearly lost their life. 
They then knew that people knew that they had been pregnant, so they weren't hiding 
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anything. It was out in the open. I think a lot were in fact relieved about it. They didn't 
have to hide anything from any then ... 
Lots of time you'd explain the facts of life - "It's better to be a witness for the 
prosecution than us charging you jointly with the abortionist". They generally give 
statements (pp. 32-33). 

Health 

Three of the four women who aborted themselves and/or went to backyard abortionists 
suffered serious medical consequences, and three of the four suspect that their abortions have 
contributed to serious gynaecological problems in later life. 

Margaret had no medical consequences after she was aborted by her girlfriend's mother, but 
required hospital treatment on both the occasions that she aborted herself. On the first of those 
occasions when she estimates she was about six months pregnant she was delivered of a foetus at 
the Queen Elizabeth Hospital. Her labour was induced and afterwards she spent two to three 
weeks in hospital. She described herself as extremely undernourished; she had an infected spleen 
which she understood was somehow related to her abortion (pp. 9-10). On the second occasion 
that she aborted herself, the doctor who attended her later performed a D & C on her in hospital (p. 
14). In 1970 she gave birth to her second child. In 1980 Margaret had a hysterectomy because of 
cervical cancer, which she believes was partly caused by the trauma to her cervix suffered during 
her abortions (p. 18). 

Christine recalls the usual effects of taking too many pills - "dizziness, temporary deafness, dry 
mouth" - when she aborted herself by taking essence of pennyroyal tablets. After the time when 
she aborted herself by inserting a knitting needle into her uterus she was severely ill for three 
weeks and was aware that she might have died (p. 9). She received no medical treatment during 
this period. Miraculously, she had done no long term damage to her uterus and gave birth to 
another child five years later with no medical problems. 

Irma continued to bleed for a month after she aborted and eventually, on the advice of her 
abortionist, admitted herself to the RAH where she was given a curettage and stayed for about five 
days (p. 4,6). She did not consider seeing a doctor during the month when she was ill: "Doctor, 
no. We didn't do it that way. You see the poor went to the Royal Adelaide. You didn't go to a 
doctor" (p. 11). She has had a range of gynaecological problems subsequently, including cervical 
cancer, and she felt that her abortion experience many have contributed psychologically to that 
condition (p. 8). She had another child several years after the abortion. 

Shirley did not suffer any physical health problems after any of her three abortions, but thinks 
that they may have contributed to later problems: 

I didn't have any infections, but I've ended up with a prolapsed bowel and a prolapsed 
bladder. The doctor recently has explained to me that you sometimes have those after 
difficult births. Well I didn' I have difficult births. I think that it's probably the messing 
around with my insides that I did myself in those self-induced abortions. 

Have you suggested that to the doctors? 

Yes, and met with stony silence. A woman doctor it was too. (laughs) So I didn't get it 
confirmed or denied that that was what it was (p. 14). 
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Anne required further medical attention when she returned from her abortion in Melbourne. 
The week after her return she bled very heavily, so she and her boyfriend contacted the doctor 
whose name she had been given by the abortionist. She visited him in his office on North Terrace . 

... he was the sort of person I didn't really warm to at all ... I didn't like the look of this 
man at all. But he was sort of my only hope at the time because he was the one whose 
name I'd been given, and I still would not have fronted up to another GP or anyone and 
said, "Look I've had an abortion and this is my trouble". I would have been terrified (p. 
17). 

He performed some procedure on her, she presumes a curettage and after that she recovered 
and subsequently has had three children. 

Jeannie had no medical complications after her abortion but worried for some years that she 
may have caused permanent damage to her reproductive organs. 

But there was always that feeling of, "I wonder what I'm like inside now". You know "I 
wonder whether I'll be able to ever have children" . ... I know of people who'd had 
abortions and then couldn't have children and so on (p. 13 ). 

Some years after her abortion she went to a family planning clinic and had an internal 
examination as part of a routine checkup. When the verdict was that she was in good 
gynaecological health she was enormously relieved. 

I floated out of this place. It hadn't occurred to me just how much was weighing on me 
that here was something wrong with me until I was given this casual okay. From time to 
time when I had my first pregnancy.from time to time I worried that there might have 
been something amiss, but there wasn't (p. 13). 

"Dirty Da" 
The three people interviewed for this project who worked at the RAH before the early 1960s 

recalled vivid memories of the Da Costa Ward. This was the gynaecological ward where women 
were sent if they were admitted suffering from threatened, incomplete or septic abortions 
(spontaneous or induced) or from venereal disease. The ward disappeared with the building of the 
new East Wing which housed two gynaecological wards and several gynaecological theatres and 
was opened in mid 1962 (RAH Annual Report 1962-63, p. 3). While there were women in Da 
Costa who were miscarrying spontaneously, the memories of those who worked there focus on 
women who were suffering from the outcome of illegal abortions. The ward was known among 
nurses as "Dirty Da". 

Pam Fulton trained as a nurse at the RAH from 1951 to 1954. She recalls the physical location 
ofDa Costa Ward. 

Next door was Torrens, which was the skin and ear, nose and throat ward, and I could 
never understand why because that was an iron building and that was just terrible for 
the skin patients. But then the next building was Terrace, and that was where the very 
hard to manage people-. I suppose now, thinking back, they were psychiatrically ill 
people or the alcoholics, and they'd be put into these little cells. But upstairs was the 
intriguing thing. That was where the - it wasn't called STD clinic in those days -
venereal diseases clinic it was. I'd see these shadowy figures creep past the wards at 
night, and it wasn't till quite a while afterwards that I realised what was going on - they 
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were people going to the venereal disease clinic. So it was down in that part of the 
hospital which was - you know, didn't want to be seen. That was always a thing of Da 
Costa, that it was-. You know, these women were down there not to be seen. Yes, it 
was quite an experience really (p. 7). 

The ward was divided into two sections - one for the "clean" cases, most of which would be 
spontaneous miscarriages, and one for the septic cases, most of which would be induced abortions 
(Ben Nevis, p. 2). There was also a number of beds out on the verandah. None of the interviewees 
were sure, but Bill Smith estimated that there were 16 beds in the ward (p. 6). Ben Nevis recalled 
operating on five or six women each day to evacuate the uterus. Women who were "clean cases" 
had currettages as soon as they were admitted, but women who were admitted with infection were 
treated with drugs till the infection subsided before the uterus was emptied. Speaking of the late 
1940s he recalled that the only drugs available were the sulfanomides, which were not as effective 
as antibiotics which came into use later (Ben Nevis, pp. 2-3). 

The symptoms that women presented with were bleeding, excessive pelvic pain, fever and 
other signs of infection and occasionally damage to the genital tract (Pam Fulton, p. 9, Bill Smith, 
p. 4). The induced abortions that doctors and nurses saw _were generally the result of some kind of 
interference which had the aim of disturbing the pregnancy and producing an abortion at a later 
time. When this happened often the abortion was incomplete and infection ensued. Lack of 
hygiene also caused infection. Very, very seldom would the abortion have been procured by a 
formal emptying of the uterus such as by dilating the cervix and curetting the uterus (Ben Nevis, p. 
4). 

Sometimes a septic abortion had long term consequences: "chronic pelvic infections, so 
chronic pelvic pain, menstrual disturbances, infertility, and the occasion patient died ... I suppose 
infertility was one of the commonest long term ... I guess psychological sequelae too but this often 
was not apparent at the time" (Ben Nevis, p. 4). Pam Fulton, Ben Nevis and Bill Smith all recall 
patients of theirs in Da Costa Ward who died. 

Pam Fulton recalls that the women in Da Costa Ward were both married and single and 
predominantly working class (pp. 11-12). This would be related to the fact that most of the women 
in Da Costa with induced abortions would have either aborted themselves or gone to a backyard 
abortionist, where the risk of infection and accident was high. Self-induced abortions or backyard 
abortions were more commonly sought by working class women. 

Pam recalled the experience of nursing in Da Costa as a young student nurse. 

When I was sent there on the first visit I was really concerned, because although it 
wasn't discussed among the nurses, it was one of those places that nobody wanted to go 
to. I was really worried about going. It was the most incredible experience because 
there I was/ace to face with this thing that certainly wasn't talked about at home or 
even in a professional sense. There were these women who,for various reasons, were 
there having miscarriages because for one reason or another they personally, or had 
had somebody else perform the abortion on them. The only saving grace for me in that 
ward was the wonderful sister who was there. She was a wonderful woman, although 
she wouldn't ever really-. No, she wouldn't ever really talk about things. She would 
just-. We were nurses, these were women who needed to be cared/or and that was 
what was expected of us. She didn't ever talk to us in the way that what had happened 
to these women, why they'd had to do this - because, you know, there was no other way 
for them. She didn't ever explain that to us and I really, looking back, wish she had in a 
way. 
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I was just utterly confused because there I was confronted sometimes with the most 
awful things in a physical sort of way. I remember one night I was working late and this 
young woman had jumped off the laundry roof. actually. and she was quite advanced in 
her pregnancy. There was a lovely staff nurse who'd just arrived out from England who 
stayed on with me because this woman came into labour. That was the most awful 
experience. She actually had to go to theatre. Then there was another woman who was 
literally climbing up the bed in agony because she'd inserted some Lysol into her 
vagina. 
What also distressed me was the way the women themselves would be laughing to one 
another and talking about their miscarriage, or whatever. And of course I was very 
young and inexperienced and only saw what was presented, and I didn't see beyond 
that to what degree of suffering these women must have been going through - that this 
was the only way they could cope with it. For comfort I used to go out and visit the 
prostitutes who had a few beds on the balcony, and they were out there in all sorts of 
weather. They were so lovely and so understanding and I'd sit there and cry. I 
sometimes didn't even know I was crying. but I just felt that what was happening here 
was just awful and it wasn't right, you know. I really didn't understand it. Of course the 
doctors were just removed, as always, and if they were okay with the women that was 
because that's the sort of person they were - they were okay. 
So it was quite an experience, and I suppose I didn't realise it at the time but my feeling 
that this wasn't right - this shouldn't be happening, being totally confused, going from 
being really disgusted and angry and cross with these women for doing this to 
themselves, and how could they do this to their babies too - to seeing what these women 
were going through and feeling desperately for them, but as a young woman who really 
hadn't had much experience of anything. I was totally confused by it all. That was my 
first visit. 
I was sent back to Da Costa again, and that was as a punishment because I'd dared to 
go to Matron and ask for a move from the ward I was in. I was under a lot of stress as 
settled senior there and I just felt I couldn't cope with it any longer and I was sent back 
to Da Costa again. I suppose it was better that time because I knew what to expect, but 
the experience was the same for me. It was not only what was happening in Da Costa, it 
was that it was down there at the bottom of the hospital, you know, as though they were 
less than human, these people who were in the ward (pp. 5-6). 

Ben Nevis and .Bill Smith both recalled being moved by the condition of many women in Da 
Costa, and thought that the quality of the care that patients received would not have been lessened 
because they had had illegal abortions. Pam Fulton's recollection was that there was a very 
different feeling about Da Costa, and that this included the attitude of the staff who worked there, 
although this attitude would not have affected the quality of physical care. 

Well, a lot of the staff I think-. I don't think resented is too hard a word, but there 
was a certain resentment of being there. Now I don't know whether that was because of 
the type of work, and I think it was to a large degree, or because of the whole scenario, 
the whole public attitude, the community attitude to abortion in those days - that it was 
illegal and, you know, these women had brought it on themselves sort of thing. So there 
was that aspect of it. So I'd say the staff-. There wasn't the same attitude. there 
wasn't the same atmosphere among the staff in Da Costa that you would.find in the 
other wards. It was very much a thing of "We have to do it. We don't want to do it but 
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we have to do it". Yes. And of course it's interesting, isn't it, no thought of the 
unavailability of contraception or anything like that, but just "Here we are doing this 
work" and "These women have more or less brought it on themselves and it's illegal 
anyway". You know, it's the public's perception of it. So that was a very real thing, yes 
(pp. 8-9). 

Irma spent time in Da Costa after her abortion; she recalled it as very glum place - both the 
physical and social environment. She was visited by her family, including her daughter, and 
recalled that it was unusual for children to visit the ward. Her happiness at the visit was also out of 
place among the group of unhappy women (pp. 6-7). Pam Fulton also recalled that women were 
not visited in the same way they would have been in other wards (p. 12). 

Michael Taylor worked at the RAH in the 1960s after the demise of the Da Costa Ward. He 
recalled treating women who were admitted with the consequences of illegal abortion. He thought 
that most patients at that time would also have been from lower socioeconomic groups, reflecting 
the general hospital population and the practice of women with money going interstate to have 
abortions performed safely by doctors. He recalled the same symptoms as the earlier period -
profuse bleeding and infection - but could not recall any deaths. Neither did he recall women with 
abortions being segregated from other gynaecological patients (pp. 5-8). 

Money 
The economic impact of paying for an abortion affected the nine women interviewed for the 

project differently, depending on their class, employment status, support from family and friends 
and other incidental variables. 

Paying for the trip interstate and the cost of the abortion was not equally easy for each of the 
five middle class women who had medical abortions performed by doctors. Jane was a single 
woman being paid relatively well as a teacher, however one of the most difficult things about her 
abortion was that "it cost so much" (p. 16). She shared the cost of the abortion and the return 
airfares to Melbourne and then to Sydney with lover, who had to take out a loan (p. 12). Her 
abortion cost $140 - approximately the equivalent of three weeks of her wages, not including the 
airfares (p. 16). Jeannie was also a teacher. She had no savings but did have money from an 
insurance claim due to her. She borrowed money to pay for travel by bus and plane to and from 
Sydney, two nights in a motel in Adelaide, and the abortion which she thought cost $75 - which 
added up to a "hell of a lot of money" (p. 6). 

On the other hand paying for travel and the abortion was not a major consideration for Anne, 
Ms X or Mary. Anne's well-off parents-in-law to be paid for the costs of her abortion - travel plus 
$200 fee (p. 12). Ms X recalled that she and her boyfriend probably shared the costs of her airfare 
and the abortionist's fee which she thought was $200. She remembered it as a lot of money, but 
"not as much [a burden] as it could have been for some people" (p. 5). Mary and her husband drew 
on the savings from their Child Endowment account to pay travel, accommodation and 70 pounds 
to the abortionist, which she acknowledges was a lot of money in 1958 (p. 8). 

Although travel and accommodation expenses were not involved, having a backyard abortion 
in Adelaide was not necessarily cheap, as Margaret's experience shows. She paid 80 pounds or 85 
pounds - 8 times her weekly wage - in 1964 for a backyard abortion. Her poverty-stricken 
circumstances did not prevent her from taking this option, although she was in a situation of 
bonded labour to repay the debt to her employer for some time afterwards (p. 11). 
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The cost of her backyard abortion was also a difficulty for Shirley and her boyfriend. She 
cannot remember the exact amount. 

Although Irma and her husband were living in hardship he did have work and a regular 
income. Consequently paying for her abortion - she thought" ... it wasn't much at all. It was 
probably 10 pounds" - was not difficult (p. 7). 

One advantage of self-induced abortion was that it didn't cost any money. 

Trauma 
The emotional impact of having an illegal abortion differed for each of the nine women 

interviewees. The main variables were the kind of abortion they had, the quality of support they 
received, their own social and emotional circumstances and consequently the level of desperation 
that they experienced in needing an abortion. 

Jane felt she had every right to have an abortion because she had been practising contraception 
to the best of her ability (p. 14). She was well supported by her best friend and by her lover -
emotionally and financially. Her abortion was performed by a doctor in clinical conditions with no 
medical problems afterwards. After the high cost of her abortion, the worst thing about it was that 
it was so difficult to get, which was basically a problem of access to the right information (p. 16). 

Once Anne had gotten through the distress caused by the fact of her pregnancy, she was well 
cocooned against the possible trauma of her abortion by her boyfriend's parents. They organised 
everything and paid for everything. Her boyfriend was very supportive, as were the friends of his 
family who accommodated them in Melbourne. Her own mother also knew of the pregnancy and 
the abortion and provided emotional support. Anne and her boyfriend were active consumers in 
rejecting one abortionist before deciding where she would go for the operation. Her abortion was 
performed by skilled medical people in doctor's rooms. When she looks back, she remembers 
most her naivety as a middle class, well-protected, inexperienced young woman, overcome by the 
enormity of what she was doing. 

Although Mary ended up with an abortion performed by one of Melbourne' s leading 
gynaecologists, her path to his rooms was not easy. She started off with her family doctor who 
suggested she try to abort herself. When her own attempts failed her husband made enquiries with 
an old friend which resulted in an appointment with an Adelaide gynaecologist. He also refused to 
perform an abortion and gave her the Melbourne doctor's name and address. Through this process 
she described herself being in a "traumatic and emotional state" (p. 8) and having to endure 
emotional blackmail (p. 13). Although Mary's abortion was the best of all those described in 
interviews - her doctor was sympathetic, personable, caring and offered assistance with 
contraception - the illegality and consequent need for secrecy were deeply distressing experiences. 
She felt particularly bad about the need to deceive her two children about the purpose of her trip to 
Melbourne. 

Ms X was able to have her abortion performed safely by a doctor but her experience was 
deeply disturbing. A previous abortion had left her suicidal for some time after. Although her 
boyfriend organised her second abortion and helped pay for it, he did not offer emotional support 
and no-one else was able to fill this vacuum. The actual abortion was performed in an impersonal 
and judgemental way. Her experience was feeling sad and lonely and believing that she had 
committed a terrible crime (pp. 6-7). After the abortion she perceived that she had lost status - she 
was no longer able to see herself as marriageable (pp. 7-8). At the time of the interview she was 
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still experiencing conflicting emotions: "I wish I'd never done it" and "I had to do it and now I 
have no regrets about having done it" (p. 10). 

Jeannie believed that her abortion was performed by a doctor, but many of the characteristics 
of the abortion she received make it similar to a backyard abortion. She did receive a D & C and 
was given medication to prevent infection, but the absence of an anaesthetic, the dingy 
surroundings and the constant loud music blaring into the street to cover the screams of women 
being aborted were the hallmarks of a traumatic backyard abortion. Becoming pregnant was a 
great distress and she considered suicide as an alternative if abortion had been unavailable. She 
confided in one friend but kept her situation secret from her flatmates, her family and her work 
colleagues. "I always had to lie to my friends. I had been very open about everything else, you 
know, lots of other things with my friends, and this deception was really quite mind boggling" (p. 
5-6). The logistics of getting from the country town where she lived, to Sydney, without anyone 
knowing, were very difficult for her to accomplish. She described herself as very naive, having to 
take on things that she would never have dreamed of doing which were fraught with fears - fear of 
arrest and subsequent exposure, fear of her parents and friends finding out, fear of illness, fear of 
death and later fear of sterility. The lack of anaesthetic meant that the abortion was extremely 
painful. On her return home she suffered from depression for the first time in her life. She was also 
not able to reconcile her experience of mortal sin with her Catholicism and subsequently left the 
church - a decision she made with sadness and one that she is not sure she has yet come to terms 
with (p. 10, p. 14). She never regretted her decision but not surprisingly, said "I wish it hadn't 
happened" (p. 14). 

None of Shirley's three abortions were followed by medical complications, and on each 
occasion she had the abortion with the knowledge and support of her boyfriend/husband. She did 
not regret her decisions to abort but said" ... they were dreadful things. It wasn't an easy thing to 
decide to do" (p. 9). The worst part of the abortion that was performed on her by a backyard 
abortionist was the guilt she felt at having done something illegal. She felt upset and frightened 
and knew no-one else who'd ever had an abortion (p. 6). Particularly on the first occasion when 
she aborted herself, she experienced great difficulty performing the mechanics of the procedure 
and regretted that her mother, who had told her what to do, was not prepared to physically assist 
her. Despite the fact her boyfriend was with her during the backyard abortion she was aware of her 
vulnerability as a young single woman, knowing she could be deserted, a situation often described 
in popular fiction of the time (p. 11). 

Christine's life circumstances at the time of her two unwanted pregnancies were very difficult. 
She feared that her pregnancies might result in the loss of her welfare payments or the loss of her 
children. The worst thing about her abortions was the recognition that she could have killed herself . 

... feeling that I might have died and that I could still die, and having visions of, you 
know, my innards all being the colour of these clots that I was losing. Yes, that was 
scary - that was really scary. Not being able to look after the kids was scary (p. 13 ). 

She went through her second abortion with no emotional support, and with no adult person 
knowing what was happening to her. 

After each of her abortions, one of Christine's children died. She commented: 

Well, it was certainly guilt - inducing ... after the second one it became really a sort of 
act of God, if you like. I mean, I don't know that I actually believed implicitly in God, 
but it was some kind of sort of natural retribution, something like that, yes (p. 11 ). 
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While she was certainly relieved on both occasions that she had terminated her pregnancies, it 
is hard to comprehend the magnitude of the events of Christine's life between November 1965 and 
April 1966, and to isolate the impact of her abortions. She felt a strong sense of disapproval from 
society for her whole way of life, and reflected that "I didn't particularly love myself in those 
days, because I didn't see myself as a valuable person" (p. 10). 

Irma was also desperate to terminate her pregnancy. She had the support of her husband and 
she experienced her abortionist as humanitarian and compassionate. Her memory of the abortion 
is of pain and almost bleeding to death on her bed. 

Yes, I would never wish that on anybody, because bringing on a late term termination 
like that was very, very painful. It was really excruciatingly painful. Nothing compared 
with childbirth at all. It was 10 times more painful and I wouldn't wish that on anybody, 
and I was not up to going through it again (p. 8). 

Each of the three abortions that Margaret described were traumatic in the extreme. She saw 
each abortion as the only alternative to death and was relieved that each pregnancy was 
terminated. However, the process of aborting herself was frightening. 

Every time it was the most terrifying experience that I can imagine, and every time I 
prayed to God and every time I took that chance of killing myself. That's how I saw it. I 
knew that every time I could die, and it was a matter of saying, "Have I got an air 
bubble in? ls an air bubble going to go in? I'm going to die within half an hour," 
because that was the rumours that went round. If you got an air bubble in your womb, 
you had half an hour ... It was almost a panic attack, where I would experience 
dizziness, palpitations, profuse sweating, guilt, mood elevations. It was just-. It was 
horrible - it was really, really terrifying, and terribly guilt ridden, extremely. Nights I 
didn't sleep, and I've still got guilt panic attacks (pp. 16-17). 

She has many regrets when she looks back at her life during the 1960s. She responded to the 
question about what was the worst aspect of her experiences. 

Well now I think the fact that I killed babies. Then the worst thing was putting my life at 
risk. Oh even now, I suppose, how many times I've put my life at risk, but then the 
trauma that I went through, that was the worst (p. 18). 

When the legislation changed in South Australia, Margaret was very aware of the implications. 

I was very angry. I was extremely angry. Yes, when it was legalised I thought the futility 
of it all. You know, the/utility of what I've had to go through and why not JO years 
before. I felt very cheated (p. 20). 

While acknowledging the difficulty and the distress and the trauma that women experienced 
getting abortions in SA before 1970, it is important also to acknowledge the strength, 
determination and creativity which many women displayed in getting what they wanted and in 
integrating often terrible experiences into a meaningful understanding of themselves and their 
lives. 

When asked what was the worst thing about her abortion Jeannie immediately responded with 
"the best thing". 

The best thing about it was knowing I could survive ... It did make me feel a lot 
stronger. It was the first hard thing that had really happened in my life. I'd had a fairly 
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easy life and it was the first time I'd ever really been put to any big test and I survived 
il . That was definitely the best thing. I had that to refer back to - "I got through that 
abortion I can do anything" (p. 14). 

Anne and Christine have both been committed in their family lives to passing on information 
to their daughters to ensure that they won't have to experience what their mothers did. Irma has 
been able to reassure a friend who had had an abortion and was feeling bad about it, by sharing her 
own story of abortion. 

Christine's brush with death after her second abortion was a major turning point in her life. She 
said "so, it was probably good for me to actually recognise that I might die and that I didn't want 
to" (p. 13). She made significant decisions and started to create a more fulfilling life for herself. 
Her experience of abortion has made her more militant about women's rights and directly assisted 
her in professional counselling work, including counselling women contemplating abortion (p. 
16). Both Mary and Shirley also went on to have direct political and/or professional involvement 
with family planning services and abortion services. Shirley recalled with humour an interaction 
she had with a young man who was participating in an anti-abortion demonstration. He and his 
girlfriend were talking about the horrors of abortion as they saw them. 

I said, "What nonsense. Women have been aborting themselves for generations. It's 
knowledge that's passed on from mother to daughter", and I remember how 
dumbfounded the young bloke was. He thought that he was on the side of God and 
women's - defending womanhood - and I got him on the side and bashed his ear. I don't 
think he'd ever heard anything - the other side of the argument (p. 10). 
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Interviews 
Interview with Ms X* at Flinders University on 28 March 1990. 

Interview with Shirley Smith* in southern Adelaide on 2 April 1990. 

Interview with Mary Hill* in eastern Adelaide on 2 April 1990. 

Interview with Christine James* in western Adelaide on 3 April 1990. 

Interview with Margaret Brand* in eastern Adelaide on 5 April 1990. 

Interview with Jane Holland* in southern Adelaide on 9 April 1990. 

Interview with Jeannie Dempsey* in southern Adelaide on 25 April 1990. 

Interview with Irma Raven* in southern Adelaide on 11 May 1990. 

Interview with Anne Clayton* at the Adelaide Women's Community Health Centre in North Adelaide on 18 
May 1990. 

Interview with Cindy-Lou Lee* (Abortionist, 1957-62) at the Family Planning Association, Kensington, on 9 
August 1990. 

Interview with Dr Ben Nevis* in southern Adelaide on 4 April 1990. 

Interview with Dr Bill Smith* in eastern Adelaide on 30 May 1990. 

Interview with Dr Michael Taylor* in Adelaide city on 9 April 1990. 

Interview with Chief Superintendent John Bartlett at police headquarters, Adelaide on 23 April 1990. 

Interview with Detective Sergeant Don Maddern at police headquarters, Adelaide on 29 May 1990. 

Interview with Pam Fulton (nurse) in the Adelaide Hills on 26 April 1990. 

* indicates a pseudonym 

All interviews were conducted by Barbara Baird and took place at the interviewee's home unless otherwise 
indicated. 

All the interview tapes from this project except the interview with Ms X have been deposited with the J.D. 
Somerville Oral History Collection, Mortlock Library of South Australiana. Full transcripts and tapes of 
the interviews identified by the interviewee's real name, and edited transcripts of the rest will be 
accessible to bona fide researchers as they become available. Full transcripts and tapes of the edited 
transcripts will be accessible after 31 December 2020. 

C orresponde nee 
Letter from Denise Kerslake, nurse, received 3 August 1990. 










